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Abstract
Hardware/software codesign enables the integrated development of hard-

ware and software in a single design language. In combination with transaction
level modeling, it can be used to efficiently model complex systems on different
levels of abstraction. As such systems are often used in safety-critical appli-
cations, the correctness is crucial to prevent high financial losses or casualties.
Especially memory-related errors can cause severe problems as they either
result in deadlocks, runtime-errors or undefined system behavior. Although
HW/SW codesign usually provides means for testing and simulation during
the whole development process, these techniques are incomplete and can never
ensure the absence of errors. In contrast, formal verification techniques like
model checking can be used to guarantee the correctness of a design. Although
there exist several approaches for the formal verification of HW/SW codesigns,
memory-related constructs and operations are only insufficiently considered.

In this thesis, we present an approach for model checking of memory-
related properties on digital HW/SW systems. To this end, we focus on
the system level description language SystemC, the de facto standard for
HW/SW codesign. To support transaction level modeling, we additionally
take the widely used SystemC transaction level modeling standard (TLM)
into account. The main idea of our approach is to provide a formal
semantics for the most relevant parts of the TLM standard and a formal
memory model, which captures all relevant memory-related constructs and
operations. We combine these with an already existing formalization of the
basic SystemC constructs and provide transformation rules to enable the
fully automatic transformation of SystemC/TLM designs into semantically
equivalent Uppaal timed automata models. On the resulting model, we
use the Uppaal model checker to verify important properties, including
memory-related properties, timing, liveness and safety properties. To ease this
verification, we automatically generate a set of verification properties, which
can be used to ensure the absence of many common errors in a given design.
This includes memory-related errors like null pointer accesses and array out of
bounds accesses on a given design as well as the absence of assertion violations.

If a property is violated, the Uppaal model checker generates a counterex-
ample. As our formal semantics for SystemC/TLM is structure-preserving,
this counterexample can easily be transferred back to the SystemC/TLM code
manually and thereby allows for the localization of detected errors. To en-
hance the applicability of our approach for complex designs, we provide a set
of optimization techniques. These are used to reduce the semantic state space
and, thus, yield a better verification performance.

We have implemented our transformation and our optimization techniques
in a toolchain, which can be applied to SystemC/TLM designs fully auto-
matically. We demonstrate both, the verification performance and the error-
detection capabilities of our approach with experimental results from various
case studies, including an industrial SystemC/TLM design of the AMBA AHB.
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Zusammenfassung
Hardware/Software-Codesign ermöglicht den integrierten Entwurf von

Hardware und Software in einer einzigen Modellierungssprache. In Verbindung
mit Transaction Level Modeling kann es verwendet werden, um komplexe Sys-
teme auf verschiedenen Abstraktionsebenen effizient zu modellieren. Derartige
Systeme werden häufig in sicherheitskritischen Anwendungen eingesetzt, in
denen die Korrektheit entscheidend ist. Insbesondere speicherbezogene Fehler
können schwerwiegende Probleme verursachen, da sie zu Deadlocks, Laufzeit-
Fehlern oder undefiniertem Systemverhalten führen können. HW/SWCodesign
ermöglicht das Testen und Simulieren über den gesamten Entwurfsprozess.
Allerdings sind diese Techniken unvollständig und können nie die Abwesen-
heit von Fehlern sicherstellen. Im Gegensatz dazu können formalen Verifika-
tionstechniken wie Model Checking dazu verwendet werden, die Korrektheit
eines Designs zu gewährleisten. Obwohl bereits mehrere Ansätze für die for-
male Verifikation von HW/SW Codesigns existieren, werden speicherbezogene
Konstrukte bisher nur unzureichend berücksichtigt.

In dieser Arbeit stellen wir einen Ansatz zum Model Checking von speicher-
bezogenen Eigenschaften für digitale HW/SW Systeme vor. Dazu verwen-
den wir die System-Level-Beschreibungssprache SystemC, die als de-facto-
Standard für HW/SW Codesign gilt, sowie den weit verbreiteten SystemC
Transaction Level Modeling Standard (TLM). Die Hauptidee unseres Ansatzes
ist es, eine formale Semantik für die wichtigsten Komponenten des TLM-
Standards sowie ein formales Speichermodell, welches alle relevanten speicher-
bezogenen Konstrukte abdeckt, zu erstellen. Wir kombinieren unseren Ansatz
mit einer bereits bestehenden Formalisierung der Basis-Konstrukte von Sys-
temC und erstellen Transformationsregeln für die vollautomatische Umwand-
lung von SystemC/TLM-Designs in semantisch äquivalente Uppaal Timed
Automata. Die resultierenden Modelle verwenden wir um mithilfe des Uppaal
Model Checkers wichtige speicherbezogene, zeitliche und Sicherheits- sowie
Lebendigkeitseigenschaften zu verifizieren. Um die Verifikation zu erleichtern,
erstellen wir automatisch TCTL-Formeln, die verwendet werden können, um
die Abwesenheit von häufigen Fehlern in Designs zu zeigen. Hierzu gehören
speicherbezogene Fehler wie Null Pointer und Array Zugriffe außerhalb der
Grenzen sowie die Abwesenheit von Verletzungen von Assertions.

Wenn eine Eigenschaft verletzt wird, erzeugt der Uppaal Model Checker
ein Gegenbeispiel. Dank unserer strukturerhaltenden Transformation können
Fehler leicht per Hand im Ursprungsdesign lokalisiert werden. Für die Anwend-
barkeit unseres Ansatzes auf komplexe Designs bieten wir zusätzlich eine Reihe
von Optimierungstechniken an. Diese verkleinern den semantischen Zustands-
raum und verbessern die Performanz der Verifikation.

Die Transformation und die Optimierungstechniken haben wir in einer
Toolchain implementiert, die vollautomatisch auf SystemC/TLM Designs
angewendet werden kann. Wir evaluieren sowohl die Verifikationsperformanz
als auch die Fehlererkennungsmöglichkeiten mit verschiedenen Fallstudien,
unter anderem einem industriellen SystemC/TLM Design des AMBA AHB.
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1 Introduction

Hardware/Software codesign is increasingly used for the development of
embedded systems. Its main advantage is the possibility of an integrated
development of hardware and software components and their interplay in a
single design language. Furthermore, it enables early design space exploration,
which yields many benefits for the developer. For the evaluation of the design
and for early error detection, testing and simulation are often used. However,
both are incomplete and thus not sufficient to guarantee the absence of errors in
a given design. In contrast, formal verification techniques like model checking
can be used to ensure the correctness of such systems in all cases. Especially
the formal verification of memory-related properties (e. g. no dereferencing of
null pointers) can ease the development of embedded systems as these errors
are usually hard to detect via testing and simulation and can cause severe
problems during the runtime of these systems, ranging from runtime exceptions
to undefined behavior.

1.1 Problem

SystemC [IEE05] is a system-level design language based on C++ and the
defacto standard for HW/SW codesign. An important extension of SystemC
is the Transaction Level Modeling Standard [Ope09] (TLM), which provides
additional constructs for transaction level modeling and allows for faster
development and simulation of digital HW/SW systems on intermediate
abstraction levels. Together with TLM, SystemC is widely used in industrial
embedded systems design, including safety-critical systems like automotive
and avionic systems. A malfunction in such systems can cause severe costs
or can even result in injuries or deaths. The correctness of such systems
is therefore crucial. SystemC/TLM features an integrated simulation kernel
for simulating and testing the design during the whole development process.
As, by definition, both testing and simulation are incomplete, they can never
ensure the correctness of a SystemC/TLM design in all cases. In contrast,
formal verification techniques like model checking can be used to verify the
correctness of a design for all given input scenarios. This leads to a significantly
higher level of confidence as the absence of errors can be guaranteed. Although
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14 Introduction

several approaches for the formal verification of SystemC designs have been
proposed, there still exists a wide gap between academic approaches and
industrial needs. Most approaches are semi-automatic at most and require
time-consuming transformation steps by the designer. In addition, due to
the costs for verification in terms of time and memory consumption, existing
approaches can usually not be applied to industrial-sized SystemC designs.
Another very strong restriction of existing approaches is the limited support
for language elements of SystemC and C++. Especially the support for memory
and memory-related constructs and operations of the underlying C++ memory
model (e. g. pointers, referencing/dereferencing, dynamic memory allocation)
and for the TLM standard is still immature. Thus, the verification of memory-
related properties (e. g. no dereferencing of null pointers) is usually not
possible. Moreover, in many approaches basic SystemC elements like timing
and communication are not or only partly considered. Furthermore, in many
cases only synchronous designs are supported.

However, memory-related constructs and operations and the TLM standard
are widely used in industrial SystemC design. Verification approaches capable
of handling these techniques would allow for a formal verification of industrial-
sized SystemC designs and narrow the gap between academic approaches and
industrial needs.

1.2 Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to enable the formal verification of memory-related
properties on digital HW/SW systems that are modeled in SystemC and make
use of the TLM standard. However, the semantics of SystemC/TLM is only
informally defined in [IEE11]. To achieve a formal verification approach of
SystemC/TLM designs, a formal model of the SystemC/TLM design and the
underlying memory model is necessary. Such a model needs to enable the use
of formal verification techniques such as model checking to verify important
properties fully automatically. In detail, we require the formal model to fulfill
the following criteria:

1. The formal model has to have a high coverage, e. g. support a large
subset of SystemC/TLM designs including memory-related constructs
and operations.

2. The formal model has to be comprehensible e. g. maintain the
structure of the SystemC/TLM design. This, in general, eases the
understanding of the formal verification. In addition, depending on the
formal verification technique, this also enables the easy understanding of
the generated counterexamples (e. g. from model checking).

3. The formal model has to be compact and efficient to ensure appli-
cability of the formal verification on industrial-sized SystemC/TLM de-
signs. This is particularly important for the formal memory model as,
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in general, the formal verification of memory is known to be time- and
resource-intensive.

4. The formal model has to be sound to ensure that all properties verified
on the formal model are also valid in the SystemC/TLM design.

5. We require a fully automatic analysis and verification, without the
need for annotations in the SystemC/TLM design.

6. We want to generate formulas for important memory-related
properties fully automatically to support the SystemC designer as
much as possible. Automatically generated properties could include the
absence of double frees, null pointer accesses, and array out of bounds
accesses.

In particular, the compactness and efficiency of our formal model is crucial
for the application of our approach to industrial-sized SystemC/TLM designs,
as we have to ensure these designs can be verified with a reasonable effort. The
fully automatic transformation is also very important, as it enables the usage
of our approach without any special knowledge about formal verification by
the SystemC designer.

1.3 Proposed Solution

To meet our objectives, we propose a novel approach for the verification
of industrial-sized SystemC/TLM designs. We define a formal model for
SystemC/TLM including a formal memory model using the formally well-
defined semantics of Uppaal timed automata [BLL+95]. For the basic
SystemC constructs, we use the approach of [HFG08]. The main idea of
this approach is to map all SystemC methods into semantically equivalent
Uppaal timed automata templates and generate additional templates for
special SystemC constructs such as processes, channels, and the SystemC
scheduler.

In our approach, we enhance the existing formalization of SystemC
with a formal memory model and a formalization for the SystemC/TLM
standard. This allows for the transformation and verification of industrial-
sized SystemC/TLM designs that manipulate memory. For our formal
memory model, we use an adaption of the well-established structure-based
memory model formalism. We specifically tailor this memory model to
the most relevant memory-related constructs and operations in industrial
SystemC/TLM designs and to the Uppaal timed automata formalism. The
resulting formal model supports a broad variety of memory-related constructs
and operations, preserves the structure of the SystemC/TLM design, and
safely over-approximates the memory structure of C++. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first one using such a formal memory model
for the verification of memory-related properties of SystemC/TLM designs.
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Our novel formalization of the TLM standard maps all relevant
SystemC/TLM constructs into semantically equivalent Uppaal timed au-
tomata templates, featuring the whole TLM communication infrastructure
consisting of sockets, the transport interfaces and payload event queues. In
addition, we provide new formalizations for additional data types and Sys-
temC constructs. The whole transformation process from a SystemC/TLM
design into a semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata design is done
fully automatically with our approach without the need for any annotations
in the SystemC/TLM design.

On the resulting Uppaal design, we can apply the Uppaal model checker
to verify properties written in a subset of timed computation tree logic
(TCTL). With our formal memory model, this enables the verification of
memory-related properties. In addition, we also verify liveness, safety and
timing properties like deadlock freedom or that a signal is send within a
certain time limit. In addition, to ease the verification process of complex
SystemC designs, we automatically generate a set of properties suitable to
identify a large number of memory-related errors. If a specific property is not
satisfied, a counterexample is generated. Thanks to the structure preserving
transformation, the error shown by a counterexample can easily be identified
and corrected in the SystemC/TLM design.

As model checking is rather costly, we develop novel optimization and
abstraction techniques to increase the performance and scalability of our
approach and to enable the verification of industrial-sized designs. As an
example, we reduce the semantic state space of the design by replacing suitable
templates by methods. All these techniques are used automatically during the
transformation process and ensure a better verification performance of the
resulting formal model.

1.4 Motivation

During the last decades, embedded systems slowly but steadily gained more
and more importance in our daily lives. With the increasing complexity of
these systems, new approaches for the development of embedded systems have
been proposed. HW/SW codesign is one of those approaches and allows for an
integrated modeling of the hardware and software components of an embedded
system and their interplay. HW/SW codesign usually supports a design process
consisting of several refinement steps and features the simulation of the system
during the whole process. Therefore, it is well suited for early design evaluation
and fast error detection. The error detection capabilities are suitable for a
wide range of embedded systems but insufficient for safety critical systems like
automotive and avionic systems as the absence of errors cannot be guaranteed.
For these systems, formal verification techniques can be applied to ensure the
correctness of the embedded systems and the absence of potentially lethal
errors.
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SystemC is a de facto standard for HW/SW codesign and is widely used
for the modeling and simulation of complex embedded systems in all fields
of application. It allows for the system-level design on different levels of
abstraction and encourages a stepwise refinement process from an abstract
specification model over the transaction level models (TLM) down to the
register transfer level (RTL). In industrial SystemC design, the SystemC
Transaction Level Modeling Standard is widely used as it enables fast and
convenient development. The semantics of SystemC and the TLM standard is
only informally defined and therefore formal verification techniques cannot be
directly applied to SystemC/TLM designs. Although several approaches exist
to overcome this problem, most of these approaches lack the expressiveness
and efficiency to cope with industrial SystemC designs. In many cases, they
concentrate on small subsets of SystemC and omit key elements like timing
or communication and only rarely provide support for the well-established
TLM standard. Additionally, the existing approaches do not contain a formal
memory model and therefore cannot be used for the verification of memory-
related properties (e. g. "no null pointer is dereferenced" or "no double free
occurs"). As memory is one of the key elements in the interplay between
hardware and software, these memory-related properties are very important
for the correctness of embedded systems.

With our proposed solution, we aim for a fully automatic transformation
of industrial-sized SystemC/TLM designs using memory-related constructs
and operations into semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata. This
transformation is both structure and semantic preserving and enables the fully
automatic verification of memory-related properties, as well as timing, liveness
and safety properties without the need for user-generated annotations in the
SystemC/TLM design. Thanks to the structure preserving transformation,
counterexamples generated by the Uppaal model checker can easily be
compared with the original SystemC/TLM design by the designer. This
enables fast and convenient detection and localization of errors even for error
classes which are usually hard to detect and localize with testing.

1.5 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

� A formal semantics of the SystemC/TLM standard in Uppaal
timed automata, which enables the fully automatic transformation of
SystemC/TLM designs into semantically equivalent Uppaal timed au-
tomata. The resulting model can be used to verify important properties
in TCTL with the Uppaal model checker. We have published the basic
approach in [HPG11] and an optimized version in [PHG11].

� A formal memory model for SystemC, suitable for modeling many im-
portant memory-related constructs and operations. The memory model
can be used in combination with the transformation of SystemC/TLM
designs to Uppaal timed automata and allows for the formal verification
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of memory-related properties using the Uppaal model checker. We have
published the general idea of this approach, suitable for static memory
allocation in [PHKG13]. In a recent master thesis [Sch13], we extended
this approach for dynamic memory allocation.

� Optimization techniques for SystemC/TLM designs that reduce the se-
mantic state space of our formal model and enable the verification of
industrial-sized SystemC/TLM designs. We have presented an optimized
method transformation in [PHGG12] and an optimized memory repre-
sentation for specific variables in [PHKG13]. We provide experimental
results of the verification of an industrial design of the AMBA AHB
exemplifying the applicability of our approach.

1.6 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce SystemC
including the Transaction Level Modeling Standard and Uppaal Timed
Automata and the general theory of timed automata. Additionally, we present
the already existing approach for the formal verification of SystemC using
Uppaal timed automata on which our approach is based. In Chapter 3,
we give an overview on existing approaches for the verification of HW/SW
codesigns. For this, we mainly focus on SystemC/TLM but also review
approaches for other HW/SW codesign languages. Additionally, we give a
short overview on existing frameworks for the formal verification of other
codesign languages and we present existing formal memory models used in the
field of memory verification. In Chapter 4, we present our general approach
for the formal verification of memory-related properties on HW/SW codesigns
and present the different components of our framework. In Chapter 5, we
present our formal memory model for SystemC/TLM and show how this
model can be used for formal verification. We present our formalization
of the SystemC TLM Standard in Chapter 6, including enhancements for
the formalization of specific C++ constructs including structs, enums and the
assert statement. In Chapter 7, we present several optimization techniques to
cope with the complexity of large SystemC/TLM designs. We discuss details of
the implementation of our transformation toolchain in Chapter 8 and evaluate
our approach with three case studies, including an industrial case study of
the AMBA advanced high performance bus (AMBA AHB) in Chapter 9. We
conclude in Chapter 10 and give an outlook for future work.
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In this chapter, we give an introduction to the topics related to this thesis.
First, we introduce SystemC, the source language of our transformation and
present the structure of SystemC designs and its execution semantics as well
as the memory-related constructs and operations inherited from C++. In
addition, we give an overview on the Transaction Level Modeling (TLM)
Standard for SystemC and the extensions it provides to the SystemC design
language. Second, we introduce the general concept of timed automata
and model checking. Afterwards, we present Uppaal timed automata, the
target language of our transformation and the input language for the formal
verification. Finally, we describe the basic transformation from SystemC to
Uppaal timed automata, as proposed in [HFG08].

2.1 HW/SW Codesign with SystemC/TLM

SystemC is a system-level description language, first introduced as an open
industrial standard by the Open SystemC Initiative in 1999. Corporate
Members of the OSCI are amongst others: ARM, Cadence, CoWare, Intel,
Mentor Graphics, NXP, STMicroelectronics and Synopsys. It is widely used
in industry in many different fields of application and gained the status of
a de facto standard for HW/SW codesign during the last years. SystemC
allows for the integrated modeling and simulation of hardware and software
components on different levels of abstraction in a single design language. The
supported levels of abstraction are ranging from the very abstract untimed
specification model via the different transaction level models (TLM) down to
the cycle accurate register transfer level (RTL). The semantics of SystemC is
informally defined in two IEEE standards: IEEE 1666–2005 [IEE05] and IEEE
1666–2011 [IEE11].

One of the major paradigms of SystemC is the strict separation of
computation and communication. Computational behavior is encapsulated
in modules, while communication is encapsulated in interfaces and channels.
Ports are used as the connection between modules and channels, providing
dedicated entry points for communication. This enables the easy exchange of
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components (e. g. change the communication from one bus-type to another)
without the need for changing the overall system. Thus, it enables the
designer to explore and evaluate different design decisions. To this end,
SystemC features an integrated event-driven simulation kernel which enables
the execution and simulation of SystemC designs. SystemC is implemented as
a C++ class library, which enables compiling SystemC designs with any ANSI-
C++ compatible compiler. This also means that all memory-related constructs
and operations of C++ can be used in SystemC. We present a selection of
memory-related constructs and operations in Section 2.1.3.

The main reason for the development of SystemC was the need for a
system description language capable of modeling systems that consists of
both hardware and software components. In the classical design flow for the
development of such systems (depicted in Figure 2.1), hardware and software
components are identified after the specification of the system is done. The
components are then modeled separately in different design languages and
are put together during the system integration. Although this process is
well established, it shows that the early separation of hardware and software
limits the possibility for exploring design alternatives drastically. Additionally,
the late system integration hinders the detection of errors in the interplay of
hardware and software and results in higher costs for their removal.

Hardware/Software codesign can overcome this problem with the integrated
development of hardware and software. The design flow of HW/SW codesign
is depicted in Figure 2.2. After the specification, hardware and software are
modeled together in a stepwise refinement process. The overall system usually
can be executed during the whole design process. Due to the integrated
development, the system integration takes place in every refinement step and
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therefore allows for fast error detection. Moreover, the stepwise refinement
process eases the exploration and evaluation of design alternatives.

With its focus on component based design, the strict separation of compu-
tation and communication, and its integrated simulation kernel, SystemC is
well suited for the HW/SW codesign development process. In the following,
we will first give an introduction into SystemC, presenting both language ar-
chitecture and the execution semantics. Afterwards, we briefly introduce the
SystemC language and, finally, present the execution semantics of SystemC.

2.1.1 Language Architecture

In Figure 2.3, we show the elements of the SystemC language architecture.
Due to its implementation as a C++ class library, the C++ language standard
is the foundation of the SystemC language. On top of that, the core language
of SystemC provides constructs to model the structure and the behavior of a
system.

Modules

Modules are the basic structure element in a SystemC design and encapsulate
the behavior of a component. Modules can be both hardware or software
components and can contain variables and methods like a standard C++ class.
In addition, modules can also contain processes to model the behavior, ports
for the communication, and other modules to model hierarchical components.
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wait() wait for an event on the static sensitivity list
or an event defined previously with next_trigger

wait(e) wait for event e
wait(SC_ZERO_TIME) wait one delta cycle
wait(t) wait until t time units have elapsed
wait(t, e) wait for event e (at most t timeunits)
wait(e1 & e2 & e3) wait for all three events
wait(e1 | e2 | e3) wait for one of the three events

Table 2.1: The wait() method

Processes

Processes realize the behavior of a module. In SystemC, there exist two
different types of processes: SC_METHODs and SC_THREADs. In general,
any C++ method can be encapsulated in a SystemC process. Every process
has a (possibly empty) static sensitivity list, which is declared during process
declaration and specifies all the events to which the process is sensitive. If an
event on this list is triggered (notified), the process becomes runnable and will
be executed. The static sensitivity list can be temporarily overwritten by a
dynamic sensitivity list, which can be declared during runtime. On activation,
an SC_METHOD process runs from the start of the encapsulated method until
its end and cannot be suspended during execution. SC_THREAD processes,
on the other hand, can be suspended and reactivated afterwards.

Events

Events are used to model the timing behavior and synchronization of processes.
Events can either be bound to the static sensitivity list of processes using
the keyword sensitive or to the dynamic sensitivity list by using the
next_trigger() and wait() methods. Examples for different calls to the
wait() method are shown in Table 2.1. Note that the next_trigger() method
can be used with the same parameter options as wait. The only difference
between these two methods is that a wait method always suspends the process
and is therefore not suitable for SC_METHOD processes.

Ports

Ports are the dedicated communication entry points for modules. Each
module can have an arbitrary number of ports. Each port is bound to
an interface, which declares abstract communication methods that can be
called over the port. Channels implement one or more interfaces and the
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abstract methods and therefore specify the exact communication behavior. A
channel can also contain modules to model complex communication protocols
(e. g. bus systems). The communication structure with ports, interfaces and
channels allows for an easy and non-intrusive change of the communication
between modules. As long as channels implement the same interface,
they can be exchanged without the need for any change in the connected
modules. SystemC also provides predefined elementary channels for basic
communication (e. g. sc_signal, sc_fifo, sc_semaphore) and additional
data types for special purposes, especially for the modeling of hardware
components (e. g. 4-valued logic, bit-vectors and fixed-point numbers) and
timing behavior (e. g. time values and clocks).

The execution of designs is realized by an event-driven simulation kernel,
which is also directly integrated into the SystemC language. We give an
overview on the execution semantics of SystemC in Section 2.1.2. For different
fields of application, SystemC can be enhanced with specific libraries. These
are, amongst others, the SystemC verification library for enhanced testing
capabilities, SystemC-AMS as a SystemC extension for analog and mixed-
signal components, and the SystemC TLM standard for a better support
of transaction level modeling. Except for the TLM standard, which we will
describe in detail in Section 2.1.4, these libraries are beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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2.1.2 Execution Semantics of SystemC

SystemC features an event-driven simulation kernel. The core of this
simulation kernel is the SystemC scheduler, which controls the execution of
processes in a SystemC design. The scheduler controls the simulation time,
executes processes and handles event notifications. Figure 2.4 depicts the
general behavior of the SystemC scheduler. The SystemC scheduler uses delta-
cycles to enable the sequential execution of parallel processes, which are also
widely used in hardware description languages like VHDL. A delta-cycle is
separated into two phases, evaluate and update. During the evaluate phase,
each runnable process is executed. The execution order of the processes is
not specified in the SystemC standard. Changes to ports and fired events
are collected for all processes. In the update phase, all these changes are
committed. This might trigger other processes to become runnable during the
next evaluate phase. A delta-cycle does not consume simulation time and at
each point in simulation time arbitrarily many delta-cycles can be executed
one after another. Simulation time passes only if no process is runnable after
an update phase. In this case the simulation time advances until at least one
process is runnable. For a more detailed description of the SystemC simulation
semantics we refer to Grötker [Gro02], Müller et al. [MRR03], and Ruf et al.
[RHG+01].

2.1.3 Memory-related constructs and operations

Due to its implementation as a C++ class library, SystemC inherits the C++
memory model including all related constructs and operations. In most
parts, this memory model is also identically to the memory model of the
C++ predecessor C. In this section, we will present the most important of
these memory-related constructs and operations and describe some of the most
common errors which can occur during their usage. For a more detailed
overview on the C and C++ programming languages, we refer to [KR04] and
[Str13], respectively.
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Pointers

Pointers are references to a specific memory location. They are often used to
increase the flexibility and the performance of programs, e. g. by changing and
copying addresses instead of values. In C++, there exists two different types
of pointers: pointers to variables and function pointers. As this thesis focuses
entirely on pointers to variables and does not take care of function pointers,
we use the word pointer for variable pointers. Pointers to variables are usually
typed (bound to a specific data type), although generic pointers exist which
can point to variables of any data type (void pointers). A pointer of data type
T can be declared with T *pointername. The invalid address NULL can be
used to invalidate pointers. In most C++ compilers, uninitialized pointers are
implicitly initialized with NULL.

References

References in C++ behave almost like pointers with three important exceptions:
References have to be initialized on declaration, cannot be changed after
declaration and cannot be NULL. They are mainly used in function calls
with call-by-reference semantics. Here, instead of the value of a variable,
the address of a variable is passed as parameter of a function. All changes
the function performs on such a parameter are visible outside of the function
as well. References can be declared with T &refname and call-by-reference
parameters of functions can be declared with void foo(T &paramname).

Referencing and Dereferencing

The unary referencing operator (&) is used to access the address of a variable.
This operator can be used to let a pointer or reference store the address of
a variable. Likewise the unary dereferencing operator (*) can be used to
access the variable the pointer refers to as its parameter is interpreted as a
memory address and dereferenced. In Listing 2.1, we show a small example
for variable referencing and pointer dereferencing. There also exists a special
dereference and access member operator (->), which can be used as a shortcut
to access the member of a struct when the struct is referenced by a pointer
(e. g. structpointer->member is equivalent to (*structpointer).member).
One of the most common errors in the usage of pointers and dereferencing
operations is the dereferencing of a null pointer. This results in “Segmentation
Fault” runtime errors, which are usually hard to localize.

Arrays

In C++, arrays are internally handled as references to the first element of the
array. Array index accesses are translated into a dereference operation on the
array with the offset of the index (e. g. arr[1] is handled as *(arr + 1)).
Note that [] can be used on any pointer, not only on arrays. A common
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int a = 42 ; //Address : 0x0000FF
int ∗ptr = &a ; // S tor ing address o f a in p t r

cout << ptr ; // p r i n t s the address 0x0000FF
cout << ∗ptr ; // p r i n t s 42
∗ptr = 17 ; // s e t s the va lue at address 0x0000FF
cout << a ; // p r i n t s 17

ptr = NULL;
cout << ∗ptr ; //SEGMENTATION FAULT!

Listing 2.1: Referencing and Dereferencing

error with arrays is the access of a field outside of the bounds of the array
(e. g. accessing the 6th field of an array of the length 5). Depending on the
used compiler and allocated memory in the surrounding code this either results
in a hard to localize “Segmentation Fault” runtime error or in even harder to
detect undefined behavior. This undefined behavior can occur because memory
adjacent to the memory addresses of the array is accessed.

Memory Allocation and Deallocation

In C++, memory can be allocated with the new operator. This operator returns
the address of newly allocated memory, which is usually stored in a pointer.
For the allocation of arrays, there exist the new T[X] construct, which allocates
enough memory to store X elements of the data type T in a row. This operator
returns the address of the first element. Memory allocated with new is also
called dynamically allocated memory as opposed to the statically allocated
memory (e. g. int a = 5;). Dynamically allocated memory is not deallocated
automatically but has to be freed manually using the delete operator. There
also exists a delete [] construct which can be used to deallocate arrays. Both
operators are used on pointers. Note that the usage of delete ptr; only adds
the memory address to which ptr refers to the free memory list and therefore
enables this address to be allocated again. It neither deletes the content of
the memory ptr refers to nor invalidates the pointer. This might lead to
undefined behavior if the memory is allocated again. In general, the usage of
a pointer after its deallocation is considered to be an error. In addition, the
usage of delete on an array pointer and the usage of delete [] on a single
variable pointer can either result in runtime errors or in undefined behavior,
depending on the compiler. Another error which is hard to locate is the so
called double free, which occurs if an already deallocated memory location is
deallocated again. Listing 2.2 presents a small example for the allocation and
deallocation of arrays. It exemplifies the occurrence of a double free error and
possibly undefined behavior due to the deallocation of a single variable using
delete []. Internally, new and delete encapsulate the C constructs malloc
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int ∗x = new int ; // a l l o c a t e s memory
int ∗y = new int ( 5 ) ; // a l l o c a t e s and i n i t i a l i z e s memory

int ∗a = new int [ 3 ] ; // a l l o c a t e s an array o f the l e n g t h 3
int ∗b = new int [ 2 ] ;

delete ( y ) ; // d e a l l o c a t e s the memory at address y
cout << ∗y ; // p r i n t s 5
delete ( y ) ; // DOUBLE FREE ERROR
delete [ ] x ; //UNDEFINED BEHAVIOR
delete [ ] a ; // d e a l l o c a t e s the memory o f the whole array a
delete b ; // d e a l l o c a t e s on ly the memory at address b

Listing 2.2: Allocation and Deallocation

and free. Although malloc and free can be used in C++ as well, this thesis
only focuses on new and delete.

2.1.4 Transaction Level Modeling

The term transaction level modeling usually refers to an abstract design
concept. However, it is also used for a modeling standard for SystemC. In the
following, we will first introduce the design concept and give an overview of
the different transaction level models. Afterwards, we introduce the SystemC
transaction level modeling standard.

Transaction level modeling (TLM) [CG03, Ghe05, Kli05] is a design
concept often used in HW/SW codesign and especially in SystemC. TLM was
introduced in the year 2000 by Synopsis. The main idea behind TLM is a strict
separation of communication and computation in a design. Computation is
usually modeled by processes, while communication is modeled by channels
connecting processes. Data exchange during communication is modeled by
transactions. Depending on the abstraction level, a transaction can be
represented by an atomic exchange of an abstract data type, a bit- and
cycle-accurate representation of a complex bus protocol or an intermediate
abstraction. Usually, the transaction level modeling design flow starts with
an abstract untimed model and consists of several refinement steps in which
communication and computation of the model is refined. According to Cai
et al. [CG03], these different refinement steps and their resulting models
can be classified by the degree of abstraction used for both communication
and computation with untimed models being the highest level of abstraction,
followed by approximately timed models and then by cycle accurate models.
Figure 2.5 gives an overview of the different transaction level models Cai et al.
propose.

In principle, the basic SystemC language is capable of realizing the TLM
design flow. However, due to the complex architecture of the standard SystemC
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Figure 2.5: Transaction Level Models according to Cai et al. [CG03]

communication infrastructure, the interoperability between components on
different levels of abstraction is often cumbersome and introduces a severe
overhead for the developer. In addition, the resulting SystemC designs often
feature a rather slow simulation speed due to the overhead introduced by the
SystemC scheduler. To overcome this problem, in 2005 the Open SystemC
Initiative (OCSI) presented the OSCI Transaction Level Modeling Standard for
SystemC as a SystemC library. In 2009, the TLM standard 2.0 was introduced
and in the latest SystemC release (version 2.3, released 2012), the revised TLM
standard 2.0 became part of the SystemC core distribution. Note that the
different abstraction levels proposed by the TLM standard do not match those
proposed by Cai et al. exactly, as the TLM standard introduces an additional
level between untimed models and approximately timed models: the loosely
timed model.

The main focus in the standard is to enable a unified TLM design flow,
to ease the interoperability of SystemC components on different levels of
abstraction and to increase the simulation speed of the resulting model. The
core of the TLM standard is the interoperability layer comprising sockets, the
TLM core interfaces, the generic payload, and the base protocol:

� Sockets connect initiator and target modules.

� The core interfaces implement standard blocking and non-blocking
transport mechanisms.

� The generic payload represents a transaction object.

� The base protocol is a set of rules on how to use TLM to achieve maximal
interoperability.

In the following, we will first introduce sockets and the blocking and non-
blocking transport mechanisms. Then we describe the semantics of the payload
event queues in SystemC/TLM and present the generic payload.
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Sockets

Sockets are dedicated entry points for communication in SystemC/TLM. They
are used to connect modules which can communicate. Unlike SystemC ports,
sockets do not only allow the import of communication methods but also
their export. Using sockets, module instances can be connected directly,
without a channel in between. Usually, an initiator module instance that
implements a forward communication interface is bound to a target module
instance that implements a backward communication interface. The standard
TLM interfaces are shown in Figure 2.6. The main transport interfaces
are the blocking transport interface (b_transport) and the non-blocking
transport interfaces (nb_transport_fw and nb_transport_bw). The direct
memory interfaces (get_direct_mem_ptr and invalidate_direct_mem_ptr)
and the transport debug interface (transport_dbg) are specialized interfaces
and provide direct access and debug access to an area of memory owned by
a target. As we do not consider these interfaces in our formalization, we also
skip their implementation details.

Blocking Transport

The blocking transport mechanism is mainly used in untimed and loosely timed
TLM models. It describes communication as a single transaction, defined
by two points in time (begin and end). The blocking transport method has
two parameters: a payload and a delay. The payload represents the data
that is exchanged between initiator and target. The delay is used to model
temporal decoupling and can be interpreted as an offset to the current point
in simulation time, describing the point in time when the communication
actually starts. During a blocking communication, the target may block the
initiator for the amount of time the transaction takes by performing a wait
call or it may just increase the delay variable. The delay returned by the
target describes the point in time when the communication ends. If the delay
which is returned to the initiator is not zero, the initiator is running ahead
of time and is responsible for performing the corresponding wait call later.
Letting processes running ahead of time is often used in TLM to minimize
the amount of wait statements in the code, yielding fewer context switches
by the SystemC scheduler and a better simulation time. Figure 2.7 depicts
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Figure 2.7: Blocking Communication in TLM

two possible communication traces using blocking transport. In both cases,
temporal decoupling is used as b_transport is called with a delay of 10 ns.
In the first trace, the target blocks the initiator for 20 ns. As the delay is
not changed, the initiator waits for the other 10 ns afterwards. In the second
trace the request is processed in zero time and the delay variable is increased.
Afterwards, the initiator waits for the whole 30 ns to let the simulation time
catch up, using one wait statement instead of two.

Non-blocking Transport

The non-blocking transport mechanism is mainly used in approximately timed
models. A non-blocking transport may consist of an arbitrary number of
communication phases between the communicating processes. Each phase
consists of both a start and an end point in time, enabling a much finer
granularity in implementing communication protocols than the blocking
transport mechanism. As multiple communication phases require forward and
backward communication between the initiator and the target, there exist two
different non-blocking methods: nb_transport_fw is used by the initiator
module to communicate with the target module, while nb_transport_bw is
invoked by the target module. Note that while a module handles the request
of another module no time may pass. To model a time delay between two
phases, the TLM standard introduces payload event queues (PEQs). The
concept of PEQs will be explained in more detail in the next paragraph.
Figure 2.8 shows an example of a non-blocking communication with four phases
(this example complies to the TLM base protocol). The first communication
phase is INIT_REQ which is initiated by the initiator. It is annotated with
a delay of 5 ns. The second phase is END_REQ, which is initiated by the
target and annotated with a delay of 2 ns. The third phase is INIT_RESP
and again initiated by the target, with a delay of 2 ns. It takes the initiator
3 ns to respond to this with an END_RESP, which tells the target to finish the
communication. This finally takes another nanosecond. The different delays
are conveniently implemented using a PEQ. The nb_transport_fw method
uses a call peq.notify(t, 5ns) to model the delay of the first phase. This
causes the callback method peq_cb to be executed 5 ns later, where the second
phase is initiated.
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Figure 2.8: Non-blocking Communication in TLM

Payload Event Queue (PEQ)

A PEQ is a time-ordered list of event notifications, where each notification
is associated with a transaction object (e. g. a payload and a phase). PEQs
are usually used in approximately timed models in combination with the non-
blocking transport mechanism. Figure 2.9 shows the handling of a peq.notify
call. Whenever a PEQ is notified, the new transaction object is inserted into
the time-ordered list according to the current point in simulation time t and
the desired delay dj . Each PEQ is connected to a callback method (peq_cb)
which is executed whenever a notification in the PEQ expires. The transaction
object of the notification is used as a parameter for the callback method. This
behavior is depicted in Figure 2.10.

PEQs allow the designer to easily and efficiently implement communication
phases with different delays. They are typically used in non-blocking transport
methods which put transaction objects into the PEQ for delayed processing.

Generic Payload

The generic payload is the standard communication object in SystemC/TLM
and is used for both the blocking and the non-blocking transport mechanism.
It contains a set of attributes often used to model bus protocols like command,
address, data, byte enable, single word transfers, burst transfers, streaming
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Figure 2.9: Inserting a transaction object into a PEQ
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Figure 2.10: Removing a transaction object from a PEQ

status, and response status. In addition, the generic payload can be extended
during runtime with additional fields, so called extensions. Extensions
unknown to a specific component are ignored by this component, although
the additional fields are still copied and cloned if necessary. This ensures
interoperability between different modules even if implemented by different
manufacturers.

2.2 Model Checking with Timed Automata

The reactive nature of finite state machines is in general well suited to model
reactive embedded systems. Formal verification techniques can be used to
ensure that the system satisfies a given set of properties. However, classical
finite state machines have no notion of time and therefore cannot be used
to model real time behavior. In addition, concurrency usually has to be
modeled explicitly, resulting in rather large and therefore hard to understand
models and introducing a severe overhead for the formal verification. In the
following, we will first introduce the general idea of model checking, a formal
verification technique to automatically verify that a model satisfies a set of
properties. Afterwards, we present temporal logics, an enhancement to the
untimed propositional logics introducing timing operators to create properties
reasoning about timing behavior. Then, we introduce timed automata as
an enhancement for classical finite state machines, capable of handling time
and concurrency. We define the syntax and operational semantics of these
automata and present a symbolic semantics, which can be used to reduce the
semantic state space, enabling the verification of such models. Finally, we
introduce Uppaal timed automata and present the Uppaal model checker.

2.2.1 Model Checking

Model checking, in general, is a formal verification technique which can be
used to ensure that a model M satisfies a logical property φ, which is
usually denoted withM |= φ. The modelM is usually specified as a labeled
transition system (LTS). Each LTS can be represented as a Kripke structure,
which are graphs with vertices representing all reachable states of the system
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and the edges representing transitions between these states. Each execution
path in the Kripke structure is therefore a possible execution trace of the
system. If the property is not satisfied, a counterexample is generated. Those
counterexamples consist of a trace from the initial state of the model to the
location violating the property. Formally, a Kripke structureM can be defined
as follows:

Definition 2.1. (Kripke Structure). Let AP be a set of atomic propositions
(i. e. boolean expressions over variables, constants and predicate symbols). A
Kripke structureM over AP is then a tupleM= (S,S0,R,L) with:

� S being a finite set of states.

� S0 ∈ S being the initial state.

� R⊆ S×S being a left-total transition relation, i.e., ∀s ∈ S ∃s′ ∈ S such
that (s,s′) ∈R.

� L : S→ 2AP being a labeling function defining for each state s ∈ S a set
L(s) of all atomic propositions that are valid in s.

A path in the Kripke structureM is a sequence of states p= s1, s2, s3, ... such
that R(si, si+1) holds ∀i > 0.

The general model checking approach to ensureM |= φ is to modelM as
a labeled directed graph and then check which states satisfy φ. However, the
explicit modeling of concurrency and time leads to an exponential increase in
the number of states, which is known as the state space explosion problem.
During the last decades several techniques have been proposed to face this
problem. Most of these techniques are out of the scope of this thesis. In
Section 2.2.3, we describe the symbolic semantics for timed automata, which
reduce the semantic state space of a timed automaton significantly. For a
comprehensive overview of optimization techniques for model checking, we
refer to Clarke et al. [CGP99].

2.2.2 Temporal Logic

A labeled transition system (LTS) can be unfolded into an (infinite) compu-
tation tree by using the initial location of the LTS as the root of the tree and
recursively appending all successor states. Temporal properties can then be
used to describe the time order of occurring events, temporal logics can be
used to describe properties of states (e. g. "error occurred"), and temporal
operators are used to describe properties over several states (e. g. "an error
never occurs"). The computation tree logic CTL* can be used to describe
properties over whole computation trees. A CTL* formula is composed of a
state formula, temporal operators, and path quantifiers.

Each state formula describes the properties of a state (e. g. variable
valuation). Path quantifiers define if a property holds on all paths or on some
paths. There exist two different path quantifiers in CTL*:
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� A (Always): the property holds for all paths.

� E (Exists): The property holds for some paths (at least one).

Temporal operators describe a temporal order of properties and therefore
describe a path property. There exist four different temporal operators in
CTL*:

� X φ (neXt): property φ holds in the next state.

� F φ (Future): property φ holds in some state in the future.

� G φ (Globally): property φ holds in all future states including the
current state.

� φ U ψ (Until): property φ holds in all future states including the current
state, until ψ holds eventually in some state.

In CTL*, temporal operators can be freely combined. CTL* has two
important subsets: linear time logic (LTL) and computation tree logic (CTL).
In LTL time is considered to be linear. Therefore only a single path is
considererd and path quantifiers are not used in LTL. In CTL, time is not
considered to be linear. In addition, each path quantifier must be immediately
followed by a temporal operator.

2.2.3 Timed Automata

Timed automata [AD94] are timed extensions of classical finite state machines.
They consist of locations connected via edges (also called transitions). In
addition, timed automata also consist of a set of real-valued clock variables
C : R≥0, which can be used as time constraints on transitions to model time
dependent behavior. All clocks start with an initial value of zero and run
perfectly synchronously. Clock constraints are conjunctive formulas of atomic
constraints of the form x∼n or x−y∼n with x,y ∈C, ∼ ∈{>,≥,=,≤,<} and
n ∈ N. The set of clock constraints is denoted by B(C). During a transition,
clocks can be reset to zero. As clock constraints can only be used on transitions,
a timed automaton cannot be forced to leave a location.

In [HNSY94] Henzinger et al. propose Timed Safety Automata to overcome
this problem. There, two different kind of clock constraints are introduced:

� Guards are assigned to transitions.

� Invariants are assigned to locations.

A timed safety automaton may only stay in a location as long as the invariant
is not violated. It may only take a transition, if the guard of the transition
evaluates to true. Therefore, guards enable progress, while invariants enforce
progress in the automata. This enables the modeling of upper and lower time
bounds, which can be used to model deterministic timing behavior. Due to
this, timed safety automata are well suited for analysis and verification and
have become the formalism of choice for timed automata. In the remainder
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of this thesis, we refer to Timed Safety Automata whenever we use the term
timed automata.

Syntax and Semantics of Timed Automata.

According to Bengtsson et al. [BY04] and Behrmann et al. [BDL04] the syntax
of timed automata can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.2. (Formal Syntax of Timed Automata). A timed automaton is
a tuple (L,l0,C,A,E,I), where

� L is a set of locations,

� l0 is the initial location with l0 ∈ L,

� C is a set of clocks,

� A is a set of actions,

� I : L→B(C) assigns invariants to locations, and

� E ⊆ L×B(C)×A× PC ×L is a set of edges. We use l
g,a,r−−−→ l′ for

(l,g,a,r, l′) ∈ E to denote an edge from location l to l′ with a guard g,
actions a and clock resets r.

Based on the syntax, we define the operational semantics of a timed
automaton:

Definition 2.3. (Operational Semantics of a Timed Automaton). The
semantics of a timed automaton (L,l0,C,A,E,I) is defined as a transition
system (S,s0,→), where S ⊆ L×RC≥0 is a set of states, s0 = (l0,u0) the initial
state and → ⊆ S× (R≥0∪A)×S the transition relation. A semantic step can
either be a time step (1) or a discrete transition (2):

1. (l,u) d−→ (l,u+d) iff ∀d′ : 0≤ d′ ≤ d⇒ u+d′ ∈ I(l)

2. (l,u) a−→ (l′,u′) iff ∃l g,a,r−−−→ l′ such that u ∈ g∧u′ = [r 7→ 0]u∧u′ ∈ I(l′)

with (l,u) being a semantic state consisting of a location l and a clock valuation
u which maps all clocks in C to non-negative real values, u ∈ g denoting that
all clock values satisfy the guard g, and u′ = [r 7→ 0]u denoting the reset of all
clocks in r ⊆ C to zero.

Networks of Timed Automata

In order to model concurrency in timed automata, each concurrent process is
modeled in a distinct timed automaton. For synchronization, the automata
may send or receive events. The state of a network of timed automata is a
composition of the states of each automaton in the network and their clock
valuations. We can formally define the semantics of a network of timed
automata according to Bengtsson et al. [BY04] as follows:
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Definition 2.4. (Semantics of Networks of Timed Automata). A network of
timed automata (NTA) consists of n timed automata Ai = (Li, l0i ,C,A,Ei, Ii)
with i ∈ [1;n]. The semantics of a NTA is defined by a transition system
(S,s0,→). Each state s ∈ S is a tuple (l,u), where l is a location vector
and u is a clock valuation. S = (L1 × ...× Ln)×RC≥0 denotes the set of
states, s0 = (l0,u0) the initial state, and → ⊆ S×S the transition relation.
Furthermore, τ denotes an internal action and c! and c? the sending and
receiving of an event. A semantic step can be either a time step (1), a step of
a single automaton (2) or a synchronization between two automata (3):

1. (l,u)→ (l,u+d) iff ∀d′ : 0≤ d′ ≤ d⇒ u+d′ ∈ I(l)

2. (l,u)→ (l[l′i/li],u′) iff ∃li
τ,g,r−−−→ l′i such that u ∈ g ∧u′ = [r 7→ 0]u∧u′ ∈

I(l[l′i/li])

3. (l,u) → (l[l′i/li, l′j/lj ],u′) iff ∃li
c!,gi,ri−−−−→ l′i ∧ lj

c?,gj ,rj−−−−→ l′j such that u ∈
(gi∩gj)∧u′ = [ri∪ rj 7→ 0]u∧u′ ∈ I(l′)

Symbolic Semantics of Timed Automata

Timed automata feature real-valued clocks. Therefore, their semantic state
space is infinite. As model checking explores the whole semantic state space
of a model, abstraction techniques are needed to apply model checking to
timed automata. One possibility is to use a symbolic semantics which defines
equivalence over semantic states and therefore allows a reduction of the
semantic state space.

In [AHH93], Alur et al. introduced region equivalence. Based on the
assumption that only integer-valued clock assignments are used, two clock
assignments can be considered equivalent if they have no influence on the
possible transitions the automaton can take. Formally, region equivalence can
be defined as follows:

Definition 2.5. (Region equivalence). Let k be a function, called clock ceiling,
that maps each clock x ∈ C to a natural number k(x). Furthermore, let {d}
denote the fractional part of a real number d and bdc denote its integer part.
Two clock assignments u,v are region equivalent (u∼ v) iff

i) their integer part is equal or both are greater than a given maximal
constant, also called clock ceiling:
∀x : bu(x)c= bv(x)c or u(x)> k(x)∧v(x)> k(x)

ii) both have a fractional part of zero or both have a fractional part greater
than zero:
∀x : u(x)≤ k(x)∧ (({u(x)}= 0∧{v(x)}= 0)∨ ({u(x)} 6= 0∧{v(x)} 6= 0))

iii) both are in the same relation to all other clocks:
∀x,y : if u(x)≤ k(x)∧u(y)≤ k(y) then {u(x)} ≤ {u(y)}
iff {v(x)} ≤ {v(y)}
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For each timed automaton with a fixed amount of clocks and a given
maximal constant it can be shown that the number of regions is finite.
Furthermore, u ∼ v implies that two states (l,u) and (l,v) are bisimilar
w. r. t. the untimed bisimulation for any location or location vector of a timed
automaton or a network of timed automata. Therefore, region equivalence
can be used for a finite-state partitioning of the infinite state space of timed
automata. The resulting finite-state model is called region automaton or
region graph. The number of states in such a region graph is finite, however
exponential to the number of clocks in the automaton.

An enhancement for the region graph is the zone graph, introduced by
Bengtsson et al. [BY04]. A zone is a convex conjunction of regions. Regions
can be abstracted into a zone if it is irrelevant for the possible semantic steps
of a timed automaton in which of the regions the clock value lies.

Based on the notion of clock zones and the corresponding definition of
symbolic states as a pair (l,D) consisting of a location l and a clock zone D,
the symbolic semantics of a timed automaton can be defined as:

Definition 2.6. (Symbolic Semantics of Timed Automata). The symbolic
semantics of a timed automaton (L,l0,C,A,E,I) is defined as a transaction
system (S,s0,→), where S ⊆ L×B(C) is a set of symbolic states, s0 = (l0,D0)
the initial symbolic state, and  ⊆ S × (B(C) ∪ A)× S is the symbolic
transition relation over symbolic states. We denote an arbitrary delay with
D↑ = {u+d | u ∈D,d ∈ R≥0} and the reset function on a clock zone r(D) =
{[r 7→ 0] u | u ∈ D}. We denote the restriction of a clock zone with a set of
constraints R with D∧R. A semantic step of a timed automaton can still either
be a time step (1) with an arbitrary delay that is enabled by the invariant of
the current location, or (2) a discrete transition along an edge of the graphical
representation.

(1) (l,D) (l,D↑∧ I(l))

(2) (l,D) (l′, r(D∧g)∧ I(l′)) if l g,a,r−−−→ l′

The symbolic semantics of timed automata provide a well defined base for
model checking and a formal foundation for our approach of the verification
of memory-related properties. Bengtsson et al. showed the soundness and
completeness of the symbolic semantics in [BY04] .

2.2.4 Uppaal Timed Automata

Uppaal [BDL04] is a tool suite for the modeling, simulation and verification
of networks of timed automata. It consists of a graphical user interface, a
simulator and an integrated model checker. It is jointly developed at the
universities of Uppsala (Sweden) and Aalborg (Denmark). Uppaal timed
automata (UTA) is a specific timed automata dialect used in the Uppaal tool
suite. UTAs can consist of clocks and signals, as well as of (bounded) integer
variables, booleans and arrays and structs of these two data types. In addition,
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Uppaal introduces several new constructs to the basic timed safety automata
described in Section 2.2.3:

� urgent locations representing locations where no time steps can occur

� committed locations representing prioritized urgent locations

� binary and broadcast communication allowing for 1:1 and 1:n communi-
cation with n ∈ [0;∞]

� templates allowing parameterized automata

� subtyping mechanism

� native functions for complex variable operations at transitions

We will explain these constructs in the following paragraphs.

Urgent & Committed Locations

Urgent locations (denoted with ©∪ ) are special locations in Uppaal. While the
system is in this location, no time step can occur which means that no time
may pass between entering and leaving the location. Urgent locations can be
expressed in general timed automata by adding a new clock to the design,
which is reset on all ingoing transitions to the urgent location. Each urgent
location gets an invariant that the clock has to have a value of zero. Committed
locations (denoted with©c ) can be seen as prioritized urgent locations. Just like
urgent locations, no time may pass as long as the automaton is in a committed
location. In addition to that, while the system is in at least one committed
location, it has to leave at least one committed location during each semantic
step. This gives committed locations a higher priority than other locations.

Binary & Broadcast Communication

Communication in Uppaal is handled via channels. Channels cannot contain
data but can only be used to synchronize two or more automata. As
a special restriction in Uppaal, each transition can only access a single
channel, either sending or receiving. Unlike general timed automata, where
only binary communication (1:1 communication) can be used, Uppaal also
features broadcast channels (1:n communication). There are basically two
differences between these two channel concepts: (1) A transition sending a
signal over a binary channel (denoted with CHANNEL_NAME!) is a blocking
communication. Therefore, such a transition can only be taken if at least one
receiving transition (denoted with CHANNEL_NAME?) is enabled (e. g. the
guards evaluate to true). Transitions sending on a broadcast channel are using
a non-blocking communication and can be taken without any enabled receiving
transition. (2) A signal sent over a binary channel can only be received by one
receiving transition. If more than one receiving transition is enabled, a non
deterministic choice is made to determine which transition receives the signal.
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When using broadcast channels, all enabled receiving transitions receive the
signal.

Binary channels are the default channels in Uppaal and can be defined
with the keyword chan. Broadcast channels use an additional modifier, so they
are defined with broadcast chan. Except for the additional keyword, binary
and broadcast channels are used in exactly the same way.

Templates

The Uppaal template mechanism is used to ease the modeling of systems in
which several instances of the same automaton are used. Each template has
a separate set of local variables and clocks and can be instantiated arbitrarily
often. For further customization, templates can be parameterized.

Types & Subtyping

The Uppaal action language used on transitions and inside of native functions
is strongly typed and supports only booleans and integers as basic data types.
In addition to that, (multi dimensional) arrays and structs can be created.
This enables for more complex data types as structs can also contain other
structs and arrays, while arrays can consist of structs. Another feature is the
subtyping mechanism of Uppaal. For integers, subtypes can be created that
are only defined for a specific integer range (e. g. short, long etc.). All integer
operations work on these subtypes, however due to the strong type system of
Uppaal, a subtype of integer cannot be used as an integer. In combination
with arrays, subtypes can be used to reduce the memory consumption during
the verification of a timed automata design, as subtypes might use less bits
than the basic integer type.

Native functions

In addition to standard variable manipulation in the action part of a transition
and boolean conditions in guards and invariants, Uppaal also features native
functions. These functions can be written in a C-like action language and
support most of the control structures of C, including if statements and
different kinds of loops but no switch case statements. Both types of parameters
(by reference and by value) are supported and each valid type can be used as a
return type. In native functions, local and global variables can be accessed and
manipulated and clocks can be reseted, however channels cannot be accessed.
When using native functions as guards and invariants, these functions have
to be side-effect free. As control statements are only allowed inside of native
functions, they can be used to express complex conditional actions which would
otherwise need more transitions or locations.

Each Uppaal model consists of a global declaration, a set of automata
template declarations and a system declaration. In the following paragraphs,
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(a) Light Automaton (b) Person Automaton

Figure 2.11: Simple Uppaal motion sensor example

we first present a simple Uppaal model and then explain the purpose of each
of the declarations.

A Hallway Example

Figure 2.11 shows a simple Uppaal example modeling a hallway using a
motion detection sensor to turn on the light. The system consists of two
automata, light and person. Each automaton is in its initial location, which is
denoted with ©◦ . The light is off and the person starts outside of the hallway.
Whenever a person enters the hallway, the motion sensor should trigger the
light. For energy efficiency, the light has a timeout of 30 time units and turns
off when this limit is reached. If another person enters the hallway while the
light is on, the 30 time unit timeout is reseted. Only five of these resets can
occur in a row without the light is turned off.

On leaving its initial location, the person automaton triggers the motion
sensor by sending the sensor signal (sensor!). The following location is
labeled Sensor_triggered and is an urgent location. On the outgoing
transition, the clock c is reset (c = 0). The person reaches the location
Walking which has an invariant (c <= max_time). This invariant means
that the automaton can stay in the location as long as c is smaller or
equal to the maximum amount of time the person needs to walk through
the building entrance. The outgoing transition of this location has a guard
(c >= min_time) preventing the automaton to take the transition before c has
at least a value equal to the minimum amount of time needed to walk through
the entrance. The combination of guard and invariant define a specific time
interval [min_time;max_time] in which the transition can be taken and the
initial state can be reached.

The light automaton is initially in the Off location which can only be left
when the sensor signal is triggered (sensor?). When this occurs, a clock c
and an integer variable count are both set to zero (c = 0, count = 0) and
the automaton enters the On location. If the sensor is not triggered again, the
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chan motion_sensor ;
int counter ;

Listing 2.3: Global Declaration for Uppaal example

location is left exactly 30 time units after it is entered, due to the combination
of invariant and guard. If the sensor signal is triggered again during this time,
the automaton reaches the Reset_Timer location. This location is a committed
location which is denoted by ©c . Depending on the value of the count variable,
the clock c is reseted and a native function inc is called with the count variable
(inc(count)) or nothing happens. In both cases, the automaton returns to
the On location.

Global Declaration

In the global declaration, all global variables, clocks, and functions are defined.
In addition, both types of communication channels (binary and broadcast) are
declared in this part. The global declaration of the hallway example can be seen
in Listing 2.3. In this case, the global declaration contains only the declaration
of the channel motion_sensor and a global integer variable counter.

Automata Template Declaration

Automata templates can be compared with classes in object-oriented program-
ming languages. Each template has a unique name and consists of a (graphical)
template automaton and a local declaration. The local declaration declares a
(possibly empty) set of parameters which can either be passed by value or by
reference and declares local variables, clocks, and functions. All these variables
and functions can only be accessed from inside the template. All local variables
are unique for each instance of the template. In the example in Figure 2.11
the template automata for both templates can be seen. Listings 2.4 and 2.5
show the local declarations of the Light template and the Person template
respectively including the parameter declaration. The Light template has two
by reference parameters (denoted with &), a local clock variable and a native
function inc with a by reference parameter val. The Person template has
one by reference parameter (sensor) and two by value parameters (min_time
and max_time) and a local clock variable c. Note that the clock variables
from both templates are distinct clocks although bearing the same name and
channels are always used as by reference parameters.

System Declaration

In the system declaration the automata templates are instantiated and
composed into the system. Each template can be instantiated arbitrarily often
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Name : Light
Parameters : chan &sensor , int &count

c l o ck c ;
void i n c ( int &val ) {

va l++;
}

Listing 2.4: Local Declaration for Light Template

and parameterized with different global variables for by reference variables and
constants for by value variables. The system declaration for our example
is shown in Listing 2.6. We instantiate the Light template once with
the motion_sensor channel and the counter variable and we create three
instances of the Person template (P1-P3), each using the motion_sensor
channel and different integer constants for min_time and max_time. The four
instances are then composed into the system.

2.2.5 Model Checking with Uppaal

The Uppaal tool suite features a model checker for timed automata. This
model checker uses the symbolic semantics for timed automata presented in
Section 2.2.3 and can be used to ensure that the Uppaal model satisfies a
set of properties. Each property which should be verified with the Uppaal
model checker is called a query. Uppaal only supports a subset of the
timed computation tree logic (TCTL) [BDL04]. In this subset, the temporal
operators are restricted to F (future) and G (globally) and quantifiers may
not be nested. This means that some complex properties cannot be expressed
in the Uppaal TCTL (UTCTL) subset. In total, there exist five different
general properties in UTCTL (with φ and ψ being arbitrary state formulas):

� AGφ, denoted as A[] φ, meaning that φ holds in all states on all paths.

� AFφ, denoted as A<> φ, meaning that φ holds in at least one state on
all paths.

� EGφ, denoted as E[] φ, meaning that φ holds in all states of at least
one path.

Name : Person
Parameters : chan &sensor , int min_time , int max_time

c l o ck c ;

Listing 2.5: Local Declaration for Person Template
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L = Light ( motion_sensor , counter ) ;
P1 = Person ( motion_sensor , 10 , 2 0 ) ;
P2 = Person ( motion_sensor , 5 , 1 0 ) ;
P3 = Person ( motion_sensor , 20 , 2 5 ) ;

system L , P1 , P2 , P3 ;

Listing 2.6: System Declaration for Uppaal example

� EFφ, denoted as E<> φ, meaning that φ holds in at least one state of at
least one path.

� AG(φ → AFψ), denoted as φ−−> ψ, meaning that whenever φ is
satisfied, ψ is satisfied eventually.

In UTCTL, a state formula can describe that a variable has a specific value,
a clock is in a specific range or an automaton is in a specific location. Global
variables and clocks are identified by their name, while local variables, clocks
and locations are identified by their name and a prefix identifying the template
instance. The basic boolean operations like negation, conjunction, disjunction
and implication can be used on Uppaal state formulas as well.

For our example in Section 2.2.4, we want to check several properties:
(a) The system is free of deadlocks; (b) When person P1 is walking through
the hallway, the light is always on; (c) The light can be on for more than 300
time units at once; (d) When the light is turned on it is turned off eventually;
(e) The count variable of the light template never exceeds the value 6.

The queries for these five properties are shown in Listing 2.7. deadlock in
query (a) is a specific Uppaal keyword which evaluates to true whenever the
system is in a state in which no discrete transition can ever happen again. Note
that we introduced a second clock (timer) for query (c). It is reseted in the light
template on the transition between Off and On. Therefore, as long as the light
template is in the location On, timer contains the total amount of time units
the light is on. Both the queries (b) and (c) result in a Property not satisfied
result from the Uppaal model checker. In both cases, a counterexample is
generated, consisting of a trace from the initial state to a state in which the
property is violated. The trace can be visualized in the Uppaal GUI and also
contains the valuation of all variables and clocks in each semantic step.

( a ) A [ ] not deadlock
(b) A [ ] P1 . Walking imply L .On
( c ) E<> L .On and timer > 300
(d) L .On − −> L . Off
( e ) A [ ] L . count <= 6

Listing 2.7: Queries for the Uppaal hallway example
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2.3 SystemC to Uppaal Transformation

In 2008, Herber et al. [HFG08] presented an approach for the automatic
transformation of SystemC to Uppaal timed automata. To achieve this, the
informally defined semantics of SystemC is mapped to the formal semantics of
Uppaal timed automata. The main idea behind this approach is to map each
method of the SystemC design to an equivalent Uppaal automaton template.
Additional automata are used to model special SystemC constructs like events
and channels and the execution semantics of SystemC. Our approach for
the automatic transformation of SystemC/TLM models into Uppaal timed
automata and for a formal memory model for SystemC bases on the approach
of Herber et al. and use the developed transformation techniques for SystemC
elements not related to TLM and/or memory.

In the following, we first present the transformation rules Herber et al.
defined to transform a SystemC design into an equivalent Uppaal model.
Afterwards, we give a brief overview on the SystemC to Timed Automata
Transformation Engine (STATE) by Herber et al., which implements this
approach and present the limitations.

Note that we focus only on some aspects of the approach of Herber et al.
and do not explain each rule. For a detailed explanation of the transformation
of SystemC to Uppaal timed automata, we refer to [HFG08] and [Her10].

2.3.1 Transformation Rules

Due to its status as a C++ class library, SystemC methods are basically C++
methods. In general, a method body consists of three different kinds of
elements which can be combined in many ways: (1) simple statements accessing
and/or manipulating variables (e. g. y = x + 42;); (2) control structures (e. g.
loops, if statements, switch case statements); (3) method calls.

In SystemC, methods never consume simulation time. Time consumption
is modeled using wait statements to yield the control back to the scheduler.
The methods are suspended until the scheduler notifies them again. Therefore,
in the Uppaal method templates no time may pass either. This is achieved by
using urgent locations (©∪ ) for all locations in the automaton except for those
related to function calls. Special Uppaal timed automata are then added to
emulate the SystemC scheduler, and to cover the semantics of processes and
events. In addition, all local variables of a SystemC method are added as local
variables to the generated template. All external variables accessible inside of
the method (class/module variables, global variables) are added as parameters
to the template. Note that each method template has to be instantiated as
often as the corresponding method can be invoked concurrently, to ensure that
every method call is answered. Therefore a statically determinable maximum
of concurrently executed method invocations is needed for each SystemC
method.
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. . .
int x = 17 ;
x++;
int y = x + 42 ;
. . .

Figure 2.12: Transformation of Simple Statements

Transformation of Simple Statements

The Uppaal action language is very close to C/C++. In general, each simple
statement in a SystemC method can be transformed into an update action on
a transition. In Figure 2.12, we give a small example on the transformation
of simple statements. Each of the three simple statements is added to a
transition, with each location representing the state before/after the statement
is executed. As no time may pass between these statements, all locations are
urgent locations. Note that during transformation, declarations of variables
are moved to the local variable declaration of the template.

Transformation of Control Structures

Control structures such as if statements or loops can be seen as branches in
the control flow graph of a method. According to that, Herber et al. model
these control structures as branches in the Uppaal template automaton. In
Figure 2.13, we show the transformation of an if statement. The condition of
the if statement (cond) is used as a guard for a transition leading to the part of
the method which should be executed if the condition evaluates to true (then
part). The negated condition is used as a guard for a transition leading to
the part of the method which should be executed if the condition evaluates to
false (else part).

Loops are transformed accordingly with the condition used as a guard on a
transition leading to the loop body. Figures 2.14 shows the transformation
of a while loop as the most basic loop construct. In order to transform
more complex loop constructs like for loops with variable initialization and
increment, these statements have to be added before the condition is evaluated
or at the end of the loop body, respectively. An example for the transformation
of a for loop is shown in Figure 2.15.

The transformation of a switch case statement is done by generating a
branch for each case of the statement, guarded with the condition leading to
this case. We give an example for this in Figure 2.16. If a default case exists, it
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. . .
i f (cond) {

// then
} else {

// e l s e
}
. . .

Figure 2.13: Transformation of If Statements

is guarded with the conjugated negation of all cases. A break statement inside
a case is modeled as a transition to the end of the switch case statement (see
case 2). If a case does not contain a break statement, it is connected to the
following case block (see case 1).

Transformation of Method Calls

Herber et al. transform each SystemC method into a separate Uppaal timed
automaton template. Method calls are therefore realized as communication
between these templates. When a method call occurs, the caller automaton
initiates the communication with the callee automaton and blocks until the
callee returns. This corresponds to the call return semantics of C++. In
Figure 2.17 the transformation of a method header including the return
statement is shown. In the initial state, each method automaton is uncalled
and waits for a notification of the method control channel (foo$ctrl). If the
method has parameters, they are copied by the caller into dedicated transport
variables with the corresponding type (foo$param$a and foo$param$b).
When the notification of the control channel occurs, the values in the transport
variables are copied into local variables (a and b). Each transition representing
the end of a method notifies the control channel. If the method has a return
parameter, it is copied to a return transport variable (foo$return) when the
end of the method is reached. If the method possesses any call by-reference

. . .
while (cond) {

// body
}
. . .

Figure 2.14: Transformation of While Loops
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. . .
for ( int i = 0 ;

i < 42 ; i++) {
// body

}
. . .

Figure 2.15: Transformation of For Loops

parameters (in this example b) the current value is also copied back to the
corresponding transport variable. Note that all variables and channels are
prefixed with the name of the method (foo).

Figure 2.18 presents the transformation of a method call. Each method call
consists of two transitions and a waiting location between them. On the first
transition, the control channel of the called method is notified and variables are
copied to the parameter transport variables. In the waiting location, the caller
automaton waits until the callee automaton returns. Note that the waiting
location has to be a standard location and no urgent location. This is necessary
as the callee may consume time during the call. When the callee returns and
therefore the control channel is notified, the caller leaves the waiting location.
If the method has a return variable, it is copied to a caller variable and all
call by-reference parameters are updated with the values in the corresponding
transport variables.

. . .
switch ( i ) {

case 1 :
// case 1

case 2 :
// case 2
break ;

default :
// d e f a u l t
break ;

}
. . .

Figure 2.16: Transformation of Switch Case Statements
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int f oo ( int a , int &b) {
\\body
return c ;

}

Figure 2.17: Transformation of a Method Header

Transformation of the SystemC Scheduler

The SystemC scheduler is the core of the SystemC simulation kernel and
controls the execution of all processes in a design. Concurrent processes are
executed sequentially using delta cycles (see also Section 2.1.2). Herber et al.
propose a dedicated scheduler automaton modeling the execution semantics
of SystemC. The corresponding template is presented in Figure 2.19. Each
of the three phases of a delta cycle (evaluate, update and time progress) can
be identified in the scheduler automaton. In the evaluate phase, all runnable
processes are executed one after another. The number of runnable processes
is stored in the global variable ready_procs. When a process becomes
runnable, this variable is increased. After the execution of a process, the
variable is decreased. In order to model the non-deterministic behavior of
the SystemC scheduler, the activate signal the scheduler automaton uses to
activate a runnable process is modeled as a binary channel. If more than one
process is runnable at the same time, all processes are executed in a randomly
determined order. Therefore, during verification, all possible execution orders
are considered. In the update phase, all requested updates are performed. This
is again done in non-deterministic order. Afterwards, the broadcast signal
delta_delay is sent to notify all processes using a delta delay notification
(e. g. wait(SC_ZERO_TIME)). The time progress phase is only reached if no
process is ready after an update phase. In this case the scheduler allows
time to pass until the delay of any process waiting for a timed delay (e. g.
wait(10, SC_NS)) is reached and the process sends the advance_time signal.
Note that the time_progress location is the only non-urgent location in the
whole scheduler automaton. Therefore, time may only pass in the Uppaal

z = foo (x , y ) ;

Figure 2.18: Transformation of a Method Call
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Figure 2.19: The Scheduler Template

design when the scheduler is in the time_progress location, which corresponds
to the SystemC execution semantics.

Transformation of Processes

SystemC processes encapsulate C++ methods. Each process has a (possibly
empty) static sensitivity list. Whenever an event on this list occurs, the process
becomes runnable. When the SystemC scheduler activates the process, it can
run for an arbitrary time and yields control back to the scheduler during its
execution (SC_THREAD) or when it reaches the end of the method (SC_METHOD).
Herber et al. introduce process starter automata for each process in the design.
Figure 2.20 shows both a method process starter template (left) and a thread
process starter template (right). A process is in the idle location until an
event from its static or dynamic sensitivity list occurs. In this case, the process
becomes runnable and waits until the scheduler automaton sends the activate
and then notifies the encapsulated method using the corresponding control
channel (ctrl). When the encapsulated method returns (due to reaching
the end of the code), the starter template sends the deactivate signal to
the scheduler and decreases the ready_procs variable. The only difference
between these two templates is the transition sending the deactivate signal.
As SC_THREADS can only be started once, the deactivate transition of the
corresponding automaton leads to an end location, while the transition in the
automaton for SC_METHODS leads back to the idle location.

Transformation of Events

In SystemC, processes can be sensitive to events. When an event is notified,
the corresponding process becomes runnable. There exist three different kinds
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Figure 2.20: The Process Starter Templates

of event notification in SystemC: (1) immediate notifications (e.notifiy())
triggering the sensitive processes in the same delta cycle; (2) delta delay
notifications (e.notify(SC_ZERO_TIME)) triggering the sensitive processes in
the next delta cycle; and (3) timed notifications (e. g. e.notify(10, SC_NS))
delaying the notification of sensitive processes for the given amount of time;

Herber et al. proposes a single event template capable of modeling all
three possible event notifications. We show the template in Figure 2.21. This
template is instantiated once for each event in the SystemC design. In case
of an immediate notification, the template receives the notify_imm signal and
immediately afterwards triggers all sensitive processes by sending the wait
signal. In any other case, the template receives the notify signal and the delay
(in the transport variable t) and reaches eventually the location waiting. If
the event is notified with a delta delay notification (t == 0), the template
waits for the scheduler to send the delta_delay signal and then triggers all
sensitive processes. For timed notifications, the template waits until its clock x
reaches the corresponding time and then sends the advance_time signal to the
scheduler and then triggers sensitive processes. As it is possible that two events
are notified at the same point in time, in the waiting location the template
also awaits the advance_time signal of other events and checks whether the
desired delay is reached.

Note that the template also supports the override of pending notifications
with earlier notifications as specified in the SystemC LRM [IEE11]. A timed
notification can be overridden by a timed notification with a shorter delay,
a delta delay notification or an immediate notification, while a delta delay
notification can be overridden by an immediate notification.
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Figure 2.21: The Event Template

2.3.2 STATE

The approach of Herber et al. is implemented in the SystemC to Timed
Automata Transformation Engine (STATE). This java-based framework
allows for the fully automatic transformation from SystemC to Uppaal timed
automata. Figure 2.22 depicts the general transformation approach of STATE.
The input for the framework is an XML-based abstract syntax tree (AST) of
the SystemC design, generated by the Karlsruhe SystemC Parser (KaSCPar)
of the University of Karlsruhe. The STATE framework uses its transformation
engine to generate a java-based internal representation from the AST. This
representation is already close to the later generated Uppaal model and
consists of templates and template instances. In an optional step, several
optimization engines can be applied to the internal representation. These
optimizations improve the readability and reduce the semantic state space of
the generated model by reducing the number of variables, templates, locations
and transitions in the design. The (optimized) internal representation is then
used to generate a semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata model.
The resulting model can be verified for liveness, safety, and timing properties
using the Uppaal model checker.

For a detailled explanation of the STATE framework including the opti-
mizations, and possible verification goals, we refer to [Her10].
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Figure 2.22: STATE Toolchain
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2.3.3 Limitations

The STATE framework of Herber et al. can be used on a broad variety
of SystemC designs. However, several limitations exist which restrict the
applicability of the approach.

1. no shadowing of variables

2. no recursion

3. limited support for call-by-reference parameters

4. limited support for data types

5. no support for the SystemC TLM standard

6. no support for pointers and memory

7. no support for assertion-based verification

Some of these restrictions are inherent due to the transformation into
Uppaal timed automata while others lack the necessary formalization. We
explain the limitations in the following paragraphs.

Variable Shadowing

Unlike C++ with its possibility to generate an infinite number of scopes,
Uppaal only supports two levels of scopes: global variables and template
variables. Therefore, it is not possible to emulate the scoping system of C++ in
Uppaal. To overcome this, Herber et al. assume that each variable in a given
SystemC design has a unique identifier and therefore shadowing (e. g. an inner
scope variable has the same name as an outer scope variable and therefore the
outer scope variable is not accessible inside the inner scope) does not occur.
This can be considered as a minor limitation as a simple variable renaming is
sufficient in any case, which can be performed automatically.

Recursion

The approach of Herber et al. needs a statically determinable maximum
of concurrent method invocations for each method to instantiate the correct
number of method templates. In general, this maximum cannot be statically
determined for recursive functions. As a consequence, recursion is not
supported in the approach of Herber et al. As every recursive function can
be remodeled as an iterative function, this limitation does not restrict the
applicability of the approach.
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Call-By-Reference Parameters

As presented in Section 2.3.1, the updated values of call-by-reference param-
eters are copied back when the corresponding method returns. However, due
to the realization of method calls, call-by-reference variables are in fact just
modeled as additional return variables as the variables are not updated each
time a method yields control to the scheduler (e. g. by calling wait). If two or
more methods can manipulate a call-by-reference variable concurrently, each
of them manipulates its own instance of the variable. Therefore, Herber et al.
assume that no concurrent manipulation of call-by-reference variables occurs.
This restriction is more severe, as it cannot be easily overcome by remodel-
ing. In this thesis, we present an updated representation of call-by-reference
parameters to allow for concurrent modifications, eliminating this restriction.

Data Types

The STATE framework only supports the two basic types integers and booleans
as well as arrays of these data types of arbitrary length. Complex data types
accumulating variables and possessing their own methods like structs and
classes are not supported. As complex data types are very important for the
modeling of SystemC/TLM models (e. g. the generic payload), in this thesis
we present a formalization for structs and classes to overcome this limitation.

TLM and Memory

The STATE framework is restricted to basic pointer-free SystemC designs.
It is neither able to cope with the TLM standard nor with memory-related
constructs and operations with the exception of call-by-reference parameters.
As the TLM standard is widely used in HW/SW codesign and memory-
related constructs and operations are an essential part of the standard and
for the general work in C++, this is a very severe restriction, which renders the
practical application of this approach impossible. In this thesis, we present a
formalization of the TLM standard for the most relevant TLM constructs and
introduce a formal memory model capable of handling many memory-related
constructs and operations.

Assertion-based Verification

STATE uses the Uppaal model checker for verification. The verification
properties therefore have to be specified in UTCTL. This ensures a strong
expressiveness for the verification as it is possible to reason about both paths
and single points in a program. However, in some cases, the SystemC developer
might use assertions (assert()) in the SystemC code to ensure a specific
condition is met at a specific point in a program. In STATE, these assertions
are currently ignored. In this thesis, we present a formalization for the assert
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statement which allows us to map assertion-based verification to property-
based verification.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the relevant background for our approach.
First, we have introduced the system level design language SystemC as one of
the most relevant languages for HW/SW codesign. Second, we have introduced
the term memory-related constructs and operations and presented the most
relevant memory-related errors. Third, we have given an introduction into
transaction level modeling as an abstract modeling concept and presented the
SystemC Transaction Level Modeling standard as a SystemC extension focused
on better interoperability and faster simulation of designs. Fourth, we have
presented the formal verification technique model checking and introduced
Uppaal timed automata as a formal language and the connected Uppaal tool
suite for modeling, simulation and verification of timed automata. Finally, we
have presented the approach of Herber et al. for the automatic transformation
of SystemC designs to Uppaal timed automata, which we use as a base for
our own approach, and discussed limitations.
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With the increasing acceptance of hardware/software codesign languages for
industrial applications, the need for quality assurance techniques for the
codesign process arised. In many cases, existing testing mechanisms could be
adapted for the specific languages. For the modeling of safety critical systems,
however, testing is insufficient and formal verification techniques are needed
to prove the absence of errors. To enable the formal verification of HW/SW
codesigns (often called HW/SW coverification), the semantics of the design
language has to be formalized in most cases, as usually only informally defined
semantics are available.

During the last decade, several formal semantics for HW/SW codesign
languages have been proposed. Based on these formal semantics, a variety
of coverification frameworks for these languages have been presented. One of
the best supported codesign languages is SystemC, which has gained the status
of a de facto standard during the last years and is widely used in industrial
applications. However, despite its importance, coverification approaches for
SystemC are still immature and existing coverification frameworks often
support only a very restricted subset, usually abstracting from timing behavior
or communication, and cannot cope with the SystemC transaction level
modeling standard. In addition, the support for memory and memory-related
constructs and operations is, despite a very few approaches, non-existent.

In the following, we first describe general approaches for the formalization
of the semantics of SystemC and for the formal verification of SystemC designs
and evaluate their capabilities for the verification of memory-related properties.
Second, we present verification approaches explicitly capable of handling the
SystemC transaction level modeling standard and memory-related constructs
and operations. Afterwards, we give an overview on existing verification
approaches for other HW/SW coverification languages. Finally, we present
the different formal memory models used for formal memory verification.

55
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3.1 Formal Verification of SystemC

With our approach, we aim at the formal verification of memory-related
properties of SystemC/TLM designs using Uppaal timed automata. In this
section, we present several verification approaches for basic SystemC designs
that do not make use of the SystemC TLM standard. Based on our own
approach, we divide these approaches into those using an automata-based
representation for formal verification and those using a different representation.
For both kind of approaches, we evaluate the support for memory-related
constructs and operations and the supported SystemC subset.

Automata-Based Approaches

In [HT05, HMT06], Habibi et al. propose a transformation from SystemC
designs into equivalent abstract state machines (ASM). This formalization is
used for model checking on the SystemC design. Memory-related constructs
and operations are not supported in this approach. In addition, time is not
considered and the resulting state machines do not reflect the structure of
the original SystemC design. Therefore, many important properties cannot
be verified with this approach. A transformation from SystemC designs into
communicating state machines is proposed in [NH06]. The authors then use the
NuSMV model checker to verify CTL properties. Although the authors provide
transformation rules for many important SystemC constructs, memory-related
constructs and operations are not considered. In addition, complex data
types are not supported and the transformation has to be done manually.
Zhang et al. [ZVM07] introduce the formalism of SystemC waiting-state
automata. These automata capture the precise semantics of the delta-cycles
and the wait statements and can be verified with model checking. However,
the formalism can neither cope with complex process interaction nor with
memory-related constructs and operations. Moreover, the transformation from
SystemC designs to waiting-state automata has to be done manually.

Other Approaches

Große et al. [GKD06] presented an approach using bounded model checking
(BMC) for the verification of SystemC. The assumptions for BMC are partly
generated automatically and the authors were able to verify a SystemC design
of a RISC-CPU. This approach is especially well suited SystemC designs
consisting mostly of hardware components. However, the approach is restricted
to the synthesizable subset of SystemC, limiting the applicability for software
components, and can neither handle dynamic sensitivity nor timing. In a later
approach, Große et al. [GLD10] proposed a transformation from SystemC
designs to C code and the use of bounded model checking for verification.
This approach is applicable to both hardware and software components and
can also handle dynamic sensitivity but is restricted to untimed SystemC
designs. Moreover, both approaches are limited to pointer-free designs. In
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[KEP06], Karlsson et al. proposed a transformation from SystemC designs
following the transaction level modeling guidelines (but no use constructs
of the TLM standard) to a petri-net based representation for embedded
systems (PRES+). On the petri-net representation model checking is used
for the formal verification. The approach can handle timing and complex
communication. However, communication introduces a severe overhead in this
formalism, as additional subnets are generated for each channel. Memory-
related constructs and operations are not supported. The approach results
in very large and complex petri-nets. This impedes the manual transfer of
counterexamples from the petri-net representation to the original SystemC
design and thereby the localization of errors. Furthermore, this approach
does not support complex data types. The approach of Behjati and Razavi
[BSRS08, RBS+10] transforms a SystemC design into an equivalent REBECA
(reactive object language) model and uses the REBECA model checker Modere
for verification. The transformation is done fully automatically and the
approach can handle a large subset of SystemC constructs, including complex
communication but not memory-related constructs or operations. In addition,
this approach is restricted to untimed models and integer data types and does
not support more complex data structures such as arrays or structs.

None of the presented approaches for the formal verification of basic
SystemC designs can handle memory-related constructs and operations in any
way. In many cases, the approaches are also restricted in their support for the
SystemC communication infrastructure or cannot cope with time or complex
data types.

3.2 SystemC/TLM and Memory

The usage of the SystemC/TLM standard and memory-related constructs and
operations significantly increases the complexity of SystemC designs. Formal
verification approaches capable of the TLM standard are rare and usually
restricted to a very limited subset of SystemC. In the following, we will first
present approaches which can cope with the TLM standard of SystemC but
not with memory-related constructs and operations. Afterwards we give an
overview of approaches for the verification of SystemC/TLM designs using
memory-related constructs and operations.

TLM

Man et al. [Man05, MFM+07] proposed a formal language for SystemC called
SystemCFL which is based on process algebras. They also provide a toolchain
for the automatic transformation from SystemC to SystemCFL and from there
to SMV and PROMELA, the input languages for the model checkers NuSMV
and SPIN respectively. In later work [MM09], they extended SystemCFL to
SystemCFL

TLM to formalize the SystemC TLM Standard as well. However, the
supported SystemC subset of their formal language is very limited with respect
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to communication, as they do not support the channel concept. Furthermore,
dynamic sensitivity is not supported. Traulsen et al. [TCMM07] present a
mapping from SystemC/TLM to PROMELA and the verification of these
designs using the SPIN model checker. This work is specifically restricted
to the additional constructs of the TLM standard and neglects most of the
standard SystemC communication constructs (e. g. primitive channels). In
addition, the non-deterministic scheduler is not explicitly modeled. The
approach of Garavel et al. [GHPS09] translates the execution semantics of
SystemC/TLM into LOTOS (language of temporal ordering specification).
Interfaces written in C are used to import the process implementation into the
model and the verification toolbox CADP is used for formal verification. This
approach captures a large part of SystemC/TLM. However, the transformation
has to be done manually.

All of the aforementioned approaches in this section are restricted to the
deprecated TLM 1.0 standard and cannot be applied to the TLM 2.0 Standard
currently in use in SystemC/TLM development. One of the few approaches
for the verification of SystemC designs using the TLM 2.0 standard is the
work of Cimatti et al. [CMNR10, CGM+11, CNR13]. They generate three
different verification models from a given SystemC design, each tailored to a
specific aspect of the SystemC semantics on different levels of abstraction, and
use software model checking techniques. The computational behavior can be
verified by mapping SystemC processes to sequential C and using an abstract
scheduler. For the process interaction and communication, a model containing
an explicit scheduler and symbolic processes (ESST) is used. The third model
contains both an explicit scheduler and explicitly modeled threads and maps
the design to a finite state machine representation. While this approach
is capable of handling the most important SystemC and TLM constructs
including timing and communication, it does neither support complex data
types like structs or arrays nor can handle any memory-related constructs or
operations.

TLM and Memory

Kroening, Blanc and Sharygina [KS05, BKS08] propose a formal semantics for
transaction level SystemC designs based on a labeled Kripke structure. They
use predicate abstraction techniques to identify and simplify the hardware
parts of the SystemC design and then use the NuSMV model checker for
verification. This approach can cope with pointers and pointer arithmetic but
can neither handle time nor complex communication and does not explicitly
model the SystemC scheduler. In addition, the specific constructs of the
SystemC TLM 2.0 standard (e. g. sockets and the transport interfaces) are not
supported in this approach. One of the first attempts to formalize both the
memory-related constructs and operations and the specific TLM constructs
of SystemC/TLM is the work of Moy et al. [MMMC05]. They transform
SystemC designs into heterogeneous input/output machines (HPIOM) and
thereby generate an executable formal model. The main focus of this
approach is the analysis of SystemC designs (e. g. for potential data races)
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although formal verification via model checking is also possible. However,
the support for memory-related constructs and operations is restricted to
static memory allocation and the approach can only handle the TLM 1.0
standard. In [BFG10], Bombieri et al. propose a verification approach for
SystemC/TLM designs by synthezising equivalent RTL components for each
TLM component. They then apply the RTL model checker imPROVE-HDL
for formal verification. Verification properties are automatically derived from
assertions in the TLM designs. The approach can cope with all relevant
TLM 2.0 constructs. Memory-related constructs and operations are supported
as well, but, as the approach is restricted to the synthezisable subset of
SystemC, only statically determinable pointers are supported. The work of
Le et al. [LGHD13] transforms SystemC/TLM designs into the low level
intermediate verification language IVL and use the metaSMT framework for
formal verification. This approach supports both assertion based verification
on SystemC assertions and property based verification. The latter is realized
by generating FSMs from the verification goal. The approach can handle the
TLM 2.0 standard, integer based datatypes, arrays and pointers to primitive
data types but no complex data types like structs. Moreover, dynamic memory
management is not supported.

3.3 Verification Frameworks

In addition to the already presented approaches for the formal verification
of SystemC designs, several other frameworks for the formal verification of
hardware/software systems exist. In most cases, these frameworks are based
on the correct-by-construction paradigm and provide a formal support for
the whole design process. Metropolis [CHB06] for the Metropolis Meta-
Model (MMM), SCADE [Ber07], and Ptolemy [EJL+03] are three examples for
these frameworks. All of these approaches focus on system-level design and
verification and thus are not applicable for the stepwise refinement process
down to register transfer level as used in the HW/SW codesign flow. In
addition, due to the use of the correct-by-construction paradigm and the
specialized modeling languages, the formal verification of memory-related
properties like the absence of null pointer accesses is neither necessary nor
possible.

For industrial designs, there exist several tools for the widely used modeling
language UML (unified modeling language). In the Fujaba Tool Suite
[NNZ00, PTH+10], all UML diagrams have a formal semantics which enables
the use of model checking for ensuring safety properties. Using a similar
approach, the Omega framework [Gra08], enables the modeling and verification
of real time software systems in UML by providing automatic translation from
UML to the input languages of formal verification engines (e. g. the theorem
prover PVS and the model checker IF). However, as UML usually targets
high levels of abstraction, these approaches are also not suitable for modeling
complex HW/SW systems.
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3.4 Formal Memory Models

The formal verification of memory is a well-investigated research topic. In
general, three different approaches for formal memory models can be identified,
namely semantic memory models, models using typed data structures, and
models using separation logic.

Semantic Memory Models

Semantic memory models regard memory as a function from an address
to a corresponding value. These models are well suited to describe the
semantics of basic memory-related constructs and operations like referencing
and dereferencing but cannot cope with aliasing or the frame problem. In
addition, the semantic memory model works best with untyped languages and
introduces some overhead when used with typed languages. Two examples for
the usage of semantic memory models are the work of Norrish [Nor98] and
Hohmuth et al. [HTS02].

Typed Data Structure Memory Models

Another widely used memory model uses typed data structures to model
memory, usually arrays or heaps. These models can be used on different
levels of abstraction, ranging from low-level representations modeling the whole
memory as a single byte array (e. g. Leroy et al. [LB08]) up to high-level
representations using multiple typed heaps to create separate memories for
each data type or even each struct in the model (e. g. Bornat et al. [Bor00]).
Typed data structure models can handle inter-type aliasing but neither intra-
type aliasing nor the frame problem.

Separation Logic Memory Models

The most expressive formal memory models are usually those based on
separation logic, an extension of Hoare logic. By introducing special separation
connectives for conjugation and implication, separation logic can handle both
inter- and intra-type aliasing as well as the frame problem. Two examples for
the usage of separation logic for a formal memory model are the approaches
of O’Hearne et al. [IO01] and Reynolds [Rey02].

With our own formal memory model, we focus on those memory-related
constructs widely used in industrial SystemC/TLM designs. These include
referencing and dereferencing, call-by-reference and inter-type aliasing. There-
fore, the semantic memory model is not suitable for our approach. As we use
Uppaal timed automata as our modeling language and Uppaal does not
support any kind of polymorphic data types or typecasting, we cannot benefit
from the increased expressiveness of separation logic compared to typed data
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structures. Therefore, we adapt a typed data structure model on an interme-
diate level of abstraction, using one memory array for each data type. This
allows for an expressive and comprehensive formal memory model.

3.5 Summary

During the last decade, many approaches for the formal verification of SystemC
designs have been proposed. In most cases, these approaches are restricted to a
small subset of SystemC and do not support important constructs like timing or
communication, support only a very limited set of variables (e.g. no structs and
no arrays) or cannot be automated. Moreover, in industrial SystemC designs
widely used libraries, constructs and operations (e. g. pointers, dynamic
memory management, and the TLM 2.0 standard) are only taken into account
by very few approaches.

To the best of our knowledge, there currently exists no approach for a fully
automatic verification process of SystemC designs capable of handling all the
important SystemC constructs as well as complex data types, memory-related
constructs and operations like dynamic memory management and the TLM
2.0 standard. With our work, we provide such an approach.
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4 An Approach for the Formal
Verification of SystemC/TLM
Designs

With the increasing usage of SystemC for the design of safety critical systems,
formal verification techniques for SystemC have become very important.
Unlike testing, formal verification can ensure the absence of errors in a design
and therefore can be used to guarantee the correctness of a system. There exist
several scientific approaches for the formal verification of SystemC designs.
However, these techniques are only rarely used in the industrial SystemC design
process. This is mostly because these approaches usually support only very
restricted subsets of SystemC and cannot cope with the SystemC Transaction
Level Modeling Standard 2.0. Furthermore, memory-related constructs and
operations like pointers or dynamic memory management are usually not
supported. However, both, TLM and memory, are widely used in industrial
SystemC designs as they allow for efficient system design and fast simulation.
Therefore, a gap exists between the capabilities academic approaches for
the formal verification of SystemC provide and the requirements industrial
SystemC designs impose.

With our approach, we narrow this gap by proposing a formal semantics
for the SystemC TLM 2.0 standard and a formal memory model for SystemC.
We combine this formalization with an already existing approach [HFG08] for
the formal verification of SystemC designs using Uppaal timed automata.
The result is a new SystemC verification framework, capable of handling all
relevant basic SystemC constructs as well as a large subset of the TLM 2.0
standard and memory-related constructs and operations.

In this chapter, we present the general idea of our approach and give an
overview of the basic components, which we will explain in greater detail in
the following chapters. The basic idea of our approach is depicted in Figure
4.1. Our framework fully automatically transforms SystemC/TLM designs into
semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata models. This model consists
of two components: a formal SystemC design including both all basic SystemC
constructs as well as the SystemC/TLM constructs and a formal memory
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Figure 4.1: Overview

model modeling the underlying C++ memory model. For our formal model,
we focus on specific constructs widely used in industrial designs, e. g. sockets,
the TLM transport interfaces and payload event queues, pointers and static
and dynamic memory allocation. For each of these constructs, we provide a
semantically equivalent formalization optimized for verification performance.
This formal model can be verified using the Uppaal model checker. The
user can specify properties in the Uppaal TCTL subset (UTCTL) to ensure
the absence of model-specific errors and to verify important properties of the
SystemC design fully automatically. This includes memory-related properties
as well as timing, liveness and safety properties. To ease the detection of
general errors and especially memory-related errors (e. g. null pointer access),
we also generate a set of verification properties, specifically tailored to the most
common errors. To ensure the applicability of our approach even to complex
SystemC designs, we use optimization techniques on the Uppaal design.
These techniques can reduce the semantic state space of the design drastically.
This increases the verification performance and enables the verification of
more complex designs. In the following sections, we first present the general
assumptions we impose on the SystemC/TLM design. Second, we give an
overview on our formal model and describe how the formal memory model
and the formal SystemC/TLM model interact with each other. Third, we
present the verification process and give an overview over possible verification
goals. Finally, we present the general idea behind our optimization techniques.

4.1 Assumptions

With our framework, we aim at a broad support for SystemC constructs and
data types. In addition, we want to support a large subset of constructs of the
SystemC/TLM 2.0 standard as well as a large set of memory-related constructs
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and operations. In the following, we present the assumptions we impose on
the SystemC/TLM designs our framework can handle.

� variables have unique identifiers (no shadowing)

� only int, bool, and enum are used as base data types

� only arrays and structs are used as complex data types

� no function pointers are used

� no type casts, no unions and no void pointer are used

� the maximum number of concurrent processes and method calls have to
be statically determinable

� no pointer arithmetic, no direct memory access and no references to fields
of structs are used

Note that most of the general assumptions are inherited from the approach
of Herber et al. [HFG08] presented in Section 2.3.3. However, in many cases we
were able to remove or at least to relax the assumptions. In the following, we
present each assumption in greater detail. In addition, we explain the origin
for each assumption and the impact the assumption has on the supported
SystemC designs.

Unique Variable Identifiers

In SystemC (and C++), variables from outer scopes are not accessible while
the system is in an inner scope containing a variable with the same name.
This process is called shadowing. As there exist only two different scopes in
Uppaal (global and template), we cannot model the scoping system of C++
with its possibly infinite number of scopes. To prevent transformation errors
and to maintain semantic equivalence, we assume that each variable has a
unique identifier. This is only a minor assumption as shadowing of variables
can be prevented with a simple renaming, which can be done automatically.

Data Types

Not all C++ and SystemC data types are supported in Uppaal timed
automata. With our approach, we support integers, booleans and self defined
enumerations as basic data types, as well as all data types which can be
directly mapped to one of these data types (e. g. sc_uint). We also support a
large variety of SystemC exclusive data types like sc_time or sc_event. All
supported basic data types can be used in complex data types. We support
arrays and structs in our framework and structs can have fields and methods.
Pointers can be created of all data types, both basic and complex. Note that
we do not consider function pointers with our approach. The supported data
types build a strong base for SystemC developers and should be sufficient to
model most of the desired SystemC designs.
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Casting and Polymorphy

Uppaal has a very strong type system which does not allow for conversion
of one data type into another. Therefore we assume the SystemC design
does not use type casts, and, as a direct implication, we do not allow the
polymorphic union data type and the untyped void pointer (void* v_ptr).
We are confident that these assumptions do not restrict the applicability of our
framework as these constructs are only rarely used in safety-critical systems
and can, in most cases, easily be replaced by type safe constructs.

Processes and Method Calls

We transform each SystemC process into a set of Uppaal timed automata
templates and generate one additional template for each method in the design.
As Uppaal does not allow for dynamic template instantiation we have to be
able to determine the number of instantiations for each template statically.
This assumption hardly restricts the processes in SystemC designs as SystemC
does not allow for dynamic process creation. However, it prevents the usage
of recursion in the SystemC design as in most cases, a maximum number
of recursive method calls cannot be determined statically. As all recursive
methods can be transformed into iterative methods, this assumption does not
restrict the applicability of our approach. Also note that the assumption that
no recursion is used does only apply to recursion in methods and does not
prevent the usage of recursive data structures.

Pointers and Memory

Our formal memory model uses multiple typed arrays to model a specific
memory for each data type. This allows for the efficient modeling of many
memory-related constructs and operations. However, this modeling prevents
the use of pointer arithmetic as we do not model the memory byte-wise
but variable-wise and type separated and therefore cannot guarantee the
preservation of the semantics of a statement like ’int i = (ptr + 1)’. This
assumption is acceptable as in many industrial SystemC designs pointer
arithmetic is not used due to the high susceptibility of these operations.
Additionally, we assume that access to a specific memory address (e. g.
int * i_ptr = 0x0000FFFF;) is not used as it cannot be modeled in our
memory model. As this construct is usually not used on transaction level and
often can be emulated with a global variable if necessary, we consider this a
minor restriction. We also assume that fields of structs are never referenced
(e. g. int * i_ptr = &(data.val);). This assumption is necessary as we do
not flatten complex data structures and therefore no reference for the fields of
structs exist in our memory model. However, in all cases pointers to struct
fields can be replaced with pointers to the surrounding structs and field accesses
on the pointer.
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All SystemC/TLM designs meeting the presented assumptions can be fully
automatically transformed into an equivalent Uppaal timed automata design
by our approach. The generated design can then be verified with the Uppaal
model checker. We are confident that the presented assumptions are acceptable
and enable the application of our approach on a large variety of SystemC/TLM
models.

4.2 Formal Model

For our formal model of SystemC/TLM designs, we provide formalizations
for all relevant SystemC/TLM constructs as well as for all relevant memory-
related constructs and operations of C++. In Figure 4.2, we show the different
components of our formal model. In general, two main parts can be identified:
the formal memory model and the formal model for SystemC/TLM formalizing
all basic SystemC constructs (e. g. scheduler, events and port communication)
as well as all supported TLM constructs (e. g. sockets, transport interfaces
and payload event queues). In the following, we will describe both parts in
greater detail.
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4.2.1 Formal Memory Model

In general, the formal verification of memory introduces a vast overhead in
terms of verification time and/or memory consumption. Still, memory-related
constructs and operations like pointer and dynamic memory management are
widely used in industrial SystemC designs. With our formal memory model
we do not aim at modeling all memory-related constructs and operations
of C++. Instead, we focus on the most relevant constructs and provide a
formal memory model for Uppaal timed automata, specifically tailored for
efficient verification of memory-related properties. As an additional criterion,
we want our formal memory model to be comprehensible in order to ease the
understanding of possibly generated counterexamples.

For our approach, we use a data structure based memory model on a
medium level of abstraction, modeling memory as multiple typed arrays. In
general, we create one of these memory arrays per data type and additional
arrays to track the status of the memory. We map pointers to integers
containing the index of the corresponding array field in the memory array. Our
formal memory model can handle all relevant memory-related constructs and
operations (including call-by-reference, dynamic allocation and deallocation
and inter-type aliasing) except for pointer arithmetic. We can differentiate
between the stack and the heap and can determine whether a memory array
element is free or not. In addition, we use a defragmentation algorithm to
ensure that the allocation of a variable cannot fail due to fragmentation caused
by our memory representation.

We presented our basic formal memory model, suitable for handling static
memory allocation and most memory-related constructs and operations in
[PHKG13]. Our extended memory model for dynamic memory management
was developed partly in the master thesis of Rolf Schröder [Sch13].

4.2.2 Formal Model of SystemC/TLM

The SystemC TLM 2.0 standard introduces a new abstract communication
concept featuring sockets, blocking and non-blocking transport interfaces and
payload event queues (PEQs). These constructs can be used to model a broad
variety of different communication protocols ranging from simple buffered
communication to complex bus systems. With our formal SystemC/TLM
model, we aim at an effective formalization of all these TLM 2.0 constructs. We
focus specifically on the verification performance to ensure that even complex
models can be verified with reasonable effort.

For our formal model, we use the transformation rules for basic SystemC
constructs by Herber et al. and provide a large set of new transformation rules
to support all relevant constructs of the TLM standard (including sockets, the
transport interfaces and the payload event queue) as well as new data types.
As a general rule, all methods in a SystemC design (including struct methods)
are translated into equivalent Uppaal timed automata templates. Additional
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templates are generated for specific constructs including the SystemC scheduler
and payload event queues. Variables are either handled as global variables or
as template variables and we introduce additional transport variables to model
the passing of parameters between templates.

We first presented our formalization of the TLM 2.0 communication
infrastructure in [HPG11] and an enhanced formalization featuring a strongly
optimized version of the payload event queue in [PHG11].

4.3 Verification

We use the Uppaal model checker with our formal model to verify important
properties on the design. These properties can include lifeness (e. g. ’the
system can never deadlock’), safety (e. g. ’a signal is always received’), and
timing properties (e. g. ’data is always processed in less than 5 ms’), as well
as memory-related properties (e. g. ’two pointers can never point at the same
object’). All of these properties can be specified in the Uppaal TCTL subset
(UTCTL) by the user.

In addition, we automatically generate UTCTL properties for important
properties and possible errors. These automatically generated properties can
be divided into two different types, which are handled in different ways:

� transition-based properties, and

� method-based properties.

Transition-based properties

In our formal memory model, many important memory-related errors (e. g.
memory access errors) can occur during a transition. A null pointer access, for
example, can occur on each transition where a pointer is accessed. Another
example for transition-based properties are user-generated assertions (e. g.
assert(a >= 5)). For each error class and for all assertions in the design, we
identify all transitions during which they can occur and add additional guards
to these transitions. This prevents Uppaal from taking this transition if this
causes an error. In addition, we add a transition with the negated guards,
leading to a fail state. On the transition to the fail state, a global error flag is
set to true. This enables the convenient detection of all memory access errors in
the Uppaal model with the property ’A[] not MEM_ERR_ACCESS_FAIL’
and the detection of all assertion violations with the property ’A[] not
ERR_ASSERTION_VIOLATION’.
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Method-based properties

For the formalization of specific memory-related operations (e. g. allocation
and deallocation), we use Uppaal native methods. Errors which can occur
during these operations (e. g. double free errors) can be detected inside the
native methods. We create a global flag in the Uppaal model for each of those
errors, which is set to true in the native method when such an error is detected.
Properties verifying the absence of such an error therefore only have to check
whether the corresponding error flag is never set to true. For example, we can
express a property verifying the absence of double free errors in the Uppaal
model with ’A[] not MEM_ERR_DOUBLE_FREE’.

When a property evaluates to false in the Uppaal model checker, a
counterexample is generated. As templates in the Uppaal model are named
by the SystemC method they model, prefixed with the surrounding structs
or modules and as all variables have the same names as their SystemC
counterparts, the Uppaal counterexamples can be easily mapped back to
the SystemC/TLM by the user. In combination with the trace leading to
the counterexample and all variable assignments, both provided by the model
checker and the graphical animation of the trace by the Uppaal simulator,
this enables a fast and convenient error localization.

4.4 Optimization

With our SystemC verification framework, we want to transform and verify
complex SystemC/TLM designs. Model checking, in general, is expensive in
terms of memory consumption and verification time as the model checker has
to explore the whole semantic state space of the model.

To handle complex SystemC/TLM designs making use of memory-related
constructs and operations, we provide optimization techniques to reduce the
semantic state space. The main idea of these techniques is to make use of the
semantics of SystemC to significantly reduce the number of states and variables
in a given Uppaal model. With our optimized method representation (first
presented in [PHGG12]), we are able to map non time-consuming SystemC
methods to Uppaal native methods instead of Uppaal templates. This
reduces the number of templates and likewise the number of states and
variables of a design, which may have a strong impact on the semantic state
space. In order to reduce the overhead of our formal memory model as much as
possible, we also developed a reference analysis (first presented in [PHKG13])
identifying all variables whose address is never used. Those variables can be
represented in a simplified way and thereby reduce the overhead of the formal
memory model. In a recent master thesis by Björn Beckmann [Bec14], we also
developed a partial order reduction for our formal Uppaal model. Partial
order reduction is widely used as an optimization technique for model checking.
It makes of interdependencies between concurrent processes to reduce the
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number of interleavings the Uppaal model checker has to take into account
and thereby the number of semantic states in the design.

Our experimental results prove the usefulness of our optimization and
show a significant impact on our models in terms of memory consumption,
verification time and semantic states and thereby drastically improve the
verification performance.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented our general approach for the formal verification of
industrial-sized SystemC/TLM models using memory-related constructs and
operations. We transform SystemC/TLM designs into semantically equivalent
formal Uppaal models consisting of both a formal representation of all relevant
SystemC/TLM constructs and a formal memory model capable of modeling
all relevant memory-related constructs and operations. Our transformation
explicitly focuses on those constructs widely used in industrial SystemC/TLM
designs. The transformed model can be verified with the Uppaal model
checker fully automatically for important properties, including liveness, safety
and timing properties as well as memory-related properties. While the user
can specify arbitrary properties to be verified, we also automatically generate
several properties to ensure all assertions in the SystemC code hold in the
Uppaal design and to verify the absence of common memory-related errors.
We use optimization techniques to enable the application of our framework to
complex SystemC/TLM designs.

In the following three chapters, we first present our formal memory model in
detail (Chapter 5). Afterwards, we present our formal model for the SystemC
TLM 2.0 standard and our formalization of additional SystemC and C++
constructs like structs and enumerations (Chapter 6) and finally present our
optimization techniques (Chapter 7).
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5 A Formal Memory Model for
SystemC/TLM

A SystemC/TLM design usually consists of several abstract hardware and
software components that communicate via channels and sockets. In addition,
all of these components interact with the underlying C++ memory model
(e. g. via pointers). The formal verification of software and hardware
components and their communication can be done with several formal
verification techniques (as presented in Chapter 3). However, these techniques
cannot be used to ensure the correctness of memory-related properties and
operations of a SystemC/TLM design. This is due to the fact that they
do not feature a formal memory model covering all relevant memory-related
constructs and operations but instead usually only support a set of simple data
types and arrays. This also holds true for Uppaal timed automata and the
Uppaal model checker and thus for the approach of Herber et al. [HFG08].
In order to solve this problem and to enable formal verification of memory-
related properties, we have developed a formal memory model for Uppaal
timed automata, which can handle all relevant memory-related constructs and
operations of SystemC/TLM.

The general idea of our formal memory model is to use typed arrays
to model the memory of a given SystemC/TLM design in Uppaal. This
is an adaption of typed data structure memory models, which are widely
used to formalize the memory model of C-like languages [Bor00, LB08]. The
main advantage of this approach is its expressiveness and efficiency. It can
support a large subset of memory-related constructs and the formal model
is well-suited for formal verification. With the assumptions we impose on
SystemC/TLM designs presented in Section 4.1, we describe a clean and
expressive subset of memory-related constructs and operations suitable for
industrial SystemC/TLM designs. We provide transformation rules for this
subset to enable the fully automatic transformation of a given SystemC/TLM
design. This includes the underlying memory model of the design and
all memory-related constructs and operations. With the resulting formal
memory model, we can verify a wide variety of memory-related properties
with the Uppaal model checker. In addition, the formal representation is
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easy to understand and enables a fast inverse mapping of the counterexamples
generated by the Uppaal model checker back to the SystemC/TLM design.

In the following, we first present the general representation of memory
and memory-related constructs in our formal model. Second, we present
the transformation rules for the supported memory-related constructs and
operations, which enable a fully automatic transformation of these constructs.
Third, we present an automated memory defragmentation to ensure the
allocation of memory always succeeds. Finally, we present our verification
approach for memory-related properties and show how we can automatically
generate properties for some of the most frequently occurring memory-related
errors.

5.1 Representation

For our formal memory model, we need an efficient memory representation, ca-
pable of capturing a large subset of memory-related constructs and operations.
To achieve this, we adapt the general concept of typed data structure memory
models. The main idea of our representation is to model the memory of a
SystemC/TLM design using multiple typed arrays which we call memory ar-
rays. Each data type that occurs in a given SystemC/TLM design, including
structs, is kept in a dedicated array of the corresponding type. For model-
ing dynamic memory allocation and deallocation, we also keep track of the
availability of memory array elements. In addition, we need a way to access
a memory array element using the identifier of a variable and to allow both
the access to a value of a variable and to its address. To fulfill all these re-
quirements, our formal memory model consists of three different components,
namely memory arrays, memory state arrays, and address pointers, which we
explain in the following.

Memory Arrays

As Uppaal does not support polymorphic data types, we create a separate
typed memory array for each data type used in the design. These memory
arrays contain the values of all variables of this type in a given SystemC design.
Each non-array variable consists of a single array element holding its value, and
each array is allocated to a set of adjacent array elements corresponding to its
size. Note that in Uppaal the size of arrays has to be statically determinable
and cannot be changed during runtime.

Memory State Arrays

While memory arrays alone are sufficient to model static memory allocation,
in order to model dynamic memory allocation we also have to track the
availability of each memory array element. Therefore, we generate an
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additional memory state array for each memory array. Both arrays have the
same length and are linked by their index, which means that the value at
index i in the state array represents the status of the variable in the memory
array at index i. Each state array element can have one of seven states:

0 = free - the memory is available for allocation

1 = static single var - the memory is statically allocated for a non-array
variable

2 = static array head - the memory is statically allocated for the first element
of an array

3 = static array tail - the memory is statically allocated for a non-first element
of an array

4 = dynamic single var - the memory is dynamically allocated for a non-array
variable

5 = dynamic array head - the memory is dynamically allocated for the first
element of an array

6 = dynamic array tail - the memory is dynamically allocated for a non-first
element of an array

The distinction between static and dynamic allocation and single variable
as well as between array head and array tail enables the detection of
several memory-related errors and the verification of additional memory-
related properties with the Uppaal model checker. We present the error-
detection capability and some automatically generated verification properties
in Section 5.4.

Address Pointers

An address pointer can be viewed as an identifier for elements in the memory
array. Each address pointer can be modeled as an integer that contains the
memory array index of the element it points to. An access to the value of
an address pointer can then be modeled by an array access using the address
pointer as an index (e. g. intMem[ptr]). To enhance the readability of our
formal memory model and to ease the distinction between address pointers of
different types, we use the Uppaal subtyping mechanism to create a unique
address pointer data type for each data type in the SystemC/TLM design.
Each address pointer has a range from -1 to the maximum index of the
corresponding memory array. We use -1 as NULL in our formal model as
it represents an inaccessable memory address.

For each data type in a SystemC/TLM design, we create a memory array
and a memory state array, as well as an address pointer data type in the
global declaration section of the Uppaal model. In Listing 5.1, we show
the components for an arbitrary data type data. Note that the value for
DATA_MEMSIZE has to be determined statically during transformation. We also
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const int DATA_MEMSIZE = 42 ;
int DATA_FREE_MEM = DATA_MEMSIZE;

//memory array
data dataMem [DATA_MEMSIZE] ;

//memory s t a t e array
// au t o m a t i c a l l y s e t to 0 (= f r e e ) by UPPAAL
int [ 0 , 6 ] dataMemState [DATA_MEMSIZE] ;

// address po in t e r
typedef int [−1 , DATA_MEMSIZE − 1 ] data_addr_ptr ;

Listing 5.1: Declaration of the Components of the Formal Memory Model

create an integer to keep track of the available memory (DATA_FREE_MEM).
This value is initialized with the size of the memory and is changed whenever
memory is allocated or deallocated.

With these three basic components, we can define a formal memory model
capable of handling static and dynamic memory allocation, pointers, array
accesses, call-by-reference and several other memory-related constructs and
operations. In Figure 5.1, we present a small C++ memory allocation example
and show the resulting memory layout both for C++ and our formal memory
model. In our example, there exist three statically allocated variables: the
integer variable i, an integer array arr and an instance of the data type data t.
Furthermore, there is an integer pointer p, pointing to i, and a data address
pointer s, pointing to a dynamically allocated instance of type data. In C++,
statically allocated variables such as pointers, integers and data instances are
allocated on the stack with their order depending on the declaration order. All
dynamically allocated objects are stored on the heap. In our formal memory
model, we have distinct memories for each data type and store both statically
and dynamically allocated variables in the same memory array, if they are
of the same data type. This enables the transparent usage of statically and
dynamically allocated variables. Without storing both kinds of variables in the
same memory array, a reference to a statically allocated variable would differ
from a reference to a dynamically allocated variable and thus would hinder the
comprehensibility of our memory representation. To enable easy distinction
between variables allocated on the stack and on the heap, we allocate the
memory array from opposing ends. Variables that are placed on the stack in
C++ are allocated from the beginning of the memory array while heap variables
are allocated from the end. This is illustrated in the data memory array in
Figure 5.1b. Just like in C++, the order of the variables in the memory arrays
depends on the allocation order of the variables. In our example, the values
of i and t are stored in distinct elements of the corresponding memory arrays
and the values of the integer array arr are stored in adjacent elements of
the integer memory array. In addition, the dynamically allocated data object
the pointer s points to is placed at the end of the data memory array. The
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int i ;
int ar r [ 3 ] ;
data t ;
data ∗ s = new data ( ) ;
int ∗p = &arr [ 2 ] ;
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Figure 5.1: Memory Allocation in C++ and in the formal memory model

corresponding state array elements are set to their respective values. For each
single variable, array, and pointer in the SystemC/TLM design, we create an
address pointer with the same name in the Uppaal model.

5.2 Transformation

We aim at a fully automatic transformation of the SystemC/TLM memory
model into our formal memory model. To achieve this, we define a set of
transformation rules, which covers all relevant memory-related constructs and
operations. As a preparation, we sort all variables in the design into three
disjunct sets: PTR containing all pointers, ARR containing all arrays, and
VAR containing all other (non-pointer, non-array) variables. The resulting
sets can be used in combination with the transformation rules to extract the
memory model of the SystemC/TLM model and to transform it into a formal
memory model as presented in Section 5.1.

In Table 5.1, we present the compiled transformation rules with v ∈ VAR
being an arbitrary single variable of type V, p ∈ PTR being an arbitrary pointer
of type P and a ∈ ARR being an arbitrary array of type A. In addition, we
use e and e’ for an arbitrary C++ expression and the transformed expression
respectively, E for the type of the expression, and c for a constant expression
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(e. g. true, false, 42 or NULL). In the following, we explain these rules in
detail and give additional information on the realization of the formal memory
model within the Uppaal timed automata modeling language.

Table 5.1: Transformation Rules
Nr. SystemC UPPAAL

Variable Accesses
1 v ⇒ VMem[v]
2 &v ⇒ v
3 p ⇒ p
4 *p ⇒ PMem[p]
5 a ⇒ a
6 a[e] ⇒ AMem[a+e’]
7 &a[e] ⇒ a+e’
8 e.member ⇒ EMem[e’].member
9 e→member ⇒ EMem[e’].member
10 c ⇒ c

Declaration and Allocation
11 V v; ⇒ v = alloc_static_V();
12 P* p; ⇒ p = NULL;
13 A a[e]; ⇒ a = alloc_static_arr_A(e’);
14 V v = e; ⇒ v = alloc_static_V();

VMem[v] = e’;
15 P* p = e; ⇒ p = e’;
16 A a[] = {e0, . . . ,en−1}; ⇒ a = alloc_static_arr_A(n);

AMem[a+0] = e0; . . . ;
AMem[a+(n-1)] = en−1;

17 new P; ⇒ alloc_dyn_P();
18 new A[e]; ⇒ alloc_dyn_arr_A(e’);

Deallocation
19 /* end of scope of v */ ⇒ dealloc_static_V(v);
20 /* end of scope of a */ ⇒ dealloc_static_arr_A(a);
21 delete p ⇒ dealloc_dyn_P(p);
22 delete [] a; ⇒ dealloc_dyn_arr_A(a);
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5.2.1 Variable Accesses

In our formal model, all variables are mapped to address pointers. This is
necessary as it is otherwise impossible to access the address of the variable
(e. g. using the reference operator). For this mapping, we have to transform all
accesses to variables. In general, these accesses can be differentiated into two
different types: value accesses and address accesses. Whenever a non-pointer
variable is accessed in C++ (e. g. v or arr[42]) the value of this variable
is accessed and can be read or manipulated. Likewise, whenever a variable is
referenced using the reference operator &, the address of the variable is accessed
(e. g. &v). In contrast to this, a pointer contains an address and the dereference
operator * has to be used to access the variable the pointer references.

Pointer Access

Address pointers are similar to C++ pointers, as they contain an address and
refer to a specific memory address. Therefore, whenever the address of a C++
pointer is accessed, this can be transformed into an access of the corresponding
address pointer. This transformation is shown in Rule 3. A dereferencing of
a C++ pointer (using the dereference operator *) can be modeled by accessing
the memory array using the address pointer as an index (see Rule 4).

Non-Pointer Variable Access

In C++, the identifier of a non-pointer variable refers to its value, while using the
identifier in combination with the reference operator (&) accesses the address
of the variable. As we also model non-pointer variables as address pointers in
our formal memory model, accessing the value of a non-pointer variable can
be modeled as a pointer dereferencing, while accessing the address of a non-
pointer variable can be modeled as a pointer access. This is presented in the
transformation rules 1 and 2.

Array Access

Array variables in C++ are equivalent to pointers to the first array element.
Therefore, arrays in our formal model are generally handled like pointers (see
Rule 5). The array brackets in C++ ([ ]) are in fact shortcuts for dereferencing
the array pointer using the value in the brackets as an offset which is multiplied
with the size of the corresponding data type X (e. g. arr[x] is equivalent
to *(arr + x * sizeof(X))). In our formal memory model, this can be
modeled with an access to the memory array at the index of the array address
pointer and the use of the value in brackets as an offset. This is shown in
Rule 6. As referencing and dereferencing cancel each other out (e. g. &(*p)
is equivalent to p), the reference operator used on an array index access (e. g.
&arr[x]) is the same as adding the value in the brackets to the address of the
array in C++ and in our formal memory model. This is presented in Rule 7.
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Member Access

Complex data types in C++ (e. g. structs and classes) have a set of members or
fields. These members can be accessed with the member access operator "."
(e. g. d.value = 42;). If a pointer references a struct, the pointer has to be
dereferenced to access the variable and the access operator has to be used to
access the member. For this ”dereference and access member” operation there
exists a special shortcut operator -> (e. g. (*p).value = 17; is equivalent
to p->value = 17;). The standard member access operator can only be used
on non-pointer variables and the -> operator can only be used on pointers.
As in our formal model all variables are mapped to address pointers, all
member access operations are basically transformed into "dereference and
access member" operations. The transformation of a pointer dereferencing
is shown in Rule 4 and can be combined with the member access operator of
Uppaal (".", the same as in C++). This is shown in rules 8 and 9.

Constant Values

All constant values (e. g. true and false) used in the SystemC/TLM are also
available in our formal memory model. Therefore, they can be directly used
in our formal model (Rule 10).

With the transformation rules 1 to 10 we capture all forms of variable
accesses possible in C++. This also includes the usage of the reference and
dereference operators.

5.2.2 Variable Declaration and Memory Allocation

In C++, the memory for a variable is allocated when the corresponding variable
is declared (e. g. int a;). Variable declarations can be placed in classes and
at (almost) any place inside a method body. In contrast to this, Uppaal
does not allow for the declaration of variables at transitions but requires all
variables to be statically declared either in the global declaration section or in
the declaration section of a template. In our formal model, we therefore declare
all variables of a module in the global declaration (prefixed with the name of
the module and the module instance name) and all variables declared in a
SystemC method in the declaration of the corresponding method automata
template. This handling of variables is already performed by the approach of
Herber et al. [HFG08]. However, for our formal memory model, we change the
type of all created variables from their original data type to the corresponding
address pointer data type.

Memory Allocation

In our formal model, the allocation of memory can be described by changing
the status of an element in the memory state array from free (= 0) to another
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data_addr_ptr a l loc_stat i c_arr_data ( int s i z e ) {
// i t e r a t e through the memory s t a t e array to f i n d
//enough f r e e ad jacen t memory array e lements
data_addr_ptr r e t = get_free_static_mem_arr_data ( s i z e ) ;
// s e t the s t a t u s o f the head
dataMemState [ r e t ] = MEM_STATIC_ARRAY_HEAD; // = 2;
for ( int i = r e t + 1 ; i < r e t + s i z e ; i++) {

// s e t the s t a t u s o f each non−head element
dataMemState [ i ] = MEM_STATIC_ARRAY_TAIL; // = 3;

}
// decrease the a v a i l a b l e memory
DATA_FREE_MEM −= s i z e ;
return r e t ;

}

Listing 5.2: Simplified Static Array Memory Allocation

value. The index of this array element can then be stored in an address
pointer. In the case of an array allocation, a number of adjacent memory
array elements is reserved and the first (the smallest) index is assigned to
the array address pointer. To increase the readability of our formalization,
we use Uppaal native methods to model memory allocation. For each data
type, we automatically generate four allocation methods, two for the static and
dynamic allocation of single variables and another two for static and dynamic
array allocation. To ease the differentiation between statically and dynamically
allocated memory and to minimize the effect of fragmentation, we start the
reservation of static and dynamic memory on opposing ends of the memory
array. For static allocation we start at the beginning, for dynamic allocation
we start at the end. In principle, the static allocation of variables can also
be done during transformation by allocating memory for each static variable
that will ever be allocated in the system. However, this will usually drastically
increase the size of the memory array, as in the average case, due to scopes,
not all statically allocated variables are used at the same time.

A simplified code example for the native method for static array allocation
of the arbitrary data type data is presented in Listing 5.2. We have omitted
error detection and error handling in this example. Note that all of these
methods return an address pointer of the allocated data type containing the
index of the allocated element.

Single Variable Declaration

The declaration of a single variable is always a static memory allocation in
C++. When a variable is declared, memory is allocated and each access to the
variable accesses the allocated memory. As all variables are already declared
in our formal model, we only have to allocate one element in the memory array
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by using our generated memory allocation method and set the address pointer
of the variable to the return value. This is shown in Rule 11.

Pointer Declaration

For the modeling of pointer declarations without dynamic memory allocation
(Rule 12) we set the address pointer to NULL, which is defined as -1 in our formal
memory model. Note that this is not equivalent to the semantics of C++, where
allocated but uninitialized pointers point to a random address depending on
the value at their memory address. In C++ this can lead to non-deterministic
behavior if an uninitialized pointer is used. In our formal model, this always
leads to a null pointer exception, which can be easily discovered. This is safe,
as the access to uninitialized variables should always be considered an error in
C++.

Array Declaration

The declaration of an array in C++ is similar to the declaration of a single
variable. In both cases, memory is statically allocated. Unlike single variables,
arrays consist of a number of adjacent variables, determined by the size of the
array. In our formal model, we transform a C++ array declaration by using the
array allocation method already presented in Listing 5.2. This transformation
is shown in Rule 13.

Declaration and Initialization

In C++, all static variable declarations can be combined with variable
initialization statements (e. g. int i = 42;, int arr[] = {1,2,3};, and
int *p = &i;). In all cases, this can be viewed as a declaration and allocation,
followed by an assignment to the newly declared variable. In our formalization,
we first declare the variable as normal and afterwards assign the corresponding
value. We present the transformation rules for declaration and initialization of
variables with the rules 14 to 16. Note that in the case of an array declaration,
we have to derive the size of the array by the number of expressions given
in the curly braces and for pointers, we omit the step of setting the address
pointer to NULL.

Dynamic Allocation

Dynamic memory allocation in C++ can be done either with the new keyword
or with the malloc keyword inherited by C. In our formal model, we can only
support the dynamic allocation with new. This is inherent as malloc allows for
the bytewise allocation of untyped memory chunks of arbitrary size. However,
in our formal memory model, memory is represented variable-wise (as elements
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of the memory array) and the data type for which the memory is allocated has
to be known as we have a different memory array for each data type.

In general, there exist two different kinds of new operators which can be
used to dynamically allocate a single variable (e. g. new int;) or an array
(e. g. new int[17];) respectively. In both cases, the corresponding amount of
memory is allocated on the heap and the operator returns the address of the
allocated memory. In the case of array allocation, new returns the address
of the first array element. For our formalization of the dynamic memory
allocation, we use two native Uppaal methods which are similar to the method
for static array allocation already presented in Listing 5.2. The only difference
is the allocation order as we allocate dynamic memory starting from the end
of the memory array to the front, and we use the dynamic status flags in
the memory state array. Note that, although we start dynamic allocation at
the end of the memory array, this does not mean that static and dynamic
arrays have a different alignment. In both cases, the first array element has
the smallest index. Our transformation for the new statements is presented in
the rules 17 and 18.

Using the transformation rules 11 to 18, we can capture all static memory
allocation statements in C++ as well as a subset of dynamic memory allocation
statements with our formal memory model. For dynamic allocation, we solely
focus on the new operator for both single-variable and array allocation and do
not support the untyped allocation operator malloc.

5.2.3 Memory Deallocation

In C++, there exist two different kinds of memory deallocation: dynamic
and static deallocation. Just like in our formalization of memory allocation,
we use native Uppaal methods to formalize the memory deallocation and
automatically generate four native methods, two for each static and dynamic
deallocation of single variables and arrays. In Listing 5.3, we show a simplified
version of the method responsible for the deallocation of dynamically allocated
arrays. In this example, we omit error detection and error handling as we
present this in detail in Section 5.4. Note that, except for minor changes,
the four generated deallocation methods are similar to each other. In each
method an address pointer parameter representing the memory which should
be deallocated (a variable or an array, respectively) is used. In general, a
deallocation in our formal model can be realized by setting the memory state
array at the corresponding index to free.

Static Deallocation

Statically allocated memory is deallocated whenever the end of the scope in
which the memory was allocated is reached. This is done automatically and
does not require any special statement in the C++ code. As Uppaal does
not support scopes, we have to model them explicitly and add deallocation
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void dealloc_dyn_arr_data (data_addr_ptr d) {
// d e a l l o c a t e each array element
do {

dataMemState [ d ] = MEM_FREE; // = 0;
d++;
DATA_MEM_FREE++;
// s top when end o f memory or end o f array i s reached

} while (d < DATA_MEM_SIZE
&& dataMemState [ d ] == MEM_DYN_ARRAY_TAIL) ;

}

Listing 5.3: Simplified Dynamic Array Deallocation

statements for each allocated variable at the end of their scope. Depending
on the type of the variable (single variable or array), the corresponding static
deallocation method is invoked for the variable. This transformation is shown
in Rule 19 for single variables and in Rule 20 for arrays.

Dynamic Deallocation

Unlike statically allocated memory, dynamically allocated memory is never
deallocated automatically in C++. Instead, an explicit use of the deallocation
operators delete, delete [], or the free operator inherited by C is required
for single variables and arrays, respectively. As the free operator is the
counterpart of the malloc operator for dynamic memory allocation which is
not supported by our approach, we do not explicitly model the free operator.
For our transformation of the delete deallocation operators, we just have
to replace each occurrence of a delete operator with the invocation of the
dynamic memory deallocation methods. This is covered by the rules 21 and
22.

5.2.4 Example

With the presented transformation rules a large variety of memory-related
constructs and operations can be transformed into our formal memory
model. Figure 5.2 shows a small example for the transformation consisting
of variable declarations, memory allocation and deallocation operations and
variable assignments. All transformation rules used in this example are
either directly taken from the transformation rules table or are derived
from it. Except for additional array accesses, the resulting formal Uppaal
memory model has the same structure and variable names as the original
design. This is important for the formal verification as it eases manual
matching of counterexamples generated by the Uppaal model checker with
the corresponding SystemC/TLM design.
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int i ;
data ∗ s = new data ( ) ;
int ∗p ;
{

int ar r [ 3 ] ;

data t ;

p = &arr [ 2 ] ;
a r r [ 2 ] = 17 ;
t . va l = ∗p ;
s−>val = t . va l ;

}

delete s ;

(a) SystemC/TLM representation

i = a l l o c_ in t_s t a t i c ( ) ;
s = alloc_data_dynamic ( ) ;
p = NULL;

a r r =
a l l o c_s ta t i c_ar r_ in t ( 3 ) ;

t = a l l o c_sta t i c_data ( ) ;

p = ar r + 2 ;
intMem [ ar r +2] = 17 ;
dataMem [ t ] . va l = intMem [ p ] ;
dataMem [ s ] . va l =

dataMem [ t ] . va l ;
d ea l l o c_s ta t i c_ar r_ in t ( a r r ) ;
dea l l oc_stat i c_data ( t ) ;
dealloc_dynamic_data ( s ) ;

(b) Uppaal representation

Figure 5.2: Memory Representation Examples

5.3 Defragmentation

Our formal memory model, as presented in the previous subsections, is
comprehensible and can handle a broad variety of memory-related constructs
and operations. In some cases, however, the memory allocation in our formal
memory model can fail although the allocation in the original SystemC/TLM
design succeeds. This is related to our need for a statically determinable size for
each memory array. For this, we use a static worst-case memory consumption
analysis. However, as this analysis cannot consider all possible allocation
orders, in the case of fragmentation, there might not be enough adjacent
memory array elements for a successful memory allocation. To overcome
this problem, we present a memory defragmentation approach for our formal
memory model. With this, we ensure that whenever an amount equal to
or less than the current amount of free memory is allocated, the allocation
succeeds. To achieve this, we generate special defragmentation methods which
are invoked whenever memory fragmentation is detected. In the following,
we describe how we detect fragmentation in our formal memory model and
afterwards present our defragmentation algorithm.

5.3.1 Detection of Memory Fragmentation

In general, memory fragmentation is caused by the allocation and deallocation
of memory chunks of varying sizes. This can cause small chunks of free
memory which cannot be allocated again until the surrounding memory is
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deallocated as well. Fragmentation thereby increases the worst-case memory
consumption beyond the point that can be easily determined by a static worst-
case memory consumption analysis. In our formal memory model, unlike in
C++, fragmentation can only occur if arrays are used. This is due to the
fact that we have different memory arrays for each data type and therefore
do not face the problem of different byte sizes for different data types as all
single variables in a memory array have the same size (one memory array
element). Arrays however can have an arbitrary length and therefore still
might cause memory fragmentation. In principle, there exist two different
ways to detect memory fragmentation: During memory allocation and during
memory deallocation. If memory allocation fails and there is enough free
memory in total, we can be sure that the memory is fragmented. After memory
deallocation, we can count the number of free memory chunks. Unfragmented
memory has only one continuous block of free memory, ranging from the
last statically allocated variable to the first dynamically allocated variable.
Therefore if two or more separate chunks of free memory are encountered, the
memory is fragmented.

For our formal model, we have decided to use the detection during memory
allocation as we already track the available memory elements. Two general
cases have to be distinguished: single variable allocation and array allocation.

Single Variable Allocation

Presuming that the size of the memory array is chosen correctly and no
memory leak is present in the original SystemC design, we never risk to fail
single variable allocation due to fragmentation. This is because each memory
array only holds variables of a single data type and all single variables of this
data type have exactly the same size (one memory array element). Therefore
whenever there is a free element in the memory array it can be allocated for
a single variable. Still, we can detect memory fragmentation during single
variable allocation. As we allocate static variables and dynamic variables
from different ends of the memory array, an unfragmented memory array
should have all its free memory in the gap between the stack part and the
heap part. Therefore, if we encounter a dynamic memory element during the
static allocation of a single variable before we have encountered a free memory
element, we can be sure that the dynamic part of the memory is fragmented.
The same is true for the opposite allocation order. In Listing 5.4, we present
our generated Uppaal native method for static allocation of single variables
of the data type data, including the method for finding a free memory array
element. For clarity, we omit the error handling which is shown in detail in
Section 5.4.

Whenever we detect fragmentation during the allocation of a single variable,
we defragment the opposite part of the memory (dynamic memory on static
allocation and vice versa). Afterwards, we can return the index of the memory
array which was formerly allocated for the dynamic memory element as this
is now moved to a different memory array index. Note that, except for the
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data_addr_ptr get_free_static_mem_data ( ) {
// f o r s t a t i c vars s t a r t a t the beg in o f the memory array
data_addr_ptr i = 0 ;

// s top when we a ) reach the end o f the memory
// or b ) encounter a dynamic memory element
while ( i < MEM_SIZE_DATA &&

! is_dynamic_element ( i ) {
i f (dataMemState [ i ] == MEM_FREE) {//= 0

return i ;
}
i++;

}
// i f we ge t here the heap i s fragmented
defrag_heap_data ( ) ;
//we can s imply re turn i−1 now
return i −1;

}

data_addr_ptr a l l o c_sta t i c_data ( ) {
data_addr_ptr r e t = NULL;
// i s t h e r e enough memory a v a i l a b l e ?
i f (DATA_FREE_MEM > 0) {

// t h i s a lways succeeds
r e t = get_free_static_mem_data ( ) ;
// s e t the s t a t u s memory to a l l o c a t e d .
dataMemState [ r e t ] = MEM_STATIC_OBJ; // = 1;

}
return r e t ;

}

Listing 5.4: Fragmentation Detection on Single Variable Allocation
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iteration direction and the comparisons with the different memory status, the
dynamic allocation of single variables is identical to the presented method.

Array Allocation

Array allocation in our formal memory model may fail even though enough
memory array elements are available and heap and stack do not overlap. This
can happen if there are not enough consecutive free memory elements to fit
the array. In addition, the memory is also fragmented if we reach the first
dynamic element on static allocation (and vice versa) before the allocation
succeeded, just like during single variable allocation. However, unlike in the
single variable allocation, it is not possible to decide whether the heap or the
stack or even both parts of the memory are fragmented without analyzing the
whole status memory array. Instead, whenever the array allocation fails, we
defragment both memory parts. In Listing 5.5, we present the Uppaal native
method for static allocation of arrays of the data type data, including the
method for finding consecutive free memory array elements. Again, we omit
error handling for clarity and refer to Section 5.4 for a detailed description of
the error handling in our Uppaal native methods.

If the allocation of an array fails, we have to defragment the whole
memory and can afterwards allocate again. Presuming that there is at least
enough memory to fit the array, the first free element we encounter after
defragmentation should be the gap between static and dynamic memory and
therefore fit our entire array. Note that the allocation of dynamic arrays is,
except for iteration direction and some comparisons, identical to the method
shown here.

5.3.2 Defragmentation Algorithm

There are two main tasks our defragmentation algorithm has to fulfill. First
and foremost, it has to ensure that each memory allocation succeeds if there is
enough free memory. Second, it has to guarantee that the static and dynamic
parts of each memory array never intertwine. As an additional requirement, we
want a performant algorithm both in terms of computation time and memory
consumption to reduce the impact on the verification cost as much as possible.
To achieve this, our defragmentation algorithm consists of two phases: In the
first phase, we defragment the memory array and the memory state array to
close gaps in both the static and the dynamic part of the memory array. This
results in defragmented memory with a single gap of free memory located
between the static and dynamic memory parts. In addition, we track all
changes our algorithm performed. In the second phase, we use these tracked
changes to reorganize all existing address pointers in the design to match the
reorganized memory. Note that in our formal memory model, fragmentation
is always detected for a memory array of a specific data type memory array
and only the defragmentation method of the specific data type is invoked.
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data_addr_ptr get_free_static_mem_arr_data ( int s i z e ) {
// f o r s t a t i c vars s t a r t a t the beg in o f the memory array
data_addr_ptr i = 0 ;
bool stop = fa l se ;
int counter = 0 ;
// s top when we a ) reach the end o f the memory ,
// b ) cou ld not a l l o c a t e the f i r s t f r e e gap
// or c ) encounter a memory dynamic element
while ( i < MEM_SIZE_DATA && ! stop &&

! is_dynamic_element ( i ) {
i f (dataMemState [ i ] == MEM_FREE) {//= 0

// count the consecu t i v e f r e e e lements
counter++;
// i f we found enough , re turn the f i r s t e lement
i f ( counter == s i z e )

return i − s i z e ;
} else i f ( counter > 0) {

// the f i r s t f r e e gap i s to sma l l −> de f rag
break = true ;

}
i++;

}
// i f we ge t here the memory i s fragmented
defrag_data ( ) ;
// the f i r s t f r e e e lement now shou ld f i t the array
i = 0 ;
while ( i < MEM_SIZE_DATA) {

i f (dataMemState [ i ] == MEM_FREE) //= 0
return i ;
i++;

}
return NULL; // never reached

}

data_addr_ptr a l loc_stat i c_arr_data ( int s i z e ) {
data_addr_ptr r e t = NULL;
// i s t h e r e enough memory a v a i l a b l e ?
i f (DATA_FREE_MEM >= s i z e ) {

r e t = get_free_static_mem_arr_data ( s i z e ) ;
// s e t the s t a t u s memory to a l l o c a t e d .
// a l l o c a t e head
dataMemState [ r e t ] = MEM_STATIC_ARR_HEAD; // = 2;
// a l l o c a t e t a i l
for ( int i = 1 ; i < s i z e ; i++)

dataMemState [ r e t ] = MEM_STATIC_ARR_TAIL; // = 3;
}
return r e t ;

}

Listing 5.5: Fragmentation Detection on Array Allocation
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void defrag_data ( ) {
// crea t e r e o r g a n i z a t i o n array
data_addr_ptr r eo rg [ ] = {−1, 0 , 1 , . . . , DATA_MEM_SIZE−1};
//Phase1 : r eorgan i z e both memory par t s
inner_defrag_stack ( reorg ) ;
inner_defrag_heap ( reo rg ) ;
//Phase2 : r eorgan i z e address po in t e r
reorganize_data_addr_ptr ( r eo rg ) ;

}

Listing 5.6: Top-Level Defragmentation Methods

Preparation and Tracking Changes

For each data type, we generate a set of Uppaal native methods to handle
the defragmentation. On the top level, these are three different methods:
defrag_data, defrag_stack_data and defrag_heap_data with data being
an arbitrary data type. These methods each create the reorganization array
and execute the two defragmentation phases. The reorganization array is
a temporary array for keeping track of the memory relocation performed
by our defragmentation. The reorganization array is one element greater
than the size of the memory array of the corresponding data type. Each
reorganization array element is initialized with its index decreased by one.
Therefore the values in the reorganization array range from -1 at reorg[0]
to MEM_SIZE-1 at reorg[MEM_SIZE]. Whenever our memory defragmentation
relocates a memory element from index i to index j, we change the value
of the reorganization array at index i+1 to j. As we never change the
reorganization array at index 0 (which therefore always points to -1), this
enables the reorganization of all address pointers, without the need for a special
handling for those containing NULL (= -1). In Listing 5.6, we show the top
level defragmentation method for the defragmentation of the whole memory
including the definition and initialization of the reorganization array. We omit
the defragmentation methods for the heap and stack part of the memory as
they are identical to the presented method except that they contain only one
call to the inner defragmentation methods.

Memory Defragmentation

The first phase of our defragmentation is the reorganization of the memory
arrays. Just like in the memory allocation, we defragment the memory from
both ends, depending on whether we want to defragment the static or the
dynamic part of the memory. For each data type, we create two different
Uppaal native methods: inner_defrag_stack and inner_defrag_heap.
Listing 5.7 shows the implementation of the stack defragmentation method
for the arbitrary data type data. Except for the iteration order of the loop
and the constants we compare the values with, the implementation of the
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heap defragmentation is identical and therefore omitted here. In general, we
iterate through the memory array until we find a free memory array element.
We then relocate all subsequent non-free memory array elements to create a
continuous block of static or dynamic memory. As these two memory parts
never interleave, we can stop the reorganization when we either reach the end
(or the beginning) of the memory or encounter an element of the opposite
memory type. For each relocated variable, we change the corresponding entry
in the reorganization array accordingly. For performance issues, we reset the
value of the original data memory element to a default value.

Address Pointer Reorganization

In the second phase of our defragmentation algorithm, we use the reorganiza-
tion array to change all address pointers in the formal model to point on their
designated value again. In principle, we have to take care of two different kind
of address pointers when defragmenting the memory for the arbitrary data
type data:

1. address pointers that are members of modules or are declared inside
methods

2. address pointers that are members of complex data types like structs
(e. g. typedef struct { data *d1; data *d2;} data_pair;)

For the first kind of address pointer, we have to access each of them by
name and change the value they contain to the new value provided by the
reorganization array. For the second kind we have to iterate through the
memory array of all data types having members of the defragmented data
type and change each of those members accordingly. For each data type, a
single Uppaal native method is generated, which handles the reorganization
of all address pointers of this data type.

In Listing 5.8, we show a pseudo code representation for the reorganization
method of the arbitrary data type data. First, we reorganize all direct address
pointers (e. g. address pointers that are module members or method variables).
Afterwards, we iterate through all memory arrays of data types containing an
address pointer of type data and reorganize all members accordingly. For each
address pointer we reorganize, we set its value to the value of the reorganization
array at the old address pointer value increased by one (ptr = reorg[ptr+1]).
Note that the foreach loops in the listing are evaluated during the generation
of the method for each data type and a list of variables which have to be
reorganized is generated.

Our defragmentation algorithm has a low complexity both in terms of
memory consumption and runtime. It is easy to understand and does not have
any influence on the comprehensibility of our formal memory model. Using
our defragmentation, we can ensure that each memory allocation succeeds as
long as there is enough free memory.
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void inner_defrag_stack_data
(data_addr_ptr &reorg [DATA_MEMSIZE+1]) {

// the s t a c k i s a t the beg inn ing o f the mem array
int i t_pos = 0 , free_pos = 0 ;
bool found_free = false , s top = fa l se ;
// f i n d f i r s t f r e e e lement
while ( ! found_free && free_pos < DATA_MEMSIZE

&& ! is_dynamic_elem_data ( free_pos ) ) {
i f (dataMemState( f ree_pos ) == MEM_FREE) {

//when we f i n d a f r e e element , we s t o r e the
// current index and the next one
i t_pos = free_pos+1;
found_free = true ;

} else {
free_pos++;

}
}

// i f found_free i s f a l s e , t h e r e i s no f r e e
//memory element b e f o r e the dynamic par t
// t h e r e f o r e t he r e i s no fragmenta t ion in the s t a c k
i f ( ! found_free ) return ;

// r e l o c a t e a l l non−f r e e e lements
// u n t i l we reach dynamic memory
// or the end o f the memory
while ( ! stop ) {

i f ( it_pos == DATA_MEMSIZE OR
is_dynamic_elem_data ( it_pos ) ) {

stop = true ;
} else i f (dataMemState( it_pos ) == MEM_FREE) {

// encountered a f r e e element , move on
i t_pos++;

} else {
//we encountered a s t a t i c e lement
//we 1) r e l o c a t e i t to the f r e e p o s i t i o n
dataMem [ free_pos ] = dataMem [ it_pos ] ;
dataMemState [ f ree_pos ] = dataMemState [ i t_pos ] ;
// 2) f r e e the o r i g i n a l p o s i t i o n
dataMem [ it_pos ] = DEFAULT_DATA_VALUE;
dataMemState [ i t_pos ] = MEM_FREE;
// 3) wr i t e the r e l o c a t i o n in the r e o r g a n i z a t i o n array
r eo rg [ it_pos+1] = free_pos ;
// 4) go on
f ree_pos++; it_pos++;

}
}

}

Listing 5.7: Stack Defragmentation Implementation
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void reorganize_data_addr_ptr
(data_addr_ptr &reorg [DATA_MEMSIZE+1]) {

// reorgan i z e a l l module members and method vars
foreach (mod : getModules ( ) ) {

foreach (member : getMember (mod) {
member = reorg [member+1] ;

}
foreach (method : getMethods (mod) ) {

foreach ( var : getVars (method ) ) {
var = reorg [ var +1] ;

}
}

}

// reorgan i z e the data address p o i n t e r s o f a l l s t r u c t s
foreach ( type : getDataTypes ( ) )

i f ( hasMemberofType ( type , data ) )
for ( int i = 0 ; i < TYPE_MEMSIZE; i++)

foreach (member : getMemberofType ( type , data ) )
member = reorg [member+1]

Listing 5.8: Stack Defragmentation Implementation

5.4 Verification of Memory Safety

The main purpose of our formal memory model is to enable the formal
verification of memory-related properties. In principle, all memory-related
properties which can be expressed in the Uppaal TCTL subset can be verified
with the Uppaal model checker. In addition, for each transformed SystemC
design, we automatically generate memory-related properties to ensure the
absence of the most common memory-related errors. As already presented in
Section 4.3, these automatically generated properties can be divided into two
different types. For the automatically generated properties, we use transition-
based properties to ensure the absence of access errors and method-based
properties to ensure the absence of deallocation errors. In the following, we
explain the generation of these properties in detail.

5.4.1 Memory Access Errors

In our formal model, each line of code in the SystemC/TLM design is
represented by one or more transitions in the Uppaal model. On these
transitions, several of the most common memory-related errors can occur:

� null pointer dereferences

� read/write accesses to unallocated memory
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bool is_valid_addr_data ( int pos ) {
return pos > NULL && pos <= DATA_MEMSIZE &&

dataMemState [ pos ] != MEM_FREE;
}

bool i s_val id_arr_access_data ( int head , int index ) {
// check i f v a l i d va l u e s are used
i f ( ! is_valid_addr_data ( head ) ‖ index < 0 ‖

! is_valid_addr_data ( head+index ) ) {
return fa l se ;

}

// check i f t h i s i s an array
i f ( ! is_arr_head_data ( head ) ) {

return fa l se ;
}

// check i f the index i s not o u t s i d e o f the array
for ( int i = head+1; i <= head+index ; i++) {

i f ( ! i s_arr_ta i l_data ( head+i ) {
return fa l se ;

}
}
return true ;

}

Listing 5.9: Detection of invalid Memory Accesses

� array index out of bounds accesses

Note that not all of these errors will result in runtime errors in C++ but,
depending on memory layout and allocation order, might instead result in
non-deterministic behavior. All of these errors can occur during memory
accesses. In order to detect them, we automatically generate two native
Uppaal methods is_valid_addr and is_valid_arr_access for each data
type in the design. We present these methods for the arbitrary data type data
in Listing 5.9.

On each transition, on which a memory access is performed, we add a guard
containing these methods to check if the access resulted in an error. For each
pointer and single variable whose memory is accessed during the transition
we use the is_valid_addr method of the corresponding data type and for
each array memory access (e. g. dataMem[arr+x]), we use the corresponding
is_valid_arr_access method. These methods evaluate to false if the
memory access on the transition resulted in one of the present memory-
related errors, preventing the transition from being taken by the Uppaal
model checker. In addition, we add a fail state to the Uppaal model which is
reachable via a transition using the negated guard. Whenever the transition
to the fail state is taken, we also set a global flag (MEM_ERR_ACCESS_FAIL) to
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∗ptr = arr [ x ] ;

Listing 5.10: Memory Access Example C++

true. In Listing 5.10, we present a simple SystemC code example in which the
value of an array element is copied to the address of a pointer.

In Figure 5.3, we show the originally generated Uppaal transition for this
code example. In the Figure 5.4, we present the modified transition, including
the guards, the fail state and the additional transition.

Using the global flag, the absence of memory access errors can then be
verified by checking whether the flag is never set to true. This can be expressed
with the following property:

AG ¬MEM_ERR_ACCESS_FAIL

In our example, if the property is satisfied, this implies the absence of the
following errors:

� arr or arr+x are null

� arr or arr+x point to an unallocated memory address

� arr or arr+x are outside the bounds of the corresponding memory array

� arr is not an array

� x is less than zero

� the index contained in x is not part of the array arr

� ptr is null

� ptr points to unallocated memory

� ptr is outside the bounds of the corresponding memory array

We automatically generate this property during the transformation from
SystemC/TLM to Uppaal.

Figure 5.3: Memory Access Example - Original Transition
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Figure 5.4: Memory Access Example - Guarded Transition

5.4.2 Memory Deallocation Errors

In C++, several memory-related errors can occur during dynamic memory
deallocation. This includes the following errors:

� double free

� use of delete on statically allocated variables

� invocation of delete on arrays

� invocation of delete [] on single variables

In our formal memory model, we use Uppaal native methods to model
memory deallocation, which are invoked during transitions. The basic
deallocation method is presented in Section 5.2.3. If a deallocation error
can occur in the SystemC design, it can be detected in the deallocation
method of our formal memory model. Therefor, we enhance the deallocation
methods to enable the detection of these errors. For each of the mentioned
errors, we generate a specific global flag in the Uppaal design. This flag is
initialized with false and is set to true, when we detect the specific error
during deallocation. For this, we automatically generate another Uppaal
native method (check_mem_errors_for_dealloc) for each data type, which
is invoked whenever an address pointer should be deallocated by using delete
or delete []. Listing 5.11 shows the implementation details of the method
for the arbitrary data type data.

When a deallocation error is detected, the method returns true and thereby
signals the deallocation methods to do nothing with the current address
pointer. This ends the deallocation and the Uppaal design reaches the next
location. Using the generated flags with the Uppaal model checker, the
absence of the deallocation errors can be verified with the following properties:

AG ¬MEM_ERR_DOUBLE_FREE

AG ¬MEM_ERR_STATIC_DELETE

AG ¬MEM_ERR_INVALID_ARR_DELETE
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bool check_mem_errors_for_dealloc_data
(data_addr_ptr d , bool array_de le te ) {

// check f o r n u l l po in t e r
i f (d == NULL) {

// d e l e t e on n u l l does not produce an error
// but noth ing has to be done in t h i s case
return true ;

}
// check f o r doub le f r e e
i f (dataMemState [ d ] == MEM_FREE) {
MEM_ERR_DOUBLE_FREE = true ;
return true ;

}
// check f o r s t a t i c d e l e t e
i f ( i s_stat ic_var_data (d ) ) {
MEM_ERR_STATIC_DELETE = true ;
return true ;

}
// check f o r i n v a l i d d e l e t e usage
i f ( ar ray_de le te && ! is_array_elem_data (d ) ) {
MEM_ERR_INVALID_ARR_DELETE = true ;
return true ;

} else i f ( ! a r ray_de le te && is_array_elem_data (d ) ) {
MEM_ERR_INVALID_VAR_DELETE = true ;

return true ;
}
return fa l se ;

}

Listing 5.11: Memory Error Detection for Deallocation
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AG ¬MEM_ERR_INVALID_VAR_DELETE

If one of these errors can occur, the Uppaal model checker generates a
counterexample, in which the last transition taken results in the activation of
the flag. Using the Uppaal simulator to inspect the values of all variables
in the corresponding transition then enables the identification of the reason
for the error. We automatically generate all of these properties during the
transformation from SystemC to Uppaal.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented our formal memory model for
SystemC/TLM. We use an adaption of the widely used data structure-based
formal memory model consisting of multiple typed memory arrays. We gen-
erate one memory array for each data type in the design and an additional
memory state array to track the availability of the memory. In addition, we
provide a set of transformation rules that enables a fully automatic transfor-
mation of a large set of memory-related constructs and operations into our
formal memory model. The result of is a compact formal memory model, which
can be used for formal verification of memory-related properties. For conve-
nience, we automatically generate properties, which cover the most common
memory-related errors.



6 Formalization of SystemC
Transaction Level Models

Transaction level modeling is a design concept widely used in HW/SW
codesign. The main ideas of TLM are the separation of communication and
computation in a design, the introduction of intermediate levels of abstraction
to enable fast yet precise simulation, and the use of well-defined abstract
communication interfaces to ease the interplay between different components.
As the abstract communication interfaces also simplify the interoperability
between components of different vendors, the importance of TLM in industrial
HW/SW design has increased during the last decade. For transaction level
modeling with SystemC, there exists the OSCI1 Transaction Level Modeling
standard. The current version is 2.0. In addition to the general advantages
of transaction level modeling, the TLM standard also drastically increases the
simulation performance of SystemC/TLM designs compared to basic SystemC
designs by using an intermediate level of abstraction. Recently, the TLM
standard became part of the SystemC core distribution. This will most likely
increase the popularity of TLM in industrial SystemC design even further.

In general, SystemC/TLM is well suited for the modeling of safety-critical
embedded systems. However, due to the lack of a formal semantics for
the TLM 2.0 standard, formal verification techniques cannot be applied
directly to SystemC/TLM models. So far, only a few approaches have been
proposed to provide a formal semantics for SystemC/TLM and to enable formal
verification. As these approaches lack the support for important and widely
used constructs (e. g. complex data types or the communication interfaces),
they are insufficient for automatic and comprehensive formal verification of
industrial SystemC/TLM designs.

To overcome this problem, we present a formal semantics for the SystemC
Transaction Level Modeling 2.0 standard. We specifically focus on those
constructs widely used in industrial SystemC/TLM designs. In this context,
we provide transformation rules that enable the fully automatic transformation
of all relevant TLM constructs and operations into Uppaal timed automata.
We integrate our formal semantics for TLM and our formal memory model

1Open SystemC Initiative, now part of Accellera Systems Initiative
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presented in Chapter 5 into an already existing formal semantics for SystemC
by Herber et al. [HFG08]. The result is a formal semantics for large parts
of SystemC and the TLM 2.0 standard, which can be applied to industrial
designs and enables formal verification using the Uppaal model checker.

In the following, we first present our formal semantics of the TLM
2.0 standard and the corresponding transformation rules. Afterwards, we
present how the generated Uppaal model can be used to verify important
properties using the Uppaal model checker, including safety, liveness and
timing properties, as well as assertions provided by the designer.

6.1 Formalization of SystemC/TLM

With our formal semantics for the SystemC TLM standard we do not aim
at a full support for all existing TLM constructs. Instead, we focus on
the key features of the TLM standard (e. g. generic communication and
interoperability) and omit other features (e. g. the direct memory interface
(DMI) and the debugging interfaces). For the supported constructs, we
create a semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata representation.
In addition, we present transformation rules that enable us to transform a
given SystemC/TLM design using these constructs fully automatically into an
equivalent Uppaal timed automata model.

The communication architecture of the TLM standard consists of three
different abstract components. To ensure the interoperability between mod-
ules of different developers, the TLM standard introduces an abstract generic
communication object called generic payload. SystemC modules have dedi-
cated entry points for communication called sockets. Sockets provide generic
communication methods which can be invoked via a connected socket. There
exist two kinds of communication methods in the TLM standard: blocking and
non-blocking communication. In order to enable delayed method invocation
during non-blocking communication, the standard also features payload event
queues. In the following, we present how these components can be formalized
using Uppaal timed automata.

6.1.1 Generic Payload

The generic payload is the basic communication object in the TLM standard.
It consists of a set of fields (e. g. a value and a phase). In general, these fields
are sufficient to describe single transaction objects. If additional fields are
needed, the generic payload can be dynamically enhanced. In SystemC/TLM,
the generic payload is realized as a struct. Note that, as Uppaal does not
support dynamic data structures and therefore does not support dynamic
enhancement of structs, we require that all additional fields can be evaluated
statically to create a special payload for the design, featuring all necessary
fields. As the approach of Herber et al. only supports integers and Booleans
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typedef struct {
int va l1 ;
int va l2 ;

void s e tVa l s ( int v1 ,
int v2 ) {

va l1 = v1 ;
va l2 = v2 ;

}
} data ;

. . .
data d ;
d . s e tVa l s (1 , 2 ) ;

(a) SystemC/TLM Struct Declaration

typedef struct {
int va l1 ;
int va l2 ;

} data ;

void s e tVa l s ( int v1 ,
int v2 , data &th i s ) {

t h i s . va l1 = v1 ;
t h i s . va l2 = v2 ;

}

. . .
data d ;
s e tVa l s (1 , 2 , d ) ;

(b) Intermediate representation

Figure 6.1: Struct Transformation Example

as data types, the main challenge for our formalization of the generic payload
is to provide a general formalization for C++ structs and classes in Uppaal.
In principle, Uppaal does support structs, however, unlike in C++, Uppaal
structs are mere containers or aggregations of variables and cannot have
methods.

To overcome this problem, we have developed a transformation for C++
structs in two phases. In the first phase, we separate the struct methods from
the struct itself and add an additional parameter to each method representing
the struct on which the method is invoked. In addition, all field accesses inside
the methods have to be modified, as well as all invocations of the methods.
In the second phase, we add the C/C++ declaration of the struct fields to the
global declaration section of the Uppaal design and generate an equivalent
Uppaal timed automata template for each struct method.

In Figure 6.1, we present the first transformation phase for the arbitrary
data type data. For each SystemC/TLM struct declaration, we create an
intermediate representation, where the struct methods are separated from the
struct declaration. Each of the methods in the intermediate representation has
an additional by-reference-parameter to represent the struct. The parameter
is named this as in Uppaal timed automata this is not a reserved keyword
and in C++ this.x can be used inside of struct and class methods to access
the field x of the struct or class on which the method is invoked. All accesses
to the fields of data inside the methods are replaced by accesses to the fields
of the this struct (e. g. val1 → this.val1). All method calls on a struct
are replaced by an equivalent method call using the corresponding struct as
an additional parameter (e. g. d.setVals(1,2) → setVals(1,2,d)).
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In the second phase, we add the struct definition to the global declaration
section of the Uppaal model. As the struct declaration in C++ and in Uppaal
consists of the same syntax elements, no additional transformation is necessary.
For the generation of method automata for the struct methods, we can use the
basic method transformation proposed by Herber et al. Note that as a side
effect, by combining our struct transformation with our formal memory model
we are also able to transform recursive data structures like lists or trees. In
general, recursive data structures cannot be defined in Uppaal, as a struct
may never contain a field of its own type. With our formal memory model, a
recursive data structure does not contain a field of its own type but instead an
address pointer. As the address pointer and the struct data type are distinct
data types in our formal memory model, the declaration of such a recursive
data structure is possible.

6.1.2 Sockets

In SystemC/TLM models, connections between modules are established using
sockets. In contrast to the basic SystemC ports, sockets do not only enable the
import of communication methods, but also their export. Module instances can
be bound directly together via sockets, without using a channel in between.
When a module instance calls a method on its socket, the method call is
forwarded to the connected module instance and executed there. In principle,
two different kinds of sockets exist that differ in the methods which can
be called on them: initiator sockets are connected to the initiator of a
communication and provide a non-blocking callback mechanism and target
sockets are connected to the target of a communication and provide both
blocking and non-blocking communication mechanisms. In our formalization,
sockets are not modeled explicitly. However, for each method that can be
called via a socket, an equivalent Uppaal template is generated according
to the basic method transformation presented by Herber et al. During the
transformation, we resolve all socket connections to determine on which module
instances socket methods are invoked and create instances of the corresponding
method templates accordingly. To achieve this, we require that the maximum
number of concurrent method calls over a socket can be statically determined
and therefore no direct mutual recursion between socket methods may occur
(e. g. a.nb_transport_fw calls b.nb_transport_bw and vice versa). In the
generated Uppaal model, a call to a socket method is handled as a standard
method call using the name of the socket as a prefix.

6.1.3 Communication Methods

The TLM standard abstracts arbitrary communication protocols with two
different kinds of communication methods: blocking transport and non-
blocking transport. For a semantically equivalent transformation of the general
communication architecture of the TLM standard, both the blocking and non-
blocking transport methods have to be supported by our approach. In addition,
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we also have to support the payload event queue (PEQ), which is often used in
combination with non-blocking communication to enable delayed method call
processing. In the following, we first present our formalization for the blocking
and non-blocking communication methods and afterwards present our formal
representation of the PEQ.

Blocking and Non-blocking Transport

The transport methods in the TLM standard enable the modeling of arbitrary
communication protocols on different levels of abstraction. The blocking
transport models communication as a single transaction. The initiator of the
communication calls the blocking transport method on a socket connected with
the target of the communication. The initiator blocks until the target finishes
the method call and continues afterwards. During the blocking communication
an arbitrary amount of time may pass. The non-blocking transport models
communication as multiple transactions, which can be either sent by the
initiator or the target of the communication. Each transaction represents
a specific phase in a communication protocol. In contrast to the blocking
transport, non-blocking communication may never consume (simulation) time.

In TLM, the phase of a non-blocking transport communication is usually
represented by an enumeration. The basic approach of Herber et al., however,
cannot cope with enumerations. In C++, enums are represented as integers,
with each declared enum element used as an identifier for a constant integer
value. Unless declared otherwise, the first element of an enumeration gets
the value zero, the second element the value one etc. In Figure 6.2, we
present our formalization of enumerations in Uppaal timed automata using
the tlm_phase_enum used in the TLM standard. Each enum type declaration
is transformed into the declaration of an integer subtype with the name of the
type. For each enum element, we declare a constant integer variable containing
the value of the enum. To generate these values, we follow the same rules as in
C++. Therefore, the values of the SystemC enumeration elements are always
identical to those in Uppaal.

Using our formalization of structs to model the generic payload and our
enum formalization to model the phase of a transaction, the transformation
of the communication methods can be done by the standard method trans-
formation of Herber et al. For each communication method of a module, a
corresponding Uppaal timed automata template is generated. These tem-
plates are instantiated for each method call. For non-blocking transport, there
usually only has to be one instance, as during the execution no time may pass
and therefore the control is never yielded back to the scheduler. This prevents
other processes from calling the non-blocking transport method before it re-
turns. However, for blocking transport the possibility of concurrent executions
of the same method exists. Therefore, the blocking transport methods have
to be instantiated once for each possible concurrent method invocation. As
Uppaal does not support dynamic template instantiation, we assume that the
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enum tlm_phase_enum {
UNINITIALIZED_PHASE = 0 ,

BEGIN_REQ,
END_REQ,
BEGIN_RESP,
END_RESP

} ;

. . .
tlm_phase_enum p =

BEGIN_REQ;

(a) SystemC/TLM Enum Declaration

typedef int tlm_phase_enum ;
const int

UNINITIALIZED_PHASE = 0 ;
const int BEGIN_REQ = 1 ;
const int END_REQ = 2 ;
const int BEGIN_RESP = 3 ;
const int END_RESP = 4 ;

. . .
tlm_phase_enum p =

BEGIN_REQ;

(b) Uppaal representation

Figure 6.2: Enum Transformation Example

maximum number of concurrent method invocations can be statically deter-
mined during our transformation.

6.1.4 Payload Event Queues

To enable delayed responses to non-blocking method calls, the TLM standard
features payload event queues (PEQs). A PEQ is a queue of transaction
objects (usually consisting of a generic payload and an identifier of the
communication phase) ordered by the point in time at which the transaction
object should be processed. When the point in time is reached, the
transaction object is dequeued and processed. For our formalization of
the PEQ, we focus on the PEQ using a callback function and a phase
parameter (peq_with_cb_and_phase) and omit the PEQ using a dedicated
event (peq_with_get). As both PEQs can be converted into one another by
using additional processes or events, this does not restrict the applicability of
our formalization. The basic functionality of a PEQ using a callback method
is already presented and illustrated in Section 2.1.4. In principle, such a PEQ
consists of four different components:

� A time-ordered list in which all notifications are stored until their delay
is reached.

� The notify method, which is called by processes with the transaction
object and a delay as parameters and enqueues the transaction objects
into the time-ordered list.

� The fec method, which takes care of the dequeueing process of
time-ordered list elements and the invocation of the callback function
connected with the PEQ.
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� The callback method, which processes the transaction object.

In the following, we present our formal representation for each of the
components.

Time-Ordered List

In the TLM standard, the time-ordered list is basically a set of delayed process
notifications. Each notification of a PEQ inserts a new element into the time-
ordered list. Whenever the point in time for a notification is reached, the
list element is processed by the fec method. Our first attempt to model the
time-ordered list in Uppaal (presented in [HPG11]) by using a single timed
automata and a sorted array, proved to scale poorly and drastically decreased
the performance of the formal verification. The main problem was the ordering
of the list elements, which introduced a severe overhead. To overcome this
problem, we developed an optimized representation of the time-ordered list,
which exploits the semantics of Uppaal. This improved formalization was
first presented in [PHG11]. Instead of creating a list in which all elements
are stored, we create a single Uppaal template for each list element. Each
of those templates has a single transaction object and a distinct clock. Using
this representation, we do not have to take care of the ordering inside the list.
Whenever a list element reaches the point in time determined by its delay, it
waits for the activation by the SystemC scheduler and then notifies the fec
method which takes further care of the transaction object. If two or more
list elements reach their delay at the same time, a non-deterministic choice is
made. This is conformant to the TLM standard, as it is not specified which
element has priority in this case. By using the Uppaal model checker, all
possible execution orders are evaluated.

Figure 6.3 shows our Uppaal representation of an element of the time-
ordered list. Whenever the automaton is notified, the transaction object
consisting of the generic payload and the communication phase and the
desired delay are copied into the local variables of the Uppaal automaton.
Additionally, a local clock c is set to zero. This clock is used to track how
many time units the transaction object is already enqueued. Whenever the
scheduler sends the signal that time has passed, c is compared to the desired
delay. When c equals this delay, the list element awaits the activation signal
of the scheduler. Afterwards, the transaction object is forwarded to the
callback function method of the PEQ and finally the fec method is called
to invoke the callback method. This is an optimization to reduce the amount
of transport variables and time-ordered list element instances needed. As the
fec method in SystemC/TLM simply forwards the transaction object to the
callback method, by directly using the corresponding transport variables, we
require two transport variables less per PEQ. Note that each list element also
has an elem_in_use flag which determines whether it is currently in use or
not. This flag is used by the notify method to determine which list element
should be notified.
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Figure 6.3: Uppaal Representation of an Ordered-List Element

For each payload event queue in the SystemC/TLM design, we create a
number of list element template instances, sufficient to handle all concurrent
PEQ notifications that can occur in the design. Therefore, we assume that the
number of concurrent notifications per PEQ can be determined statically.

PEQ Notify

In the TLM standard, the notify method is called by SystemC processes to
store a transaction object in a PEQ. The method creates a new list element
or reuses an already existing empty one, stores the transaction object in it
and adds the element to the existing time-ordered list at the correct position.
In our formal model, a sufficient amount of list element template instances
is created during transformation. In principle, to model this behavior, our
formal representation of the notify method has simply to notify an arbitrary
ordered list element whenever a PEQ notification occurs. However, this would
result in a combinatorial explosion during verification, as the model checker
would have to explore all possible notification orders. To prevent this, we use
a deterministic notification order for list elements. Each list element of a PEQ
has a unique id. This id is used as an index to identify both the elem_in_use
flag of each list element and the control channel which can be used to
notify the corresponding list element template instance. The notify method
iterates through the ids beginning with the smallest and notifies the first
unused list element it encounters. This drastically reduces the semantic state
space of the resulting Uppaal model compared to our previously proposed
formalization of the notify method as presented in [PHG11]. In addition,
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Figure 6.4: Uppaal Representation of the notify Method

an overapproximation of the number of concurrent PEQ notifications has a
significantly smaller impact on the semantic state space, as surplus list element
automata are never used.

In Figure 6.4, we show our formal representation of the notify method of
a PEQ. Whenever the method is called, the free list element with the smallest
id is determined and notified. Afterwards, the notify method immediately
returns.

For each PEQ in the SystemC/TLM design, we have to create a single
notify template instance. This is sufficient as notify does not consume time
and therefore no concurrent calls of notify may happen.

PEQ Fec

The fec method of a PEQ takes care of the dequeuing of an ordered list
element and the invocation of the callback method connected to the PEQ.
This is equivalent to a method process notification of the callback method. In
our formal model, whenever the fec method is notified by a list element, the
callback method automaton is notified. When the callback method returns,
we yield control back to the scheduler. We present this behavior in Figure 6.5.

We create one instance of the fec template for each PEQ in the design.
This is sufficient as the callback method may never consume time or yield the
control back to the scheduler (just like a SystemC method process). Therefore,
each call of the fec method is finished before it can be called by another list
element. In principle, we could also merge the fec template into the list
element template and invoke the callback method directly. However, as the

Figure 6.5: Uppaal Representation of the fec Method
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Figure 6.6: Uppaal Representation of the callback Method Header

callback method might call the notify method again, this would result in
the need for an additional list element template instance per PEQ. This is
necessary as the list element notifying the callback method would not be able
to accept a notification from the callback method itself.

Callback

In the TLM standard, each PEQ is connected to a dedicated callback method
which is invoked whenever a PEQ element reaches the desired delay. The actual
implementation of the callback method is up to the SystemC/TLM developer
and differs for each PEQ. However, every callback method has exactly two
parameters (the payload and the phase) and may never consume time or yield
control back to the scheduler. In Figure 6.6, we show the formal Uppaal
representation of a callback method header. Whenever the callback method
is invoked, payload and phase are received from the list element and stored
in local variables. The body of the method is omitted and can be created
according to the general method transformation proposed by Herber et al.

Using our formalization of the generic payload object, the sockets, and
the communication methods consisting of both the blocking and non-blocking
transport methods as well as the payload event queues, we support a large sub-
set of the TLM standard. For all of these constructs, we generate semantically
equivalent Uppaal timed automata templates fully automatically.

6.2 Verification

With our formalization of the TLM standard and our formal memory model, we
drastically increase the amount of supported SystemC (C++) language elements
compared to the basic SystemC to Uppaal transformation by Herber et al. We
can verify all basic safety (something will never happen), timing (something
will happen in a given time), and liveness (something will eventually happen)
properties and the design that is verified may contain all relevant TLM
constructs as well as memory-related constructs.

We have already presented several automatically generated properties to
ensure the absence of memory-related errors in Section 5.4. In addition, we
have also added support for another basic construct which is widely used
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in SystemC/TLM designs: the assert statement. Whenever an assert
statement is reached that does not evaluate to true, the program execution
is stopped. Asserts are often used for assume-guarantee design patterns,
which is very well suited for the component-based modeling approach used
in transaction level modeling. In the following, we describe the basic
transformation of this statement and how we automatically generate a property
to ensure that no assert statement in the design is violated.

6.2.1 Assertions

The basic purpose of an assert is very similar to an if statement: when
the condition evaluates to true, the subsequent code is executed. However,
if the assert condition evaluates to false, the execution is stopped. In our
formal model, for each assert statement, we create a new transition in
the method automaton template the assertion belongs to. The assertion is
added as a guard to the transition, preventing the transition to be taken
if the condition evaluates to false. In addition, we add a fail state to the
design which is reached whenever an assertion is violated and a global flag
(ERR_ASSERTION_VIOLATION) which is set to true when the fail state is reached.
This is similar to the detection of memory access errors presented in Section
5.4.1. We can then ensure that all assertions are met in the design by verifying
that the global flag is never set to true. This can be achieved with the following
property:

AG ¬ERR_ASSERTION_VIOLATION

We automatically generate this property during the transformation from
SystemC to Uppaal. If an assertion violation is detected in our formal model
the Uppaal model checker generates a counterexample, which can be used to
detect the point in program execution which caused the assertion to fail.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented our formalization of the SystemC Trans-
action Level Modeling Standard 2.0. With our formalization, we focus on
the TLM constructs widely used in industrial SystemC/TLM design, namely
sockets, payloads, transport interfaces and the payload event queue. For these
constructs, we provide an efficient and comprehensible formalization in Up-
paal timed automata. With our formalization, we can verify a wide range of
important properties using the Uppaal model checker. In addition, we also
provide a formalization of the C++ assert statement. This statement which
is widely used in SystemC/TLM designs to ensure the interoperability be-
tween different components using the assume-guarantee design pattern. With
the Uppaal model checker, we can ensure that user-defined assertions in the
SystemC/TLM design can never be violated.
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7 Optimization

With our approach, we aim at using model checking to verify memory-related
properties on industrial-sized SystemC/TLM designs. Therefore, we have to
ensure that our approach can handle designs of this level of complexity. Model
checking in general has an exponential complexity as it suffers from the so
called state space explosion problem. This problem occurs because for each
state in the design, each possible combination of variable values defines a new
semantic state and, in the worst case, the model checker has to explore all
semantic states in the design. Depending on the verification goal, the model
checker also has to keep track of each explored semantic state. This has a strong
impact on the memory consumption during verification, which in general is the
most limiting factor for model checking. To decrease the memory consumption
and thereby increase the overall verification performance of model checking,
there exist two different targets for optimization: (a) the number of semantic
states in the design; (b) the size of each semantic state.

For our formal Uppaal model, we have developed three different optimiza-
tion techniques. One of these optimizations specifically targets our formal
memory model, while the two other optimizations increase the overall perfor-
mance. In the following, we will present each of these optimizations in detail.

7.1 Optimized Memory Representation

Compared to the SystemC design, our formal memory model introduces a
small overhead in terms of the number of variables: For each non-pointer
variable, our formal memory model creates an address pointer and one or
more elements in the memory array and the memory state array. Pointers are
represented as address pointers and therefore do not increase the number of
variables compared to SystemC.

In general, this overhead is necessary to enable the access to memory
addresses of variables. However, if a variable is never referenced (and therefore
its address is never accessed) this overhead can be avoided. We call these
variables unreferenced variables and subsume them in the UNREFVAR set.
In contrast, all variables which are referenced we call referenced variables
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and subsume them in the REFVAR set with REFVAR∪UNREFVAR = VAR.
All unreferenced variables can be transformed into simple Uppaal variables
without the need for additional address pointers. Therefore, each detected
unreferenced variable reduces the size of each semantic state by an address
pointer and a memory state array element.

For the detection of unreferenced variables, we have developed a reference
analysis. Listing 7.1 shows an abstract version of this analysis. Initially, all
single variables are considered members of the UNREFVAR set, as well as
all arrays with a statically determinable size. Whenever a variable is either
referenced directly by using the reference operator on an expression containing
the variable or indirectly by being used as a call-by-reference parameter in a
method call, it is moved to the REFVAR set. For variables declared inside
a method, we only have to analyze the corresponding method, while for
module variables all module methods have to be analyzed. All members of the
REFVAR set have to be transformed using the transformation rules presented
in Section 5.2. All unreferenced variables can be converted into Uppaal data
types. Note that arrays can only be converted this way if no array element
is part of the REFVAR set. For the optimized transformation, we use the
transformation rules presented by Herber et al. [HFG08].

Depending on the number of unreferenced variables in the design, this
optimization can have a strong impact on the size of each semantic state.

7.2 Optimized Method Transformation

The basic method transformation of our approach transforms each C++
method to a semantically equivalent Uppaal timed automata template. The
invocation of such a method is then emulated by the caller automaton using
a dedicated binary control channel and transport variables which are used to
interchange method parameters and return values between caller and callee.
Though this transformation works for every method, it introduces some
overhead. In some cases, SystemC methods can be transformed into native
Uppaal methods instead. This transformation yields many benefits as no
control channels or transport variables are needed and the method automaton
for the called method is not generated. However, due to some restrictions in
native methods, not all SystemC/TLM methods can be transformed in this
way. Native methods are executed during a transition. This implicates that
no time may pass during the execution of a method (as time in Uppaal can
only pass in locations) and therefore methods may not yield control back to
the scheduler during execution. As in native methods no control signals can
be sent to other method automata, we additionally require that these methods
do not call other time-consuming methods.

To detect all methods which can be transformed with the optimized
transformation, we developed a special time consumption analysis. An
abstract version of this analysis is presented in Listing 7.2.
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PTR = ∅ , ARR = ∅
REFVAR = ∅ , UNREFVAR = ∅

foreach mod ∈ Modules do
// handle module v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n
foreach var ∈ ge tDec la r edVar iab l e s (mod)

i f ( i sPo i n t e r ( var ) )
PTR := PTR ∪ var

else i f ( i sArray ( var ) ∧ ha sS t a t i c S i z e ( var ) )
ARR := ARR ∪ var
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR ∪ var

else i f ( i sArray ( var ) ∧ ¬ ha sS t a t i c S i z e ( var ) )
ARR := ARR ∪ var
REFVAR := REFVAR ∪ var

else
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR ∪ var

end i f
end for

foreach meth ∈ getMethods (mod)
foreach exp ∈ ge tExpre s s i ons (meth )

foreach var ∈ ge tVar i ab l e s ( exp )
// handle method v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n
i f ( i sPo in t e rDec l ( var , exp ) )
PTR := PTR ∪ var

else i f ( i sArrayDec l ( var ) ∧ ha sS t a t i c S i z e ( var ) )
ARR := ARR ∪ var
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR ∪ var

else i f ( i sArrayDec l ( var ) ∧ ¬ ha sS t a t i c S i z e ( var ) )
ARR := ARR ∪ var
REFVAR := REFVAR ∪ var

else
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR ∪ var

end i f
// d e t e c t r e f e r enced v a r i a b l e s (&)
i f ( i sRe f e r enced ( var , exp ) )
REFVAR := REFVAR ∪ var
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR \ var

end i f
// d e t e c t by r e f e r ence params
foreach c a l l ∈ getMethodCalls ( exp )

i f ( isByReferenceParam ( var , c a l l ) )
REFVAR := REFVAR ∪ var
UNREFVAR := UNREFVAR \ var

end i f
end for

end for
end for

end for
end for

Listing 7.1: Reference Analysis
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void time_consumption_analysis ( ) {
for (Method m : Methods ) {

analyze_method (m) ;
}

}

void analyze_method (Method m) {
// prevent d u p l i c a t e a n a l y s i s
i f (m. i s_analyzed ) return ;

// conta ins wai t
i f ( containsWait (m) ) {
m. consumes_time = true ;

} else {
// ana lyze a l l c a l l e d methods
for (Method c a l l e d : m. getMethodCalls ( ) ) {

analyze_method ( c a l l e d ) ;
m. consumes_time &= ca l l e d . consumes_time ;

}
}
m. is_analyzed = true ;

}

Listing 7.2: Time Consumption Analysis

In our analysis, a method is considered time consuming if it calls the wait
function directly or indirectly (e. g. by calling a method that calls the wait
function). Initially, all methods are considered not time consuming. During
transformation, we iterate through all of them and check if they call the wait
function. In addition, we recursively check whether the method calls a time
consuming method. This is safe and will never lead to an endless recursion as
we do not allow recursive function calls inside the SystemC design.

Using the results of the time consumption analysis, we can apply the
optimized method transformation on all methods that do not consume time.
For each of these methods, we create a native Uppaal method in the global
declaration part of the Uppaal model. If the method accesses variables of the
surrounding module, all of these variables are added as parameters. As the
action language of Uppaal is very close to the C++ syntax, in most cases no
additional transformation is necessary and the method body of the SystemC
method can be copied directly into the native method. Each method call
of an optimized method is transformed into a call of the native method. In
Listing 7.3, we present a simple SystemC example with a method foo which
can be transformed into a native method. The method accesses its parameter
a and the module variable x.

Figure 7.1 shows the basic transformation of both the method foo and
an arbitrary method call to foo (var = foo(val);). foo is transformed into
a method automaton according to the transformation rules of Herber et al.
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SC_MODULE(m) {

int x ;
. . .

int f oo ( int a ) {
a = a∗x ;
x++;
return a ;

}
} ;

Listing 7.3: Method Transformation Example - SystemC

For the generated method automaton m$foo, a control channel (m$foo$ctrl)
and two transport variables, both for the parameter a and the return value
m$foo$return, are created.

The optimized transformation is presented in Figure 7.2. The method foo is
transformed into the native Uppaal method m$foo. To enable the invocation
of foo on different instances of the module m, the generated native method
has an additional parameter for the module variable x. In the optimized
transformation, the whole execution of foo is done in a single transition inside
the caller. This reduces the semantic state space as no locations are required
for foo. In addition, this also reduces the size of each semantic state as no
transport variables are needed and the local variables of the native method
foo only exist during its execution.

Calls to native Uppaal methods are usually easier to understand and to
match with the original SystemC/TLM design than the standard method
transformation and therefore even improve the comprehensibility of our
approach. Note that the result of our optimized method transformation
strongly depends on the coding style of the SystemC/TLM design. If time
consumption and computational behavior are strictly separated, more methods
become eligible for the optimization and therefore more semantic states can
be reduced.

Figure 7.1: Method Transformation Example - Basic Transformation
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int m$foo ( int a , int &x) {
a = a∗x ;
x++;
return a ;

}

Figure 7.2: Method Transformation Example - Optimized Transformation

7.3 Partial Order Reduction

SystemC features a non-deterministic scheduler. Whenever two or more
processes can be executed at the same point in simulation time, the SystemC
scheduler randomly choses an execution order for these processes. In our
formal Uppaal model, we have modeled the non-deterministic scheduler as
well. However, as the Uppaal model checker has to take into account all
possible execution orders during formal verification, the number of semantic
states grows exponentially with the number of runnable processes.

In general, this is necessary as different execution orders might result in
different values for variables if concurrent processes access the same variables.
However, if processes are independent from each other (e. g. they never access
the same variables), each possible execution order results in the same variable
values after process execution. In this case, not all possible execution orders
have to be considered but only a single representative execution order is
necessary to ensure the correct system behavior. This kind of optimization
is called partial order reduction [Pel93, God96, CGP99] and is widely used in
model checking approaches to reduce the semantic state space.

In a recent master thesis by Björn Beckmann [Bec14], we have developed
a partial order reduction for our formal Uppaal model. The main idea is to
divide each SystemC/TLM process in a set of atomic blocks, which cannot
be interrupted during execution. We then analyze the dependencies for each
atomic block by checking which other atomic blocks access the same variables.
Using the results of this data race analysis, we create an optimized scheduler
for our Uppaal model which takes all (in)dependencies into account. To make
use of the scheduler, we also have to change the general transformation of the
wait() statement. In the following, we present the different components of
our partial order reduction in detail.

7.3.1 Detection of Atomic Blocks

An atomic block consists of a set of instructions which are executed atomically,
e. g. without being suspended and reactivated by the scheduler in between. As
SystemC features a cooperative scheduler, processes cannot be interrupted by
the scheduler but have to yield control back to the scheduler by themselves.
For thread processes (SC_THREAD) this can be done by using wait statements.
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Module M {
int i , j , k ;

void P1 ( ) {
while ( true ) {

i = ( i +1) % 10 ;
wait ( 0 ) ;
j = 1 ;

}
}

void P2 ( ) {
while ( true ) {

j = 3 ;
wait ( 0 ) ;

}
}

void P3 ( ) {
while ( true ) {

k++;
wait ( 0 ) ;

}
}

SC_CTOR(M) {
SC_THREAD(P1 ) ;
SC_THREAD(P2 ) ;
SC_THREAD(P3 ) ;

}
} ;

while(true)

i = (i+1) % 10

wait()

j = 1

while(true)

wait()

j = 3

P2

while(true)

k++

wait()

P1

P3

AB1

AB2

AB3

AB4

Figure 7.3: Partial Order Reduction - Atomic Block Detection

In contrast, method processes (SC_METHOD) may never be suspended during
execution but can only yield control back to the scheduler when they reach
their end. Therefore, the detection of atomic blocks for method processes
is trivial, as each method process consists of exactly one atomic block which
contains all statements of the method process and all methods which are called
during the execution of the process. For thread processes, all statements
between two wait statements in the call graph belong to the same atomic
block. Figure 7.3 shows a small SystemC example with three processes and
the detected atomic blocks. Note that the same statement may be contained
in more than one atomic block if there exists more than one execution path to
reach the statement. In our example, the first three statements of process P1
(while(true), i = (i+1) % 10 and wait()) are part of the atomic blocks
AB1 and AB2. AB1 is executed only once when P1 is first started. Afterwards,
only AB2 is executed which also contains the j = 1 statement.
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AB1

AB3

AB2

AB4

Figure 7.4: Partial Order Reduction - Dependency Graph

7.3.2 Data Race Analysis

Using the detected atomic blocks, we can use a data race analysis to detect
dependencies between atomic blocks. A data race between two atomic blocks
AB1 and AB2 exists if AB1 and AB2 access the same variable and at least one of
these accesses is a write access.

Our data race analysis checks pairwise for all atomic blocks if one of
the three conditions is met. For each atomic block, our analysis returns a
set of atomic blocks the atomic block is dependent on. For complex data
types like structs we treat each struct member as an independent variable, so
atomic blocks accessing different members are not dependent on each other.
Arrays, in comparison are treated as a single variable as it is not always
possible to statically resolve the accessed array elements if variables are used as
indices. For pointers, we use a static points-to analysis [Ste96] to determine all
variables, a pointer can possibly reference. Any pointer access is then treated
as an access to all of these variables. Thus, this is a safe overapproximation.

As a special case, atomic blocks using immediate notifications inherit the
dependencies of all possibly notified atomic blocks. This is necessary, as if
the two atomic blocks X and Y are independent, they can be scheduled in
arbitrary order. If, however, Y uses an immediate notification to notify Z
which is dependent on X, different execution orders of X and Y may yield to
different system behavior due to Z.

In Figure 7.4, we present the dependency graph for our example in
Figure 7.3, determined by our data race analysis. Edges between atomic blocks
represent dependencies between them. The atomic block of process P3 (AB4)
is independent from all other blocks, while the second atomic block of process
P1 (AB2) is dependent on the first atomic block of P1 (AB1) and the atomic
block of P2 (AB3) and vice versa.

7.3.3 Optimized Uppaal Scheduler

Using the results of our data race analysis, we create an optimized scheduler
automaton in Uppaal. Instead of executing all runnable atomic blocks in
non-deterministic order, the optimized scheduler only executes atomic blocks
in a nondeterministic order if they have dependencies. Independent processes
are executed in a deterministic order. To achieve this, we introduce three new
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Figure 7.5: Partial Order Reduction - Optimized Scheduler

data structures into the Uppaal model: a runnable set, which keeps track of
all atomic blocks that are runnable, an enabled set, which determines which
of the runnable atomic blocks will be executed next and a dependency matrix,
consisting of the results of the data race analysis. These sets are realized as
arrays. Each atomic block receives a unique id which is used as an index in all
three data structures.

In Figure 7.5, we present the Uppaal template of our optimized scheduler.
Compared to the scheduler of the basic SystemC to Uppaal transformation by
Herber et al. presented in Figure 2.19 in Section 2.3.1, we add an intermediate
location between the evaluate location and the execute location on the upper
left side. Whenever basic blocks are runnable, we first compute the enabled
array by using the native Uppaal method compute_enabled. The method
checks for all runnable atomic blocks if they have dependencies with other
runnable blocks and generates an enabled set which either consists of a single,
runnable, independent atomic block (if there is more than one, the block with
the smallest id is chosen), or, if no runnable independent blocks exist, all
runnable atomic blocks with dependencies. After the computation of the
enabled set is done, the activate signal is used to start the execution of
an atomic block.

7.3.4 wait() Transformation

To benefit from the optimized scheduler, we also have to adapt the way
on how the wait statement is handled in our formal model. In the basic
transformation, on each wait-statement, the counter for runnable processes
(ready_procs) is decremented, and the process sends the deactivate signal
which yields the control back to the scheduler. When the event, the process
waits for occurs, the counter is incremented again and the process waits for
the activate signal of the scheduler. In Figure 7.6, we show the adapted
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Figure 7.6: Partial Order Reduction - wait() Transformation

transformation for process P2 from our example in Figure 7.3. In our adapted
transformation, we add the active atomic block to the runnable set during
activation. When the process is activated, we immediately remove the atomic
block from the set. In addition, the activate signal can only be received by
the process if the runnable atomic block is part of the enabled set calculated
by the scheduler.

Using the optimized scheduler and the adapted wait transformation, we
only execute processes in non-deterministic order if different execution orders
can result in different system behavior. This reduces the semantic state space
of the design and thereby improves the verification performance.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented three different optimization techniques for
our formal Uppaal model, namely an optimized memory transformation, an
optimized method transformation and a partial order reduction. Each of these
optimization techniques can drastically decrease the number of semantic states
and/or the size of each semantic state of a generated Uppaal model. This
increases the verification performance and enables the verification of more
complex SystemC/TLM designs. We present the results of our evaluation for
each presented optimization technique in Chapter 9.



8 Implementation

In the previous chapters, we have presented our general approach for the
formal verification of memory-related properties in SystemC/TLM designs.
In addition, we implemented a toolchain to enable the fully automatic
transformation and verification of those designs. For our implementation, we
mainly focus on modularity and extensibility to ease further development. In
Figure 8.1, we present the components of our toolchain.

As a first step, we use the SC2AST tool from the Karlsruhe SystemC Parser
KaSCPar1 to transform a SystemC/TLM design into a XML representation
consisting of an abstract syntax tree (AST). We extended the grammar of
the SC2AST parser to work with TLM constructs like sockets and the payload
event queue and added a distinction between the dynamic deallocation of single
variables (delete) and arrays (delete []).

The main part of the transformation is then done in two steps. In the
first step, we use the generated AST to transform the SystemC/TLM design
into our SystemC Intermediate Representation (SysCIR). In the second step,
we transform the intermediate representation with our SystemC to Uppaal
(SC2UPPAAL) tool into a JAVA based Uppaal representation. For this, we
use the transformation rules presented in the chapters 5 and 6. The Uppaal
representation can then be exported into a fully functional Uppaal model.

Both the SysCIR and SC2UPPAAL are implemented in the platform
independent programming language Java. Therefore, our toolchain can be
executed on all platforms with a Java Virtual Machine. Our implementation
comprises more than 26.000 lines of code in 235 classes, with about 20% of
the code taken from the STATE tool of Herber et al. [HFG08] either directly
or with only minor modifications. In the following, we summarize the main
features of the SysCIR and SC2UPPAAL.

1http://forge.greensocs.com/de/projects/KaSCPar
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Figure 8.1: Transformation Toolchain

8.1 SysCIR

The main purpose of the SysCIR is to provide an accessible representation
of SystemC/TLM designs to enable analysis of the design and to ease the
application of our transformation rules. The SysCIR consists of three packages:
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� a highlevel JAVA based intermediate representation to map all compo-
nents of a SystemC/TLM design.

� a transformation engine to transform the abstract syntax tree generated
by SC2AST to the intermediate representation.

� an analysis engine to annotate the SystemC/TLM design with additional
information.

Most parts of the implementation of the intermediate representation and
the transformation engine were done in the bachelor thesis of Florian Greiner
[Gre12]. In the following, we present implementation details of these three
packages.

8.1.1 Intermediate Representation

The main focus of our intermediate representation is to enable convenient
access to all parts of the SystemC/TLM design, from top level modules down
to single statements inside a method. For each element of the SystemC/TLM
design (e. g. modules, processes, ports, methods and variables), we use a
dedicated JAVA class to represent it in our intermediate representation. The
hierarchy of the design is also represented, as each element contains sets of
elements, which are declared inside of it.

As a top level class we use SCModel, which contains all top level
modules, global variables and the sc_main method. For each method in
the design, we use an expression based representation. This means for each
statement in the method an expression tree is generated. For each class
of statements, a corresponding Expression class exists, which contain all
information necessary. For example the IfElseExpression consists of an
expression representing the condition and two lists of expressions representing
both the expressions in the then and in the else blocks. This structure
enables convenient method traversing, which is crucial for efficient analysis
of the design. In addition, all port and socket connections between module
instances, all method calls and all variable accesses are already resolved by the
transformation engine and can therefore also be traversed in our intermediate
representation.

8.1.2 Transformation Engine

The transformation engine is responsible for transforming the abstract syntax
tree of the SystemC/TLM design generated by SC2AST into our intermediate
representation. As the AST is represented in XML, we use a Document Object
Model (DOM) parser to traverse the AST. For each XML node in the AST, we
have a dedicated node handler, which instantiates classes of our intermediate
representation matching the SystemC/TLM elements represented by this node.
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During the parsing and transformation process all variable accesses,
connections and method calls are resolved. To prevent errors due to forward
declarations, the transformation of the AST consists of several phases: during
the first phase, all global declarations, including top-level modules, headers
of global methods and global variables are parsed. In the second phase,
the content of each module is parsed, including module variables, ports and
sockets and method headers. This phase is repeated recursively for hierarchical
modules until no more inner modules are found. In the last phase all method
bodys are parsed. As all modules, module variables and methods are known
in this phase, we can resolve each variable access and method call.

In order to ease the matching of counterexamples generated by the Uppaal
model checker with the original SystemC/TLM design later on, we also add
the XML nodes of the AST to each created class instance. These XML nodes
contain filename and line number of the original construct.

8.1.3 Analysis Engine

Using our intermediate representation, we can apply several analyses on
the SystemC/TLM design. These analyses have the purpose of providing
information which can be used both during the transformation to Uppaal
timed automata and by the optimization engine in SC2UPPAAL. All analyses
share a common interface. The analysis engine contains all analyses and
triggers them one after another. Currently, the following analyses are
implemented:

� Data race analysis
Determines the atomic blocks of each process in the design and between
which of these blocks data races exist. The analysis results are used for
the partial order reduction presented in Section 7.3.

� Memory consumption analysis
Performs a worst case memory consumption analysis to determine the
necessary size of each memory array in our formal memory model.

� Reference analysis
Provides information which variables are referenced during program
execution. This is used for our optimized memory representation
presented in Section 7.1.

� Scope analysis
Determines the scope of each variable in the design. This information
is used for the automatic deallocation of static variables by our formal
memory model as presented in Section 5.2.2.

� Time consumption analysis
Provides information which method in the design consumes time or yields
the control back to the scheduler by calling wait(). This information
is used for determining how many instances of a method automaton
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have to be created during transformation and for our optimized method
transformation presented in Section 7.2.

With our analysis engine, we can determine important information needed
for the general transformation from SystemC/TLM and for our optimizations.
By using a common interface for all analyses, the analysis engine can be easily
extended if additional analyses are needed.

8.2 SC2UPPAAL

The purpose of SC2UPPAAL is to enable the transformation from our
SystemC intermediate representation (SysCIR) into Uppaal timed automata.
SC2UPPAAL consists of three packages:

� a JAVA based internal representation for Uppaal timed automata.

� a transformation engine to transform the intermediate representation
into our internal representation.

� an optimization engine altering the internal representation to improve
verification.

The implementation of the basic structure of SC2UPPAAL was done
in the bachelor thesis of Timm Liebrenz [Lie13]. This includes the basic
transformation rules for SystemC presented by Herber et al. as well as our
transformation rules for the TLM standard presented in [HPG11] and [PHG11].
We extended this implementation for our memory representation during the
master thesis of Rolf Schröder [Sch13]. For this, we also used implementation
details from the master thesis of Verena Klös [Klö12]. In the following, we
describe the implementation details of all packages.

8.2.1 Internal Representation

Our internal representation consists of several JAVA classes representing the
different elements of a Uppaal design (e. g. templates, template instances,
locations, transitions and variables). Like in the SysCIR our main focus is to
enable convenient access to all parts of the design to ease the application of
our optimization techniques.

The class structure of our internal representation matches the architecture
of a Uppaal design. On the top level we have the TAModel which consists
of global variable declarations, TATemplates and the system declaration,
containing a set of TATemplateInstances. Each TATemplate has parameters,
locations, transitions and local variables. Transitions consists of a guard, a list
of updates executed during the transition and the synchronization of signals.
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The TAModel class also provides a special print() method, which is used
to generate a complete Uppaal timed automata XML file from the JAVA
representation by traversing the hierarchy of the design recursively.

8.2.2 Transformation Engine

The transformation engine in SC2UPPAAL is the heart of the toolchain. It
implements all transformation rules presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 and
the basic SystemC to Uppaal transformation rules presented in [HFG08].

For each element of the SysCIR intermediate representation, we have
a distinct Transformer class. This again ensures modularity and ease
enhancements of our toolchain. The TAModel is then build from top to bottom
by traversing the SCModel class and all its members recursively. During this
process all automata templates for methods and the corresponding transport
variables are generated. Afterwards, we create all necessary templates and
variables for the SystemC execution semantics (e. g. scheduler, events,
channels) and other constructs like the elements of our formal memory model
and the payload event queue. During the transformation, a complete Uppaal
timed automata design represented in JAVA is created.

We also add the information of the XML nodes of the abstract syntax tree
(containing filename and line number of the SystemC construct represented by
this node) to the comment part of the transition representing the construct.
Thereby, for each transition in the generated Uppaal design, we annotate the
origin in the SystemC design. This further eases the understanding of the
generate counterexamples of the Uppaal model checker and enables faster
error localization.

8.2.3 Optimization Engine

The aim of our optimization engine is to reduce the complexity of the generated
Uppaal design and thereby enable the verification of more complex designs.
The optimization engine therefore alters the intermediate representation using
the different optimization techniques presented in Chapter 7. In addition,
we adapted all optimizations presented by Herber et al. in [HFG08], namely
the removal of unused template parameters, template instances and events
and the merging of transition chains into a single transition. Most of these
optimizations use results of the analysis engine of the SysCIR.

For each optimization, we create a distinct Optimizer class. The optimiza-
tion engine then applies all optimizations on the intermediate representation.
While in general all optimizations always can be applied independently from
each other, some optimizations benefit from other optimizations and should
therefore be executed in a specific order to maximize the optimization result.
By using a common interface for all Optimizers, we ease the creation of ad-
ditional optimizations.
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With our implementation as presented in the previous chapter, we are able
to evaluate our approach. For this, we use a set of case studies to evaluate
the error-detection capability and the performance of our approach as well as
the impact of our optimizations. Our case studies contain a wide variety of
memory-related constructs and TLM constructs and have different levels of
complexity.

In the following, we first introduce our case studies and afterwards present
the results of our evaluations.

9.1 Description of the Models

For the evaluation of our approach, we use three different case studies:
a blocking transport example, a non-blocking transport example and an
industrial case study of an AMBA advanced high performance bus (AHB), a
widely used system-on-chip bus. The blocking and the non-blocking transport
examples contain a wide variety of TLM constructs and are therefore well
suited for the evaluation of our TLM formalization, while the AMBA AHB
design contains both TLM constructs and memory-related constructs and
operations. In addition, the AMBA design is well suited for evaluating the
scalability of our approach as it can be used with a varying number of masters
and slaves.

In the following, we describe the functionality of the three case studies and
present details of the model size, number of processes and used constructs.

9.1.1 Blocking Transport

The blocking transport example is taken from the SystemC TLM 2.0 language
reference manual [Ope09]. It consists of two modules, the initiator and the
target, connected via a socket, and a single initiator process. The target models
a simple memory element which is written and read alternately by the initiator.
For communication, the blocking transport interface of the TLM 2.0 standard
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is used. The example contains several TLM constructs including sockets,
the generic payload and the blocking transport communication interface. In
addition, both static and dynamic memory allocation are used. The delay
of the communication is either realized by using waits both in the initiator
and in the target or by using a single wait statement in the initiator after the
communication is finished (temporal decoupling) as described in Section 2.1.4.
In total, the design consists of approximately 150 lines of code (LOC).

9.1.2 Non-Blocking Transport

Like the blocking transport example, the non-blocking transport example is
taken from the SystemC TLM 2.0 language reference manual. In this example,
we refine the abstract communication of the blocking transport example to a
communication protocol with four phases using the non-blocking transport
mechanism. The example consists of two modules connected via a socket
and a single process. Both modules use a payload event queue with up to
four concurrent process notifications and the design features both static and
dynamic memory allocation. In total, the design consists of approximately 250
LOCs.

9.1.3 AMBA AHB

The AMBA AHB example is an industrial SystemC/TLM design of the ARM
Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) using the Advanced High-
performance Bus (AHB) protocol, which is widely used as a system-on-chip
bus. The case study is provided by Carbon Design Systems1. For a detailed
description of the functionality of the AMBA bus, we refer to the AMBA
Specification [ARM99].

The basic architecture of the implementation is shown in Figure 9.1. In
general, it consists of three different components, the bus itself, masters and
slaves. As the design can feature a variable size of masters and slaves, it is
well suited for evaluating the scalability of our approach. In the following, we
present details for each of these three components.

Master

Each master consists of two subcomponents: tlm2_master and master_to_ahb.
The tlm2_master implements the basic functionality of the master. In our
example, the master sends read and write requests to all slaves in alternating
order, one slave at a time. The requests are forwarded to the master_to_ahb
component using the blocking transport interface. This component is used as
an adapter for the bus which takes care of requesting the bus and preparing
the transaction object. Each instance of the master consists of three processes

1http://www.carbondesignsystems.com
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Figure 9.1: Architecture of the AMBA AHB Design

and a PEQ which can contain up to four concurrent process notifications at
once.

Bus

The bus (AHB_Bus) is a fully functional TLM implementation of the AMBA
AHB bus protocol. The bus forwards all requests of bus masters to the
corresponding bus slaves. For this, each bus master is connected to a slave
socket of the bus while each bus slave is connected to a master socket. The
communication is performed using the non-blocking transport interface of the
TLM standard. The bus implementation consists of three processes.

Slave

The slave component (ahb_mem) implements a simple ring buffer and is
connected to the bus using a slave socket and the non-blocking transport
interface. On a write-request from the master, the data object is stored in
the buffer and on a read-request, the oldest buffer element is removed and sent
to the master. Each instance of the slave component contains a single process
and a PEQ with up to four concurrent process notifications.

The three components make ample use of the different transport interfaces
of the TLM standard and also use a wide variety of memory-related constructs
and operations. We modified the original implementation of Carbon Design
Systems by replacing the self-defined sockets by TLM standard sockets and
with some minor code refactoring (e. g. using additional methods). None of
the modifications change the semantics of the design. In addition, we only
send constant data instead of random data over the bus. This is necessary
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to cope with the complexity of the design and to enable formal verification.
As the bus itself does not manipulate the transaction objects in any way, this
abstraction does not influence the verification of memory-related properties on
the design. In total, the modified design consists of approximately 1500 LOCs.

9.2 Experimental Results

With our three case studies, we evaluate our approach for the formal
verification of memory-related properties in SystemC/TLM designs in different
ways, namely the error-detection capabilities, the performance and the impact
of our optimizations. In the following, we present the results of our evaluation.
All experiments were performed on a PC with an i7 3.4 GHz quad-core CPU
and 32 GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.4 and Uppaal in version 4.1.7. All
presented results are averaged over 10 runs.

Unless otherwise noted, all experiments use partial order reduction as pre-
sented in Chapter 7. As, due to restrictions in Uppaal, our defragmentation
currently cannot be used in combination with our optimized memory represen-
tation, we provide two results (one using defragmentation and one using the
optimized memory representation) for each design whenever necessary. Note
that currently, due to implementation problems, our optimized method trans-
formation is incompatible to the formal memory model and can therefore not
be applied to our three case studies. We are confident, this can be fixed soon.
We show results for our optimized method transformation using a synthetical
benchmark without any memory-related constructs and operations in Section
9.2.3.

9.2.1 Error Detection Evaluation

For the evaluation of the error detection capabilities, we define classes of
common errors and inject these errors into our case studies. Afterwards we use
the Uppaal model checker to verify our automatically generated properties.
Errors of the following classes are injected into our case studies:

� memory access errors (null pointer access, access to free memory, array
out of bounds accesses).

� static delete (using dynamic memory deallocation on statically allocated
memory)

� double free errors

� deleting a dynamically allocated single variable using delete []

� deleting a dynamically allocated array using delete

� violating an assertion
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For the formal verification, we use a TCTL formula which conjugates all of
our automatically generated properties and deadlock freedom. This formula is
well suited to check for the general absence of common memory-related errors
and the violation of assert statements. The formula is shown below:

AG ¬deadlock

∧ ¬MEM_ERR_ACCESS_FAIL

∧ ¬MEM_ERR_STATIC_DELETE

∧ ¬MEM_ERR_DOUBLE_FREE

∧ ¬MEM_ERR_INVALID_ARR_DELETE

∧ ¬MEM_ERR_INVALID_VAR_DELETE

∧ ¬ERR_ASSERTION_VIOLATION

In Table 9.1, we present the results of our error detection evaluation for the
blocking and non-blocking transport (Blocking and Non-blocking respectively)
case studies and for the AMBA bus (instantiated with two masters and two
slaves). For each error class and for each case study, we present the verification
result of the Uppaal model checker. This result is either satisfied (X) if the
design does not contain any of the mentioned errors or not satisfied (5) if one
of the errors is detected. In addition, we also provide the time needed for each
verification run. For comparison, we also present the results of an error-free
design of each case study.

In all cases, the Uppaal model checker was able to detect the injected
errors. Using the generated counterexample and the Uppaal simulation
environment, we manually checked the source of each detected error and
ensured that the error location corresponds with our error injection. Unlike
the verification of the absence of errors, the detection of errors is usually very
fast even for large designs.

The results show that the automatically generated properties can be used
to easily detect a broad variety of errors and especially the most common
memory-related errors in different designs. In addition, we were able to
detect errors which cannot be detected safely due to simulation. In case of
the array out of bounds accesses, the simulation does not stop but instead
shows nondeterministic behavior, depending on the values of the surrounding
memory. The same applies for the wrong use of delete and delete [].

During our evaluation of the supposedly error-free AMBA bus system
(marked with * in Table 9.1), we were able to detect a deadlock situation
which occurred when a transaction was split into several separate transfers.
We originally published the detection of this bug in [PHG11]. In case of a
split transaction, a counter variable is used to store the number of successful
transfers before the split occurs. This variable was not reset in the original
design. As a consequence, all split transactions besides the first one failed.
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Verification Result and Time ([mm:]ss)
Blocking Non-blocking AMBA Bus

without errors X X 5*/X
0.06 0.25 26.74*/132:40.31

null pointer access 5 5 5

0.06 0.16 5.82
access to free
memory

5 5 5

0.06 0.16 8.70
array out of
bounds access

5 5 5

0.06 0.15 19.28

static delete 5 5 5

0.06 0.08 5.67

double free 5 5 5

0.06 0.16 8.61

delete on array 5 5 5

0.06 0.17 18.45
delete [] on
variable

5 5 5

0.06 0.17 8.63

assertion violation 5 5 5

0.05 0.18 20.57

Table 9.1: Error Detection Capability

Although not caused by a memory-related error, this is a good example for
a bug, which is hard to detect only by testing and simulation. With our
approach, the bug was detected in less than 30 seconds and the counterexample
generated by the Uppaal model checker could be used to determine the error
source. After fixing this bug, we were able to successfully verify the design
with the presented formula. We fixed the bug for all following experiments.

9.2.2 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our approach, for each case study, we measured
the computational effort both for the transformation of the design from
SystemC/TLM to Uppaal timed automata and for the formal verification
of the generated Uppaal design. For the AMBA bus case study, we use four
designs with different numbers of masters and slaves ranging from one master
and one slave (1m1s) to two masters and two slaves (2m2s).

In the following, we first present the results for the transformation and
afterwards the results for the formal verification.
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Transformation Time (in seconds)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Total

Blocking 0.58 0.30 0.09 0.08 0.29 0.11 1.45
Non-blocking 0.82 0.37 0.07 0.11 0.47 0.16 1.69
AMBA 1m1s 5.14 1.65 1.14 0.57 2.85 0.11 11.46
AMBA 1m2s 5.20 1.60 1.20 0.58 2.82 0.12 11.52
AMBA 2m1s 5.40 1.60 1.77 0.56 3.33 0.11 12.77
AMBA 2m2s 5.45 1.65 1.71 0.55 3.70 0.10 13.16

Table 9.2: Transformation from SystemC to Uppaal

Transformation Performance

As already presented in Chapter 8, our transformation from SystemC/TLM
to Uppaal timed automata consists of six phases:

(1) parsing SystemC - the Karlsruhe SystemC parser (KaSCPar) transforms
the design into an XML AST.

(2) parsing XML - we transform the XML AST into our java-based
intermediate representation SysCIR.

(3) analysis - our analysis engine processes the SysCIR.

(4) parsing SysCIR - we transform the SysCIR into a java-based Uppaal
timed automata representation.

(5) optimization - our optimization engine processes the automata represen-
tation.

(6) printing - we create a Uppaal XML file from our java representation.

In Table 9.2, we present the transformation times for each phase for all
of our case studies. The results show that the transformation can always be
done within a few seconds, even for the rather complex AMBA designs. It
also shows that the whole transformation process scales well for an increasing
number of modules and processes. Each of the six phases processes the design
only once and has linear complexity. KaSCPar transforms each SystemC/TLM
statement into an XML node representation, which is further transformed into
a SysCIR component. Therefore, the computational effort for the first two
phases is linear to the code size. All other phases also have to take all module
instances into account and therefore have a linear complexity to both the code
size and the number of module instances.
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Verification Time Memory Usage Explored States
Design ([mm:]ss)

omr defrag omr defrag omr defrag
Blocking 0.03 0.06 6.6 MB 8.8 MB 1.2k 1.2k

Non-blocking 0.16 0.25 13.3 MB 17.4 MB 16.5k 16.7k
AMBA 1m1s 6.92 6.68 62.6 MB 126.7 MB 332.5k 349.6k
AMBA 1m2s 46.22 57.97 0.2 GB 0.4 GB 1.7m 1.8m
AMBA 2m1s 18:45.26 19:11.74 3.9 GB 7.7 GB 30.4m 32.4m
AMBA 2m2s 132:37.31 122:24.09 18.9 GB 28.2 GB 183.1m 153.3m

Table 9.3: Verification Performance Results

Verification Performance

For the evaluation of the verification performance, we have used the Uppaal
model checker on all case studies. We measured the verification time, the
memory usage during model checking and the number of semantic states
which were explored during verification. For each design, we used the same
property as in the error-detection evaluation (see Section 9.2.1). This property
contains both the always and the globally quantifier. For the verification of
this property, the Uppaal model checker has to explore the whole state space
of each design.

We present the results of our evaluation in Table 9.3. Note that due
to restrictions in Uppaal, our defragmentation currently cannot be used in
combination with our optimized memory representation. Therefore we present
two results for each design: omr for the optimized memory representation
and defrag for defragmentation. In both cases the partial order reduction is
activated.

We were able to verify all of our case studies for the absence of memory-
related errors and assertion violations. In case of our most complex design,
the AMBA AHB with two masters and two slaves, the verification took about
two hours. This is acceptable for formal verification, as it is usually only done
once in the development process. The results also show that the combination
of optimized memory representation and partial order reduction (omr) yields
a much smaller memory usage than the combination of defragmentation and
partial order reduction (defrag). In most cases, except for the 2m2s example,
the omr version also yields better verification times and a smaller amount of
semantic states.
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9.2.3 Optimization Evaluation

For the evaluation of our optimizations, we have automatically generated
Uppaal designs, each using only one optimization. We have then compared
the results with those of unoptimized Uppaal designs and measure the
impact of each optimization, in terms of verification time, memory usage
and the number of semantic states. For measuring the improvement of each
optimization compared to the unoptimized (base) version, we have used the
following equation:

improvement= 1− optimized
base

Except for the evaluation of the optimized method transformation, we use
our three previously presented case studies. The results for each optimization
are shown in the following.

Optimized Memory Representation

The optimized memory representation changes all unreferenced variables in
the design to use a more performant representation, reducing the number of
variables, the size of the memory arrays and the amount of array accesses
during verification. The impact of the optimized memory representation on
our three case studies is presented in Table 9.4.

In the case of the AMBA 2m2s example, both the unoptimized and the
optimized Uppaal designs could not be verified as the Uppaal model checker
went out of memory (denoted with  ). In all other cases, the results show that
our optimized memory representation is well suited to increase the overall
verification performance. Our optimization yields a significant improvement
both in verification time and memory usage during verification. For most case
studies, the amount of semantic states in the design is also reduced drastically.

In general, this optimization specifically targets the size of each semantic
state by reducing the amount of variables in the design and does not increase
or decrease the amount of semantic states. However, due to the reduction of
variables used in our formal memory model, we have to generate fewer checks
and failstates during the transformation of the design. In most cases, this
also yield to a decreased number of semantic states in the design, however,
even without the reduction of the semantic state space the overall verification
performance can be increased significantly, as can be seen in the non-blocking
example. As the memory consumption during model checking is in most
cases the restricting factor for the formal verification of complex designs,
this optimization is very important for our approach to enable the formal
verification of industrial SystemC/TLM designs.
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Verification Time Memory Usage Explored States
Design ([mm:]ss) impr. (in mb) impr. (in 1000) impr.

Blocking
base 0.04 50.0% 8.2 28.0% 0.9 1.5%

optimized 0.02 5.9 0.9
Non-blocking

base 0.23 39.1% 17.9 30.7% 15.1 0.3%
optimized 0.14 12.4 15.1

AMBA 1m1s
base 18.28 60.7% 176.0 68.2% 787.7 53.2%

optimized 7.19 56.0 369.0
AMBA 1m2s

base 2:26.34 58.7% 666.5 72.6% 5,216.6 53.9%
optimized 1:00.37 182.9 2,405.3

AMBA 2m1s
base 139:49.09 25.4% 29,278.8 60.4% 262,878.9 15.7%

optimized 104:21.59 11,593.9 221,626.1
AMBA 2m2s

base  -  -  -
optimized    

Table 9.4: Optimized Memory Representation Results

Optimized Method Transformation

Our optimized method transformation represents suitable SystemC/TLM
methods as native Uppaal methods instead of Uppaal templates. This
reduces the number of templates (and thus the number of states) and the
amount of transport variables in the design. As the implementation of our
optimized method transformer is currently not compatible with our formal
memory model, we use three special case studies which do not use memory-
related constructs or operations and verify each of them for deadlock freedom.
We introduce the three case studies briefly in the following.

The first case study is a micro benchmark (mb) consisting of a single
process. During execution, the process calls a method to check whether a
number (ranging from one up to a maximum number) is a prime number.
During execution, most of the execution time is spent in the prime number
function, which can be optimized with the optimized method representation.
This benchmark can be executed with varying maximum numbers, increasing
the semantic state space of the design accordingly.
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Our second case study is an adapted version of the SystemC producer
consumer standard example using port communication (prodcons). It consists
of two processes, with the first process sending a number to the second process.
The second process determines whether the number is a prime number and
returns the result to the first process. Again, the prime number function
can be optimized with the optimized method representation. This case study
contains both complex calculation and frequent communication.

The third case study is a student implementation of an anti-lock breaking
system/anti-slip regulation (ABS/ASR). This design consists of four modules
and eighteen processes. Four of the methods of the design can be optimized.
Unlike in the other two case studies however, these methods are rather small
and have only a small influence on the overall execution time of the design.

In Table 9.5, we present the results for the three case studies. For the
micro benchmark, we use three different maximum values: 10,000 (mb10k),
20,000 (mb20k) and 100,000 (mb100k). The results show that designs featuring
complex calculations in optimizable methods are best suited for our optimized
method transformation. In the case of our micro benchmarks, we achieved
a reduction in verification time, memory usage and the amount of semantic
states by more than 95%. Additionally, we were able to verify the optimized
version of the 100k micro benchmark, while the unoptimized version leads to
an out of memory abort by the Uppaal model checker (denoted as  ). For
designs with both frequent communication and complex calculation (e. g. the
prodcons example) the improvement with our optimization is lower but, with
about 50%, still remarkable. Designs with frequent communication but only
minor calculations usually do only gain a small benefit from our optimization.

In general, this optimization yields the best performance improvement for
verification if used in combination with a specific coding style in which all
calculation is encapsulated in dedicated methods. If these methods do not
consume time or make use of port or socket communication (and do not
call methods which do so), they can be optimized. The more complex the
calculation inside the method is, the greater the benefit this optimization will
yield. This proposed coding style is basically an extension to the separation of
communication and computation design concept on which transaction level
modeling is based and thus fits very well to the SystemC/TLM modeling
language.

Partial Order Reduction

Our partial order reduction executes independent concurrent processes in a
fixed order. Usually, the Uppaal model checker would execute these processes
in all possible execution orders, resulting in high verification complexity and
a huge amount of semantic states. The partial order reduction reduces
the number of execution traces for a design and therefore the number of
semantic states. This is especially beneficial for designs with many independent
concurrent processes.
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Verification Time Memory Usage Explored States
Design ([mm:]ss) impr. (in mb) impr. (in 1000) impr.

mb10k
base 32.60 95.3% 553.2 99.0% 8,787.2 99.5%

optimized 1.51 5.5 41.2
mb20k

base 123.50 95.6% 1,972.1 99.6% 32,176.9 99.7%
optimized 5.48 7.7 82.5
mb100k

base  
∞

 
∞

 
∞

optimized 1:40.13 26.6 410.7
prodcons

base 2.16 57.9% 20.6 49.0% 214,535.7 59.0%
optimized 0.91 10.5 88,073.3
ABS/ASR

base 26:14.19 1.0% 2,901.4 1.6% 19,486.4 0.1%
optimized 25:58.05 2,855.6 19,461.2

Table 9.5: Optimized Method Transformation Results

To evaluate the impact of our partial order reduction, we use the AMBA bus
case study as well as three versions of the blocking and non-blocking transport
example, featuring different numbers of concurrent independent processes.
This is achieved by instantiating additional initiator-target pairs in the designs
up to three times (Blocking1 to Blocking3 and Non-blocking1 to Non-blocking3
respectively).

We present the results of our evaluation for the partial order reduction
in Table 9.6. In most cases, the partial order reduction yields a significant
improvement for the verification time, the memory usage during verification
and the size of the semantic state space. For the three least complex
designs (Blocking1, Blocking2 and Non-blocking1 ), the partial order reduction
decreases the verification performance. This is due to the constant overhead
introduced by the extended scheduler and the additional locations and
transitions needed for process activation, as well as the additional data
structures to track the dependencies between atomic blocks. For more complex
designs, this overhead is compensated by the benefits of this optimization.

The three blocking and non-blocking examples are well suited to show the
best-case performance of partial order reduction: All processes are always
runnable at the same point in time. Thus, in the unoptimized version, the
Uppaal model checker has to explore all possible execution orders. This yields
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Verification Time Memory Usage Explored States
Design ([mm:]ss) impr. (in mb) impr. (in 1000) impr.

Blocking1
base 0.04 -25.0% 8.2 -29.3% 0.9 -22.2%

optimized 0.05 10.6 1.1
Blocking2

base 0.11 -18.2% 12.3 -3.3% 12.1 80.2%
optimized 0.13 12.7 2.4

Blocking3
base 1.71 84.2% 50.2 64.1% 323.9 98.4%

optimized 0.27 18.0 5.2
Non-blocking1

base 0.23 -8.7% 17.9 8.4% 15.1 -7.3%
optimized 0.25 16.4 16.2

Non-blocking2
base 20.53 50.4% 218.4 46.2% 1,333.3 51.3%

optimized 10.18 117.6 649.3
Non-blocking3

base  
∞

 
∞

 
∞

optimized 47:31.77 8,280.4 77,824.9
AMBA 1m1s

base 18.28 54.6% 176.0 31.5% 787.7 62.1%
optimized 8.29 120.6 298.9

AMBA 1m2s
base 2:26.34 67.1% 666.5 49.0% 5,216.6 69.4%

optimized 48.19 339.6 1,598.6
AMBA 2m1s

base 139:49.09 89.3% 29,278.8 75.5% 262,878.9 90.2%
optimized 14:59.38 7,175.4 25,797.8

AMBA 2m2s
base  

∞
 

∞
 

∞
optimized 90:00.26 25,289.2 130,597.6

Table 9.6: Partial Order Reduction Results

to an exponential increase in verification time, memory usage and the size of
the semantic state space for each additional initiator-target pair in the design.
However, as these processes are completely independent from each other, with
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our partial order reduction we only have to explore a single execution order,
which yields a much better verification performance. In case of the tripled non-
blocking example (Non-blocking3 ), the unoptimized version could not even be
verified as the Uppaal model checker went out of memory after about four
hours (denoted with  ). Using our partial order reduction, the design could
be verified within a reasonable amount of time without even coming close to
exceeding the available memory. The same holds for the AMBA 2m2s example.

In case of the AMBA 2m1s and 2m2s examples, the partial order reduction
alone yields a better verification performance in terms of verification time
and semantic state space than the combination of partial order reduction and
optimized method representation (as presented in Section 9.2.2). However,
even in these two cases, the memory consumption of the partial order reduction
alone is about 50% higher than the consumption of the combination. As the
available memory is a hard limit in formal verification of complex designs,
the results of the combination of the two optimizations can still be considered
better for the overall verification performance.

In general, the partial order reduction has the strongest impact on designs
featuring several independent processes. In some cases, existing designs can be
restructured for a better verification performance by increasing the amount of
independent atomic blocks in the design. This can, for example, be achieved by
splitting atomic blocks that contain parts that can be executed independently
into multiple blocks. For this, the insertion of additional delta-delays, events or
processes might be necessary. However, this restructuring is highly dependent
on the design and requires deep insight into the process structure.

We have shown that all of our optimizations can have a strong impact
on verification time, memory usage and number of semantic states of the
generated Uppaal design. The actual benefit of each optimization is highly
dependent on the code structure and several other features like the amount of
independent concurrent processes.

9.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the results for the evaluation of our
approach. We used three models of different complexity, including an industrial
case study of the AMBA advanced high performance bus. The designs contain
a broad variety of different memory-related constructs and operations and
make use of all TLM constructs our approach supports. For each design, we
evaluated the error-detection capabilities, the transformation and verification
performance and the impact of our optimizations on the semantic state space.

The evaluation of the error-detecting capabilities shows that we are able
to detect the most common memory-related errors on SystemC designs fully
automatically. Using the generated counterexample of the Uppaal model
checker and the simulation environment, the source of each error can be easily
localized in the generated Uppaal model. Due to our comprehensible Uppaal
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representation of each method in the SystemC/TLM design, these errors can
then be mapped to the original design with little effort.

Our performance evaluation shows that we are able to verify all of our
designs with reasonable computational effort. In all cases, we were able to
ensure the absence of a broad variety of common errors. In the case of the
AMBA AHB design, we restricted the data sent over the bus to constant data
to reduce the complexity of the design. As the functionality of the bus is not
influenced by the payload object, this restriction does not influence the results
of our formal verification.

We have also evaluated the effect of our optimizations. Depending on the
coding style and the complexity of the design, all of our optimizations can
have a huge impact on the semantic state space of a design and can be used to
speed up the formal verification process. Currently, one of our optimizations,
namely the optimized method transformation cannot be applied to designs
featuring memory-related constructs and operations. The optimization results
for designs without these constructs are, however, very promising and we are
confident to soon provide an adapted implementation of this optimization.
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10 Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the results of this thesis. We review
the objectives presented in our introduction and discuss whether our proposed
approach meets them. Afterwards, we give an outlook on future work.

10.1 Results

In this thesis, we have presented an approach for the fully automatic
formal verification of memory-related properties in digital HW/SW codesigns.
Our approach enables both the verification of memory-related properties
and the automatic detection of some of the most common memory-related
errors (e. g. null pointer accesses and array out of bounds accesses) on
SystemC designs that make use of the SystemC Transaction Level Modeling
Standard 2.0 (SystemC/TLM). Our approach is based on a fully automatic
transformation of SystemC/TLM designs into semantically equivalent Uppaal
timed automata models. For this, we formalized huge parts of the TLM
standard with Uppaal timed automata. During the transformation, we also
generate a formal memory model, which formalizes the underlying C++ memory
model of the SystemC/TLM design. On the generated Uppaal design, we can
use the Uppaal model checker to verify memory-related properties, as well
as safety, timing and liveness properties specified in (timed) CTL formulas.
Unlike the usual quality assurance process for SystemC/TLM designs, which
rely on simulation and testing and are thus incomplete, our approach can be
used to ensure the absence of a broad variety of memory-related errors in a
given design. Thus, it is well suited to be used in the development of safety-
critical systems, where the correctness is crucial.

For our formal memory model, we used an adapted version of the typed
data structure memory model. The main idea is to separate the memory
into different parts, one for each data type in the design. Each data type
memory is then modeled as an array. In addition, we generate a status
array to keep track of the availability of each memory array element. In our
formal memory model, pointers are represented as integers containing an index
to their address in the memory array. With these three basic components,
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we defined a set of transformation rules that are used to create a formal
representation of many memory-related constructs and operations, including
call-by-reference method calls, referencing and deferencing of variables as well
as memory allocation and deallocation (both static and dynamic). To ease the
verification for some important memory-related properties, we automatically
insert fail states into the generated Uppaal design, which are only reached
if some of the most common memory-related errors occur during verification.
We then automatically generate CTL properties, which can be used to ensure
the absence of these errors in a design.

For the formalization of the TLM standard, we focused on the communica-
tion interfaces consisting of sockets, the blocking and non-blocking transport
interfaces, the generic payload, and the payload event queue (PEQ). We have
formalized each of these components with Uppaal timed automata and have
defined a set of transformation rules to transform a SystemC/TLM design into
a semantically equivalent automata representation. In addition, we provide a
formalization for the C++ assert statement, which is often used in the TLM
design process, as it is well suited for contract-based design. Just like for the
memory-related errors, we automatically insert a failstate for each assertion
in the generated design, which is reached whenever the assertion evaluates to
false, and generate a verification property, which can be used to ensure that
all assert statements in the design hold.

To ensure a comparatively efficient verification of the generated Uppaal
models, we developed three different optimizations, namely the optimized
memory representation (OMR), the optimized method transformation (OMT)
and a partial order reduction (POR). Our optimized memory representation is
used to decrease the overhead generated by our formal memory model as much
as possible. This is achieved by representing all variables that do not have to be
part of the memory model (e. g. unreferenced single variables) in a simpler way.
The optimized method transformation, although currently not compatible with
our formal memory model, can be used to transform suitable SystemC methods
into equivalent Uppaal native methods instead into Uppaal templates as
our basic transformation does. This reduces the amount of templates in the
Uppaal design and thus decreases the semantic state space. The partial
order reduction makes use of interdependencies between concurrent processes
to reduce the number of interleavings the Uppaal model checker has to take
into account. Again, this leads to a reduction of the semantic state space of
the design.

In our experimental evaluation, we showed that our approach is capable of
verifying important memory-related properties. For the evaluation, we used
three different case studies: the blocking and non-blocking transport examples
from the TLM 2.0 language reference manual and an industrial SystemC/TLM
design of the AMBA Advanced High Performance Bus, a widely used system-
on-chip bus. For each case study, we verified the absence of the most common
memory-related errors and the absence of assertion violations. In all cases, the
verification succeeded and could be finished in a reasonable amount of time
(about 2 hours for the most complex AMBA design featuring two masters
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and two slaves). We also evaluated the error-detection capabilities of our
approach by injecting errors into our case studies. For all these modified
designs, we were able to detect the error in less than 30 seconds with the
Uppaal model checker. Using the generated counterexample and the Uppaal
simulator, we were afterwards able to localize it in the Uppaal design. Thanks
to our structure preserving transformation and the automatically generated
annotations in the Uppaal design, the error could be tracked back easily
to the original SystemC/TLM. In addition, we evaluated the impact of our
optimizations by comparing the verification results for designs using only one
optimization with the results of an unoptimized design. Except for the least
complex designs, we were able to show a significant impact on the verification
time, the memory usage during verification and the size of the semantic state
space for each of our optimizations, proving their usefulness to increase the
verification performance.

During our evaluation, we were also able to detect a bug in the AMBA
design, leading to a deadlock situation, if a transition is split into several
transfers. Although this error is not related to memory-errors or assertion
violations, it is a good example for a bug which is hard to detect with testing
and simulation but is automatically detected with our approach.

10.2 Discussion

In the introduction of this thesis, we presented a set of objectives, which an
approach for the formal verification memory-related properties on industrial
SystemC/TLM designs has to fulfill. In the following, we discuss how our
proposed solution matches these objectives.

High Language Coverage

For the verification of industrial SystemC/TLM designs, it is important to
support a large subset of the TLM standard as well as memory-related
constructs and operations to pose as little restrictions as possible to the
design. With our approach, we fulfill this objective by providing a formal
memory model which covers many memory-related constructs and operations,
including pointers, call-by-reference and memory allocation and deallocation.
In addition, we provide a formal semantics for most parts of the TLM standard,
including the generic payload, sockets, blocking and non-blocking transport
interfaces, and the payload event queue. However, there are still some
restrictions we impose on the supported subset of SystemC/TLM. Some of
these restrictions are due to limitations in the implementation, which can be
overcome. This includes the missing support for the direct memory interface
(DMI) of the TLM standard, as well as pointers to pointers. In addition,
currently the generic payload has to be manually replaced with a concrete
payload. Other restrictions are inherent for our formalization and cannot be
overcome. The most severe of these is the restriction to integer based data
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types. While many data types can be automatically converted to integer-
based data types, this conversion usually requires the reimplementation of
specific basic functions for each data type (e. g. arithmetical functions like
the modulo function). This generation is usually both cumbersome and error-
prone. Other inherent restrictions of our approach are pointer arithmetics,
direct memory address accesses, typecasts and void pointers. We are confident
that the supported SystemC/TLM subset is still sufficient for many industrial
SystemC/TLM designs and do not overly restricts the applicability of our
approach.

Comprehensibility

In the generated Uppaal model, each method in the SystemC/TLM design
is transformed into an equivalent Uppaal template automaton. Simple
statements (e. g. manipulation of variables) are transformed to update
expressions on transitions inside of the automaton, while control structures
like if-then-else or loops are transformed into specific patterns of locations
and transitions. This transformation is structure-preserving, which eases the
manual transfer of the Uppaal traces back to the original SystemC/TLM
design. With our formal memory model, the comprehensibility is slightly
impaired, due to the memory array accesses. Still the design remains readable.
To ease the manual matching we also annotate each generated Uppaal
transition with the information of the abstract syntax tree, including file and
line number of the original statement in the original SystemC/TLM design. If
the Uppaal model checker generates a counterexample, this information can
be used to conveniently identify the corresponding SystemC/TLM code.

Compactness and Efficiency

Model checking in general has an exponential complexity. Still there exist
several ways to increase the performance of the formal verification. For our
approach, we carefully created a formal representation of SystemC/TLM and
the underlying memory model that focuses on verification performance. For
our formal memory model, we created an adaption of the typed data structure
memory model, which can be efficiently verified and still is capable of handling
a broad variety of memory-related constructs and operations. In some cases,
as in the formalization of the payload event queue, we exploit the semantics
of Uppaal to create a semantically equivalent formal representation which is
highly optimized for the Uppaal model checker. In addition, we developed
several optimizations to increase the verification performance even further, for
example by reducing the overhead introduced by our formal memory model as
much as possible.
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Soundness

In general, for all formal verification approaches that target informally defined
programming or modeling languages, there exist a gap between these two
semantics. This so-called semantic gap makes it difficult to ensure the
soundness of the verification approach. In our case, we narrow this gap by
providing a modular transformation consisting of rules for single statements
and constructs. Each of these rules is easy to understand and preserves the
semantics of the corresponding SystemC/TLM instruction and its underlying
memory. If our assumptions for the SystemC/TLM design presented in
Section 4.1 are met, our approach generates a semantically equivalent Uppaal
model, which shows the same behavior as the original design. Therefore, all
properties which are satisfied in the Uppaal model are also satisfied in the
original design and vice versa. The same is true for properties which are not
satisfied. Note that when using the optimized method transformation, the
soundness of our approach cannot be guaranteed in all cases. This is due to
the fact that the generated native Uppaal method are executed atomically
and therefore the values of variables cannot be checked for each calculation
step. Still, many liveness properties (including deadlock freedom) hold in
the optimized design. In some cases, the behavior of C++ is not defined and
depends on the used compiler (e. g. the value in a memory address after
deallocation). In those cases, we use a safe interpretation of the semantics of
C++, which enables the detection of possible errors but does not change the
behavior of the design.

Automation

Another of our objectives is to enable the fully automatic analysis and
verification of SystemC/TLM designs, without the need for annotations
provided by the designer or other user interaction. Except for the need
for the manual replacement of the generic payload with a concrete payload,
the whole transformation and verification process of our approach is done
fully automatically. In addition, during this transformation, our toolchain
automatically analyzes and optimizes the design. On the generated Uppaal
design, the Uppaal model checker can be used to enable the fully automatic
formal verification.

Automatically Generated Formulas for Verification

To ease the formal verification as much as possible, we automatically generated
a set of CTL properties. These properties can be used to ensure the absence of
many memory-related errors, like null pointer accesses, double frees and array
out of bound accesses. In addition, we also generate a property to ensure
that all assertions in the design are valid. Using the Uppaal model checker,
these automatically generated properties can be verified without the need for
user-interaction.
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10.3 Outlook

While our presented approach is capable of verifying memory-related proper-
ties on a large subset of SystemC/TLM designs, there still exist some restric-
tions that can be lifted. In addition, during this thesis several new possible
research questions arose, which would be very interesting for further investi-
gations.

Some enhancements to our approach would broaden its applicability, in
particular for industrial applications. One example is the extension of the
supported subset of SystemC/TLM for the direct memory interface (DMI)
of the TLM standard. In principle, our approach is already capable of
supporting the basic components of DMI (e. g. socket calls, pointers and
structs). However, several implementation work is still necessary both in
our intermediate representation and in our transformation. Another possible
enhancement is to enable the fully automatic conversion from the generic
payload data type of the TLM standard into a concrete payload which can be
used with our approach. This would remove the requirement for a manual type
conversion by the SystemC/TLM designer and enhance the automation of our
approach. For the automatic type conversion, an analysis for all generic fields
which are added to the payload during runtime and an automatic replacement
for the access of these generic fields would be necessary. Another useful
extension of our approach would be the support for more data types. For
example, currently, we do not support the SystemC hardware data types. A
formalization of the of additional data types like the four bit logic (sc_logic)
or bit vectors of arbitrary length (sc_bv) would enhance the applicability of
our approach. In both cases, we have to generate a Uppaal representation
of the data type and the basic operations for them during transformation.
With the latest development snapshot, the Uppaal tool suite also supports
floating point values. An investigation if and how C++ floating point data
types can be represented in Uppaal provides great potential for another
useful enhancement of our approach. In theory, our formal memory model
can also support pointers to pointers in arbitrary depth by interpreting the
pointer of a data type as a data type by itself. However, our implementation
can currently only cope with pointers to nonpointer variables and has to be
adjusted for the support of pointer to pointers. Another open issue is the
interoperability between our optimizations. Currently, due to restrictions
in Uppaal, our optimized memory representation is incompatible with the
defragmentation and the optimized method transformation cannot be applied
to our formal memory model. We are confident that both of these restrictions
can be overcome with reasonable effort.

Besides these application-oriented enhancements, our work has also opened
some research questions whose investigation would significantly improve the
state of the art in the related research field. An important topic that was
only partly covered in this thesis is the fully automatic formal verification of
memory-related properties not only of the considered subset of the C++ memory
model, but also for other memory models like distributed, shared memory and
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complex memory architectures. Another interesting topic would be the transfer
of our formal memory model to other verification approaches, for example
software model checkers for C-like languages like CPAchecker (previously
BLAST) or SMT solvers like UCLID. While most software model checkers
for C-like languages do support pointers and memory-related constructs in
some way, they usually lack an explicit formal memory model. This restricts
the possible verification goals, as properties like the absence of accesses to free
memory elements cannot be expressed. SMT-solvers can cope very well with
highly parallel systems and are therefore very well suited for the verification of
hardware. However, usually they do not support memory-related constructs
and operations in any way. It would be interesting to investigate if our formal
memory model can be adapted for the use with SMT solvers.
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